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Exploiting the Russian National corpus in the development of a 
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Abstract 
In this paper we present the on-going grammar 

engineering project in our group for developing in parallel 
resource precision grammars for Slavic languages. The 
project utilizes DeLPH-IN software (LKB/[incr tsdb()]) as 
the grammar development platform, and has strong affinity 
to the LinGO Grammar Matrix project. It is innovative in 
that we focus on a closed set of related but extremely diverse 
languages. The goal is to encode mutually interoperable 
analyses of a wide variety of linguistic phenomena, taking 
into account eminent typological commonalities and 
systematic differences. As one major objective of the 
project, we aim to develop a core Slavic grammar whose 
components can be commonly shared among the set of 
languages, and facilitate new grammar development. As a 
showcase, we discuss a small HPSG grammar for russian. 
The interesting bit of this grammar is that the development 
is assisted by interfacing with existing corpora and 
processing tools for the language, which saves significant 
amount of engineering effort.  

Keywords
Parallel grammar engineering, corpora, Slavic languages 

1. Introduction 
Our long-term goal is to develop grammatical resources 
for Slavic languages and to make them freely available for 
the purposes of research, teaching and natural language 
applications. As one major objective of the project, we 
aim to develop and implement a core Slavic grammar 
whose components can be commonly shared among the 
set of languages, and facilitate new grammar 
development. A decision on the proper set up along with a 
commitment to a reliable infrastructure right from the 
beginning are essential for such an endeavor because the 
implementation of linguistically-informed grammars for 
natural languages draws on a combination of engineering 
skills, sound grammatical theory, and software 
development tools. 

1.1 dELPH-IN initiative 
Current international collaborative efforts on deep 
linguistic processing with Head-driven Phrase Structure 
Grammar [1-3] exploit the notion of shared grammar for 

the rapid development of grammars for new languages and 
for the systematic adaptation of grammars to variants of 
the same language. This international partnership, which 
became popular under the name DeLPH-IN1, is based on a 
shared commitment to re-usable, multi-purpose 
resources and active exchange. Its leading idea is to 
combine linguistic and statistical processing methods for 
getting at the meaning of texts and utterances. Based on 
contributions from several member institutions and joint 
development over many years, an open-source repository of 
software and linguistic resources has been created that 
already enjoys wide usage in education, research, and 
application building.  
In accord with the DeLPH-IN community we view rule-
based precision grammars as linguistically-motivated 
resources designed to model human languages as 
accurately as possible. Unlike statistical grammars, these 
systems are hand-built by grammar engineers, taking into 
account the engineer's theory and analysis for how to best 
represent various syntactic and semantic phenomena in the 
language of interest. A side effect of this, however, is that 
such grammars tend to be substantially different from each 
other, with no best practices or common representations.2  
As implementations evolved for several languages within 
the same common formalism, it became clear that 
homogeneity among existing grammars could be increased 
and development cost for new grammars greatly reduced 
by compiling an inventory of cross-linguistically valid (or 
at least useful) types and constructions. To speed up and 
simplify the grammar development as well as provide a 
common framework, making the resulting grammars more 
                                                                
1 Deep Linguistic Processing with HPSG Initiative (DELPH-

IN), UrL: http://www.delph-in.net/  
2 exceptions do exist, of course: ParGram (Parallel Grammar) 

project is one example of multiple grammars developed using 
a common standard. It aims at producing wide coverage 
grammars for a wide variety of languages. These are written 
collaboratively within the linguistic framework of Lexical 
Functional Grammar (LFG) and with a commonly-agreed-
upon set of grammatical features.  
UrL: http://www2.parc.com/isl/groups/nltt/pargram/  
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comparable the LinGO3 Grammar Matrix4 has been set up 
as a multi-lingual grammar engineering project [4] which 
provides a web-based tool designed to support the 
creation of linguistically-motivated grammatical resources 
in the framework of HPSG [5].  
The Grammar Matrix is written in the TDL (type 
description language) formalism, which is interpreted by 
the LKB5 grammar development environment [6]. It is 
compatible with the broader range of DeLPH-IN tools, 
e.g., for machine translation [7], treebanking [8] and parse 
selection [9].  

1.2 LingO grammar matrix 
Generally speaking, the Grammar Matrix is an attempt to 
distill the wisdom of already existing broad coverage 
grammars and document it in a form that can be used as 
the basis for new grammars. The main goals are to 
develop in detail semantic representations and the syntax-
semantics interface, consistent with other work in HPSG; 
to represent generalizations across linguistic objects and 
across languages; and to allow for very quick start-up as 
the Matrix is applied to new languages.  
The fact that different parts of a single grammar can be 
abstracted into separate, independent modules, either for 
processing or grammar development, is approached in 
[10] from the perspective of reuse of grammar code. A 
web-based configuration system elicits typological 
information from the user-linguist through a questionnaire 
[10, 11] and then outputs a grammar consisting of the Ma-
trix core plus selected types, rules and constraints from the 
libraries according to the specifications in the 
questionnaire, and lexical entries for the language in 
question. In other words, users specify phenomena 
relevant to their particular language, with their selections 
being compiled from libraries of available analyses into a 
starter grammar which can be immediately loaded into the 
LKB grammar development environment [6], as well as 
the PeT parser [12], in order to parse sentences using the 
rules and constraints defined therein. The regression 
testing facilities of [incr tsdb()] allow for rapid 
experimentation with alternative analyses as new 

                                                                
3 The Linguistic Grammars Online (LinGO) team is committed 

to the development of linguistically precise grammars based 
on the HPSG framework, and general-purpose tools for use in 
grammar engineering, profiling, parsing and generation. UrL: 
http://lingo.stanford.edu/  

4 UrL: http://www.delph-in.net/matrix/  
5 LKB (Linguistic Knowledge Builder) system is a grammar and 

lexicon development environment for use with unification-
based linguistic formalisms. While not restricted to HPSG, the 
LKB implements the DeLPH-IN reference formalism of typed 
feature structures (jointly with other DeLPH-IN software 
using the same formalism). 

phenomena are brought into the grammar [13]. The 
original Grammar Matrix consisted of types defining the 
basic feature geometry, e.g. [14], types for lexical and 
syntactic rules encoding the ways that heads combine with 
arguments and adjuncts, and configuration files for the 
LKB grammar development environment [6] and the PeT
system [12]. Subsequent releases have refined the original 
types and developed a lexical hierarchy, including linking 
types for relating syntactic to semantic arguments, and the 
constraints required to compositionally build up semantic 
representations in the format of Minimal recursion 
Semantics [15-17]. The constraints in this ‘core’ Matrix 
are intended to be language-independent and 
monotonically extensible in any given grammar. In its 
recent development, the Grammar Matrix project aims at 
employing typologically motivated, customizable 
extensions to a language-independent core grammar. 
The implemented prototype consists of a small set of 
modules targeting basic word order (addressing the 
relative order of subjects, verbs, and verbal complements), 
sentential negation, main-clause yes-no questions, and a 
small range of lexical entries. In particular: 

• The Matrix core grammar provides definitions of 
basic head-complement and head-subject schemata 
which are consistent with the implementation of 
compositional semantics [16], as well as definitions 
of head-initial and head-final phrase types. The word 
order module creates subtypes joining the head-
complement and head-subject schemata with the 
types specifying head/dependent order, creates 
instances of those types as required by the LKB
parser, and constrains the rules to eliminate spurious 
ambiguity in the case of free word order.  

• For yes-no questions, four alternatives have been 
implemented: inversion of the subject and a main or 
auxiliary verb relative to declarative word order and 
sentence initial or final question particles. 

• The sentential negation module handles two general 
negation strategies: via verbal inflection or via a 
negative adverb. Neither, either or both of these 
strategies may be selected.  

• In a strongly lexicalist theory like HPSG, words tend 
to carry quite a bit of information, which is reflected 
in the lexicon structure. This information is encoded 
in lexical types; lexical entries merely specify the 
type they instantiate, their orthographic form, and 
their semantic predicate. Many of the constraints 
required (e.g., for the linking of syntactic to semantic 
arguments) are already provided by the core Matrix. 
However, there also is cross-linguistic variation. The 
forms are assumed to be fully inflected (modulo 
negation), support morphological processes awaiting 
future work. This information and the knowledge 
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base are used to produce a set of lexical types 
inheriting from the types defined in the core Matrix 
and specifying appropriate language-specific 
constraints, and a set of lexical entries. 

In a lexicalist constraint-based framework, the grammars 
are expressed as a collection of typed feature structures 
which are arranged into a hierarchy such that information 
shared across multiple lexical entries or construction types 
is represented only on a single supertype. As a result, a 
cross-linguistic type hierarchy comes with a collection of 
phenomenon-specific libraries.  

2. Typologically motivated modularity 
Aiming at typologically motivated modularity [10] 
describe a method for extending a language-independent 
core grammar with modules handling cross-linguistically 
variable but still recurring patterns. This method allows 
for extremely rapid prototyping of HPSG-conform 
grammars in such a way that the prototypes themselves 
can serve as the basis for sustained development, being 
able to scale up to broad-coverage resource grammars. 
The authors envision four potential uses for such grammar 
prototyping: (i) in pedagogical contexts, where it would 
allow grammar engineering students to more quickly work 
on cutting-edge problems; (ii) in language documentation, 
where a documentary linguist in the field might be 
collaborating remotely with a grammar engineer to 
propose and test hypotheses; (iii) in leveraging the results 
from economically powerful languages to reduce the cost 
of creating resources for minority languages; and (iv) in 
supporting typological or comparative studies of linguistic 
phenomena or interactions between phenomena across 
languages.  
The modular approach of [10] has been designed to 
handle two kinds of typological variation. On the one 
hand, there are systems (formal or functional) which must 
be represented in every language. For example, every 
language has some set of permissible word orders (formal) 
and a means of expressing sentential negation 
(functional). On the other hand, there are linguistic 
phenomena which appear in only some languages, and are 
not typically conceptualized as alternative realizations of 
some universal function, phenomena such as noun 
incorporation, numeral classifiers, and auxiliary verbs. It 
is indeed expected that the constraint definitions which are 
supplied to grammar developers can be extended to 
capture generalizations holding only for subsets of 
languages.  
The strategy of [10] is actually consistent with data driven 
investigation of linguistic universals and constraints on 
cross-linguistic variation. Therefore, we refer to this 
approach of grammar development (with the help from 
Grammar Matrix) as the "bottom-up" approach, because it 

is driven purely by the specific phenomena in the target 
language. It is certainly efficient: Specifying the choice 
file and building a small working grammar can be done 
within an hour (excluding the time spent on deciding 
specific choices for the given language). For instance [18] 
reports a relatively short development time required to 
create a precision, hand-built grammar for the Australian 
language Wambaya as a qualitative evaluation of the 
Grammar Matrix as a cross-linguistic resource.6 The 
major drawback of this approach, however, is that, for the 
set of customized grammars for a group of languages, it 
soon becomes difficult (if not impossible) to harmonize 
the treatment of related phenomena across languages. 
With grammars being created individually, the treatment 
of shared phenomena would work to the degree that 
satisfies but does not guarantee cross-linguistic 
compatibility. As the number and breadth of implemented 
grammars grows, linguistic predictions are expected to 
emerge and become part of improved modules, 
particularly with respect to interactions among the distinct 
phenomena covered. Our focus in creating a Slavic 
Grammar Matrix is therefore somewhat different: since we 
are dealing with representatives of a language family, this 
effectively enables a “top-down” perspective in the 
multilingual grammar design.  
It is an appealing goal indeed to develop a theoretical 
account of the way that language variation may be 
described in HPSG. Crucial in this respect is the fact that 
the HPSG framework allows a clean way of encoding at 
least some aspects of language variability within the type 
system. Another more ambitious line of research is 
initiated for investigating whether the description of 
differences among any set of two or more languages can 
be reduced to a minimal set of types. Progress in this 
research will lead to shared portions of grammar since the 
similarity of phenomena among the different languages 
will then be reflected in identical HPSG descriptions 
within the type systems. The goal is a grammar matrix 
designed for maximum reusability, lifting out the elements 
that can and should be common across HPSG grammars. 
Therefore, it is important to determine which analyses or 
building blocks of analyses appear to be cross-
linguistically applicable. As the grammar matrix won’t be 
a complete grammar fragment by itself, it will be used in 
combination with mini-grammars for various languages. 
For a language family, and closely related languages in 
general, it is certainly justified to introduce intermediate 

                                                                
6 Despite large typological differences between Wambaya and 

the languages on which the development of the resource was 
based, the Grammar Matrix is found to provide a significant 
jump-start as the creation of grammar itself is reported to have 
taken less than 5.5 person-weeks of effort.  
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parameterizations of the cross-linguistic core of the 
grammar matrix.  

2.1 Slavigram: Slavic grammar matrix 
The common properties of Slavic languages have been 
observed both in literature and related research at various 
intermediate levels of linguistic abstraction. Intermediate 
levels of typological variation are essential to our project 
because we work with a closed set of well-studied, well-
documented and generally resource-rich languages 
belonging to the same language family. In this context, the 
interesting question arises whether minimal differences 
are also detectable as parameters of systematic variation.  
Our concept of Slavic core grammar (Figure 1) will shape 
up and crystallize through rigorous testing in parallel 
grammar engineering for a closed set of richly 
documented and well studied genetically related 
languages for which a variety of linguistic resources is 
already available. We use Grammar Matrix to quickly 
build small grammars for individual languages, utilizing 
the online Matrix configuration system7 to specify choice 
files for representatives of each Slavic subgroup, namely 
for russian (east Slavic), Bulgarian (South Slavic) and 
Polish (West Slavic), as an initial step.  
Apart from the shared core in the Grammar Matrix, 
however, the customization script treats the individual 
languages as separate instances, which means that the fact 
that we have to do with a group of closely related 
languages cannot be taken into account in the original 
setting. Therefore, shared analyses from individual 
languages are put into the Slavic Core in the form of 
generalized Slavic hierarchy and libraries. When new 
language is added, the Slavic core helps to more 
efficiently build the new grammar, and potentially 
receives cross-Slavic validation.  

                                                                
7 The system consists of the following three parts: 

• customization Page. In order for the system to create a 
starter grammar, the required information must be elicited 
from the user-linguist. The medium for this elicitation 
is a web interface. 

• choices file. The options selected by the user are saved 
in a plain text file, called the choices file. Before a grammar 
is built, the choices file is verified to be internally 
consistent and contain all the information it needs. 

• customization Script. Matrix grammars are written in a 
type description language (TDL). The customization script 
is a Python script that reads in the choices file, and uses 
the information it contains to select or construct relevant 
sections of TDL code. The output is a collection of files 
containing the language-specific TDL code. This is then 
bundled with the core Matrix files to provide a small but 
functioning grammar fragment. 

Our approach to Slavic grammatical resources is unique in 
the sense that grammar engineering for each individual 
language takes place in a common Slavic setting. This in 
particular means that if for example two possibilities are 
conceivable of how to model a particular phenomenon 
observed in a certain Slavic language, then we strongly 
prefer the option that would potentially be consistent with 
what is found in the other grammars. As a result the 
Matrix-driven starter grammars for russian and Bulgarian, 
the two typological extremes within the Slavic language 
family, eventually incorporate novel theoretical decisions 
even for seemingly trivial tasks.  
Figure 1: Matrix-driven starter grammars in Slavic core 
grammar setting 

The Grammar Matrix in combination with the Slavic 
Core Grammar allows new grammars to directly leverage 
the expertise in grammar engineering gained in extensive 
work on previous grammars of the same language family. 
Both the general LinGO grammar Matrix and the Slavic 
Core Grammar are not static objects, but are designed to 
evolve and be refined as more languages are covered. The 
advantage of separating the Slavic Core Grammar from 
the general grammar Matrix is that the closed set of 
languages under consideration allow our Slavic Core to 
evolve more liberally than the grammar Matrix, without 
concerns over unstudied languages. 

3. Focus on russian resource Grammar 
As a showcase, let us consider the he russian HPSG 
grammar, which is currently under active construction in 
our group. In fact, the russian resource Grammar has a 
central position in the SlaviGraM project and is 
anticipated as a major outcome in terms of end product 
and a large-scale experimental set up for hypothesis 
testing. The interesting aspect of the initial russian 
grammar is that its development is assisted by interfacing 
with existing corpora and processing tools for the 
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language, which saves significant amount of engineering 
effort. 

3.1 morphological pre-processing 
The morphological information associated with word 
forms in the disambiguated part of the russian National 
Corpus, i.e. where the full analysis is displayed, is 
structured into four fields:  
(i) lexeme and its part of speech;  
(ii) (word-classifying invariable features (for 

example, gender for nouns and transitivity for 
verbs);  

(iii) word-form specific inflectional features (for 
example, case for nouns and number for verbs); 

(iv) non-standard forms, orthographic variations, etc. 
In the rest of the corpus only the lexeme and the 
part of speech are displayed.  

Morphological analysis is the basic enabling technology 
for many kinds of text processing. Integrating a 
morphological analyzer is a crucial prerequisite for all 
grammar development activities involving Slavic 
languages. For research purposes, such systems are by and 
large freely available nowadays, and the LKB grammar 
engineering environment provides the required interface 
for integrating a morphological pre-processor.  
For the pre-processing module we have considered two 
morphological analyzers for russian: Mystem [19] and 
Dialing [20]. Both systems of are based on finite state 
transducers and have been used in the russian National 
Corpus. Unlike Mystem, the system Dialing covers both 
inflectional and derivational morphology and is based on 
a large dictionary which also contains information on 
inflections, prefixes and affixes and stress patterns. 

Mystem, however, is the morphological component used 
by the popular russian search engine yandex. The 
underlying algorithm for analysis and synthesis achieves 
quite precise inflectional morphology of a wide lexical 
coverage without implying any particular morphological 
model of the dictionary.  
The fact that Mystem is available for Polish too is an 
additional criterion in favor of adopting it in our project. 
Thus, during the preparatory phase, we have chosen the 
system Mystem, and it is already integrated as a 
morphological pre-processor in the LKB environment, as 
illustrated in Figure 2. 
The russian National Corpus is without a doubt an 
important source of structured grammatical knowledge to 
be integrated in our russian grammar. A snapshot of the 
main search interface to the rNC is given in Figure 3, 
while Figure 6 illustrates the access to the syntactically 
annotated and disambiguated sub-corpus of the rNC. 
Furthermore, Figure 4 gives us the inventory of 
morphologically relevant “grammatical features” to select 
from in the main corpus. Note, however, that the inventory 
of grammatical features accessed from the syntactic search 
page is somewhat different, as shown by Figure 5.  
Unlike the morphologically annotated portion of the RNC, 
the deeply annotated sub-corpus only contains fully 
disambiguated annotations (i.e. both morphological and 
syntactic ambiguity is resolved). 

3.2 Syntactic dependencies 
In the deeply annotated sub-corpus of the rNC, every 
sentence is marked up with a dependency syntactic 
structure – cf. Figure 7, with nodes corresponding to the 
words of the sentence, and labeled edges encoding the 
syntactic relations. 

Figure 2: Morphological input via inflectional rules

оео{оео=S,уж,од=и,ед}

иае{иа=,неов=нео,ед,ив,}

книгу{книга=S,жен,неод=вин,ед}

Sи=nunnirule.

Sвин=nunccirule.

Sед=nunirule.

нео=ernnirule.

ив=erindicirule.

lerin=.encdin=u

een

enr=оеоr==

nlie=оео

ruleid=nunniruler=оео

ruleid=nuniruler=оео

nli

en

enr=иаеr==

nlie=иа

ruleid=ernniruler=иае

ruleid=erindiciruler=иае

ruleid=eriruler=иае

nli

en

enr=книгуr==
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Figure 3: rNC search 

Figure 4: Morphological information in rNC Figure 5: Grammatical features used in the syntactic sub-corpus 
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Figure 6: rNC access to the syntactic sub-corpus

The syntactic formalism originates in the Meaning-Text 
Theory [21], but the inventory of syntactic relations has 
been extended for the purposes of corpus annotation, 
incorporating a number of specific linguistic decisions 
[22, 23]. 

Figure 7: A sample structure 

We, therefore, observe the following straightforward 
convention when the components of a rNC dependency 
relation (cf. the inventory in  
Figure 8) are to be mapped on HPSG categories: in a 
given syntactic dependency relation, the “governor X” 
corresponds in HPSG to the lexical head of the head 
daughter, while the “dependent y” corresponds to the 
lexical head of the non-head daughter.  
As actantial surface syntactic relations connect a predicate 
word [X] with its syntactic argument [y], they would by 
and large map to headed phrases saturating valence 

requirements. For instance, the first syntactic argument 
[y] stands in a predicative, dative-subjective, agentive or 
quasi-agentive relation to its head [X]. In HPSG, this 
corresponds to the first position on the head’s ArG-ST 
(argument structure) list, e.g. to the “a-subject”. Only in 
the prototypical predicative relation, however, this also is 
the single element on the SUBJ (subject) valence list. A 
non-first syntactic argument [y] stands in a completive 
relation to its head [X]. As a rule, the direct object of a 
transitive verb stands in the first-completive relation to its 
head while non-transitive single-argument verbs like 
“sleep”, for instance, take no completive relations 
whatsoever. eventually, there could be several completive 
relations, depending on the actual valence requirements of 
the head. In HPSG this corresponds to the second, third, 
etc. positions on the head’s ArG-ST (argument structure) 
list. A second large group of surface syntactic relations 
contains attributive dependencies. These relations connect 
a word [X] with its dependent word [y] which functions 
as a modifier, i.e. is not subcategorized, and by and large 
would map in an HPSG setup to head–adjunct phrases 
As for coordinative constructions, these are conceived in 
dependency syntax as directed asymmetric relations and in 
this respect do not stand out from the rest. In an HPSG 
setup, however, this group of relations would correspond 
to various types of (non-headed) coordinate phrases. The 
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so-called syncategorematic dependencies connect two 
tightly bound elements [X] and [y] that are often 
conceived as intrinsic parts of a larger unit, e.g. of a 
compound. In an HPSG setup, this group of relations 
would only partly correspond to headed phrases with 
functional categories, e.g. auxiliary verbs.  
In this valuable resource, even more structured 
grammatical knowledge is accessible, e.g. with regard to 
multi-word expressions (MWe), syntactic ellipsis and 
gapping. The rNC website contains structured lists of 
orthographically multi-componential lexical units enriched 
with frequency information from the disambiguated sub-
corpus. Based on the collocation analysis and 
lexicographic resources, two general MWe types are 
distinguished.  
Inasmuch as the components of a MWe can be neither 
changed nor separated, it is considered equivalent to a 
single word and represented as a separate node in the 
syntactic structure. To this first type belong fixed 

expressions functioning as: (i) prepositions, e.g. по
отношению (in relation to); (ii) conjunctions, e.g. коль
скоро (as soon); (iii) particles, e.g. разве что (unless), 
что ни есть (no matter), не то чтобы (not that), нет-нет
да и (once in while); (iv) adverbs, e.g. пока что (as yet), 
как бы то ни было (anyway), чуть ли не (almost), 
скрепя сердце (reluctantly), из рук вон плохо
(thoroughly bad), стало быть (thus), то и дело (time and 
again), в обнимку (embracing each other), испокон
веков (since the beginning of time). 
On the other hand, there are syntactically transparent 
expressions whose components show certain degree of 
inflectional variation or allow other words to intervene in 
between. For such a MWe no standard syntactic structure 
is built, but (some of) its components are combined in an 
auxiliary dependency relation. It is assumed to hold (from 
X to y) in the following examples: сам[y] себя[X] 
(oneself); изо[X] дня в[y] день (from day to day);  

Figure 8: Syntactic relations in rNC 
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так[y] называемый[X] (so called); все[y] равно[X] (all 
the same); знать[y] не знаю[X] (me having no idea 
whatsoever); дурак[y]-то он дурак[X] (him being 
admittedly a fool). 
In elliptical constructions the missing words are 
reconstructed in the syntactic annotation as “phantom” 
units which participate in the respective syntactic 
dependencies without introducing any changes in the 
original text. Similar approach is adopted in case of 
gapping, i.e. in constructions with missing verb of 
“vague” semantic content. An additional empty node is 
included the dependency structure, with its lemma set to 
“non-specific verb” assigning it the most plausible 
characteristics and, based on them, an indication of a 
lexeme that would represents a “natural hypothesis” for 
the missing verb. 
Having adopted linguistically informed strategies in the 
modular grammar design, we deliberately concentrate on 
making the most of the freely available structured 
grammatical knowledge in the russian National Corpus. 
Interfacing with existing corpora and processing tools is 
therefore fundamental to the russian resource Grammar 
development. 

4. Proof-of-concept Implementation 
To wrap up, here are some basic figures on the current 
state of the russian grammar: ~1000 lines of code 
(excluding Matrix files and lexicon); ~350 newly 
introduced types (excluding Matrix types). The invested 
grammar engineering effort can be estimated as 
approximately 100 person hours of collaborative 
grammar development, plus some help from student 
assistants. Already at this initial stage, the russian 
grammar covers the basic word order and agreement 
phenomena, as well as linking of syntactic to semantic 
arguments, case assignment by verbs to dependents, ‘pro-
drop’ and argument optionality (2, 3, 9), passive (5) and 
various impersonal constructions (8, 11, 13, 14), among 
other mosphosyntactic phenomena. 

(1) Профессор читает книгу
professor[nom.mask.sg] read[pres.act.3sg] 
book[acc.fem.sg] 
'The professor reads the book.' 
(2) Профессор читает
professor[nom.mask.sg] read[pres.act.3sg] 
'The professor reads.' 
(3) Читает книгу
read[pres.act.3sg] book[acc.fem.sg] 
'(pro-drop) reads the book.' 
(4) Студент решает задачу
student[nom.mask.sg] solve[pres.act.3sg] 

task[acc.fem.sg] 
'The student solves the task.' 
(5) Задача решена
task[nom.fem.sg] solve[pcp.pass.sg.fem] 
'The task is solved.' 
(6) Профессор дал задачу студентам
professor[nom.mask.sg] give[past.sg.masc] 
task[acc.fem.sg] student[dat.pl] 
'The professor gave the task to the students.' 
(7) Вопрос требует особого внимания
question[nom.masc.sg] require[pres.3sg] 
special[gen.neut.sg] attention[gen.neut.sg] 
'The question requires special attention.' 
(8) Быстро светает. 
quickly dawn[pres.3sg] 
'It's dawning quickly.' 
(9) Пишем новую статью
write[pres.1pl] new[acc.fem.sg] article[acc.fem.sg]
'We write a new article.' 
(10) Президент скоро лишится доверия
presient[nom.masc.sg] soon be-deprived[non-past.3sg] 
trust[gen.neut.sg] 
'The president will soon lose credibility.' 
(11) Петра тошнит
Peter[acc.mask.sg] feel-sick[pres.3sg] 
'Peter feels sick.' 
(12) Старый профессор гордится студентами. 
old[nom.mask.sg] professor[nom.mask.sg] be-
proud[pres.3sg] student[ins.pl] 
'The old professor is proud of the students.' 
(13) Быстро темнело. 
quickly get-dark[past.sg.neut] 
'It was getting dark quickly.' 
(14) Отцу нездоровится. 
father[dat.masc,sg] feel-unwell[pres.3sg] 
'Father does not feel well.  

The linguistic analyses encoded in the grammar serve to 
map the surface strings to semantic representations in 
Minimal recursion Semantics (MrS) format [15]. For 
instance, the MrS in Figure 9 is assigned to the example 
in (6). It includes the basic propositional structure: a 
situation of ‘giving’ in which the first argument, or agent, 
is ‘professor’, the second (recipient) is ‘student’, and the 
third (patient), is ‘task’. The relations are given english 
predicate names for the convenience of the grammar 
developer. A simple tree display in figure 10 offers an 
abbreviated view over the HPSG derivation while hiding 
the detailed typed feature structures beneath away from 
the user. 
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Figure 9: MrS representation. 

  
Figure 10: Tree representation 

5. Outlook 
In the elaboration of the individual grammars and 
especially for discovering structured linguistic knowledge 
to be reflected in the respective modules we shall 
systematically exploit the open access to rich linguistically 
interpreted corpora available for Slavic languages.  
All individual grammars will be designed to support the 
innovative implementation of a Slavic core module that 
consolidates strategies for constructing a cross-linguistic 
resource based on concepts of shared and non-shared 
morphosyntactic phenomena.  
An important desideratum for the individual resource 
grammars is to eventually couple them with treebanks 
which either pre-exist or will be constructed in parallel.  
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Abstract
Chat texts produced in an educational environ-
ment are categorized and rated for the purpose of
positioning (or placement) of the learner with re-
spect to a learning program (appropriate courses,
textbooks, etc). The difficulty lies in the fact
that the texts are short and informal. A standard
LSA/vector-space model is therefore combined
with techniques appropriate for short texts. The
approach uses phrases rather than words in the
term-document matrix, and for determining pro-
totypical documents of each category, a nonpara-
metric permutation test is used.

1 Introduction

Text categorization is a well-established sub-field of
computational linguistics. We are interested in apply-
ing the techniques of text categorization for the pur-
pose of positioning Life Long Learners with respect
to educational programs and instructional materials.
Quite simply, we can rate learner texts, likely to be
short and generated informal educational settings, by
using a vector-space comparison to gold-standard, ex-
pert texts. Then if the similarity is high enough, the
learner will proficiency out of the course. This ap-
proach is straightforward, but is unlikely to be suc-
cessful. The problems concern accuracy, suitability
and justification of the categorization.

1.1 Accuracy

The categorization obviously must be accurate. A false
positive, indicating learner proficiency in a particular
domain, could be dangerous as it could lead to work
place incompetence. A false negative, on the other
hand, could lead to boredom, as the learner is forced
to take courses on topics that he or she has already
mastered.
The problem of accuracy is compounded by the fact

that texts (selected from text collections known as
ePortfolios) are often short. To deal with this prob-
lem, our approach attempts to lose as little informa-
tion from the text as possible. Traditional approaches
to categorization lose information by case normaliza-
tion, stemming and ignoring word order. The idea
of the traditional approach is to deal with the data

sparseness problem by collapsing textual features into
equivalence classes, losing information in the process.
In our approach, we attempt to balance the problem

of data sparseness with the goal of not losing informa-
tion. This balance is obtained in two ways. First, as
discussed in section 2, we use Latent Semantic Anal-
ysis (LSA) as a technique for dimensionality reduc-
tion [8]. It is well known that LSA can be used to
discover weighted clusters of words, which are loosely
understood to be “concepts.” Since these clusters can
contain derivationally related terms, the need for stem-
ming (and also case normalization) is reduced. Second,
as discussed in 3, our more innovative contribution is
to flexibly use bigrams, trigrams and other ngrams as
opposed to strictly unigrams in the traditional bag-of-
words model. Our approach to extracting such ngrams
is to use a extension of the suffix array approach of [12].

1.2 Suitability

Suppose that learner texts could be accurately clas-
sified as similar or not similar to the gold standard
text (or set of texts). Then the question arises as to
whether or not the gold standard text is a suitable
prototype for a good learner text. One approach to
choosing a gold standard text would be to use a pub-
lished journal article in the field. But such a text is
unlikely to be similar to learner texts either in tone
or in content. It is well known that effective teachers
use scaffolding to present material within the zone of
proximal development of the learner.
So perhaps a better gold standard would be a text-

book, or other learning material, written at the level of
the student. This is certainly an improvement, but on
the other hand, it is still rather unreasonable to expect
learners’ texts to closely match the tone of a textbook,
unless of course the learners are copying from the text.
In fact, the texts that we have consist of online discus-
sions of medical students on several topics related to
safe prescribing. These texts have been categorized as
to subtopic and graded for quality (excellent, good,
fair, poor) by annotaters at the University of Manch-
ester. The texts contain serious conversations, with
very little off-topic wandering. But the tone of the
texts is chatty, and not at all similar to textbook writ-
ing. So rather than to use an external gold standard,
we have opted for an internal gold standard. The pro-
totypical “excellent” text is simply one that was rated
as “excellent” by the Manchester annotators. But not
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all “excellent” texts are equally good as prototypes.
Clearly, for any text t, the remaining texts can be
ranked in order of similarity to t. If t is a good proto-
type, then this ranking should other “excellent” texts
as most similar to t and “poor” should be least simi-
lar. In subsection 4, we discuss a method for choosing
good prototypes that uses the nonparametric permu-
tation test.

1.3 Justification: communities of prac-
tice distinctive language

It is widely accepted that experts can provide answers
to problems that average people can not e.g. evidence
given in court can be accepted or rejected on the ba-
sis of expertise, relevance and reliability. In this con-
texts expertise is defined as knowledge beyond com-
mon sense [6].
Communities of practice are at the center of expert

knowledge development. According to [4] new com-
munities of practice develop conditions for effective
local creation and communication of knowledge and
therefore that knowledge is not shared with other com-
munities until it settles. In linguistic terms this can
be understood as a distinctive use of language shared
among individuals members of a specific community to
describe knowledge that is not shared with other com-
munities of practice. According to [2] expert language
in medicine consists in shared specific terms formalized
in medical term banks, thesauri and lexicons. Patients
get familiar with that established medical terminology
relevant to their own health conditions medical lan-
guage after exposure to treatments, personal doctor
visits, etc.

1.3.1 Language technologies supporting the
identification of expertise

As life long learners do not have common learning
goals nor common educational backgrounds as it is the
case in traditional learning settings, long life learning
educational providers need to rely on available writ-
ten materials produced by individual learner to iden-
tify their degree of expertise within areas of knowledge
that are relevant to study programs in offer.
Given this scenario there is a need for tools that can

provide support in determining the learner’s degree
of expertise or position by means of state of the art
language technologies. Those technologies should be
capable of identify linguistics features that reflect the
degree of learner’s expertise by analyzing learners’ text
repositories.
But, will learners affected by the use of such tech-

nologies (e.g. LSA) be happy to hear about a expert
system suggestion that implies the need of studying a
microbiology course on account of a low cosine simi-
larity value between the learners essays and texts pro-
duced by microbiology experts? It is well known that
users are more inclined to trust an expert system when
such tool can give some reasons for its judgement.
Here, in addition to use LSA for comparing simi-

larities between learner written text and expert texts,
we present the use suffix array analysis for character-
izing text in a way that users of that technologies can
understand .

Grammar and language constructions can be used to
identify language that is characteristic of people that is
not familiarized with a relevant communities of prac-
tice e.g. microbiology . This linguistic feedback could
be combined with a tentative suggestion that taking
a microbiology course would be one way to acquire
these linguistic conventions that tend to correlate with
knowledge of microbiology.
Our work focus on the use analysis of distinctive

phrases for identifying the degree of expertise of it au-
thor in a specific domain where that expertise may be
expressed by linguistics features that is not be evident
at surface level. This approach determine that degree
of expertise as the probability of language misuse in re-
lation to average language use as sampled from expert
written texts.
To give an example from and available, consider the

terms ”prescription charts” and ”drug charts.” These
terms apparently mean the same thing, but it turns
out that ”prescription charts” occurs predominately in
texts rated excellent or good, and ”drug charts” occurs
predominately in texts rated fair or poor. Suppose
that the hypothesis that doctors either consciously or
unconsciously prefer the term ”prescription charts.”
Then if a learner uses the term ”drug charts,” this us-
age could be tagged as less favored terminology, and
a tentative suggestion could possibly be made that
the learner could take a pharmacology course. If the
learner ultimately rejects this suggestion, then at least
this learner wouldn’t go home empty handed. The
learner would at least have received some linguistic
feedback that would be unlikely to come from a hu-
man evaluator.

2 Latent Semantic Analysis

In recent years, LSA has been proposed as a suit-
able language technology for the automatic determin-
ing the degree of expertise of a specific text’s author
[10]. Although, singular value decomposition (SVD)
of word co-occurrence frequencies matrices has been
successfully used in the context of language technolo-
gies enhanced learning (e.g. automatic assessment of
student essays), learner positioning presents new chal-
lenges that expose the limitation of such an approach.
In particular, learners produce text repositories con-
taining few samples of text, many of them of small size
and using language that is rich in non domain-specific
expressions. Such repositories may also be generated
by individuals from different backgrounds in informal
learning environments (chats, online forums, etc.). In
addition, those texts are generated in contexts where
learners feel encouraged to hide their poor usage of
language by articulating redundant expressions and
making extensive use keywords. Moreover, linking the
semantics of high level descriptions of learning goals
and domain specific terminology used by learners in
a non-formal context restrict the usability of LSA as
word usage may not be very stable across corpora.
While semantic spaces approaches such as the Vec-

tor Space Model (VSM) captures surface features of
a semantic space such as first or second order word
co-occurrence, the semantic similarity theory behind
LSA is based on a model that captures different higher
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orders of word co-occurrence (i.e. third order co-
occurrence and higher) by means of using singular
value decomposition. LSA uses SVD to project the
semantic space over a lower dimensional space. LSA
supporters claim that by reducing the space dimen-
sionality, the semantic space that models the human
cognitive process becomes more accurate due to the re-
duction of the noise that is added during the process
of generating language.
LSA belongs to the family of semantic space mod-

els and is capable of inferring relations between words
that are not explicit at surface level. LSA is popular
with psychologists since the dimensionality reduction
can be interpreted as reducing the word space to con-
cept space. But ultimately these ”concepts” are load-
ings on word counts, which are not easily interpreted
or explained.
LSA as well the other semantic spaces approaches

represents the semantics of words, sentences and para-
graphs using word co-occurrence information that does
not take in consideration the position of words within
the sentence. However, according to a general con-
ception of semantics, syntax plays a significant role in
representing meaning of sentences. Thus, intuitively
to using information about the order words occupy
within expressions in addition to their frequency of oc-
currence seems to be a theoretically sounded approach
to improve LSA performance that is in line with mayor
trends in language acquisition theories that stress the
significance that syntactic structure play in the com-
prehension of language.
Although, semantic spaces approaches (e.g. La-

tent Semantic Analysis) have been successful in rea-
soning about ambiguity and semantic similarity when
analysing texts at the level of words (linguistic units),
sentences (grammatical units) and paragraphs (dis-
course units) they are yet not capable of reasoning
beyond the analysis of a bag of words.
Typically, LSA projects a semantic space imple-

mented as a sparse matrix into a dimensionally re-
duced VSM generating the best statistical approxima-
tion to the original model. The dimensionally reduced
model results in a matrix with non 0 values that allows
the computation of similarity between matrix columns
or rows that were orthogonal in the original model.
LSA theory assumes that many words have a simi-

lar probabilistic distribution that results in a compar-
atively lower number of concepts.
As the variation of word choice, introduce noise to

the text, SVD, the algorithm behind LSA bridges the
gaps in words by conflating word used into word senses
. Furthermore, LSA facilitates matrix manipulation in
terms of hardware operative memory by reducing the
dimensionality of the VSM.

3 Phrases

Traditionally, text categorization by means of LSA has
relied on a bag-of-words model. It seems, in some
sense, obvious that a model based on phrases should be
better. But it turns out that this is not necessarily the
case. Recently, Bekkerman & Allan [3] reviewed the
literature on text categorization and found no general
improvement when unigram models were replaced with

bigram models. The problem is that using bigrams
contributes heavily to the data sparseness problem.
Bekkerman & Allan have, however, compared two

rather extreme positions. Our idea is to extract
phrases of any length from the the training corpus, as
long as the phrases are distinctive (occurring predom-
inately in particular categories of documents). It may
well be that the most distinctive phrases are gener-
ally phrases of length one (concurring with the bag-of-
words model), but if there are phrases of other lengths
that are more distinctive, then there seems to be no
reason not to use these phrases.
To give an idea of the approach, consider the word

side. In the medical discussions in our corpus, this
word almost always occurs as part of the phrase side
effect(s). In a few cases, side occurs in a unique con-
text or as part of another phrase, such as flip side. In
this case, the distinctive phrase is apparently side ef-
fect, and the other occurrences are just noise. These
noise phrases are not only unhelpful for text catego-
rization, they are are also unhelpful for generating ex-
planations that would be useful for learners and ex-
aminers.
The example above raises some interesting counting

issues. But first we need to specify more precisely what
it means for a phrase to be distinctive.

3.1 Distinctiveness

In general, phrases that are evenly distributed across
document categories are not very distinctive, whereas
phrases that tend to cluster in one particular category
are distinctive. This general principle must be applied
carefully, however, since with small numbers, cluster-
ing may occur due to chance.
A common measure of distinctiveness used for

weighting in vector space models is tf-idf (term fre-
quency multiplied by inverse document frequency) [9].
It is unclear, however, that this is the best measure
for picking out which phrases to consider and which
phrases to ignore. It is problematic, for example, that
idf simply prefers terms that cluster in a small number
of documents, regardless of the classifications. Given
the ordinal classification of our data as excellent, good,
fair and poor, we are not interested, for example, in
terms that cluster in the excellent and poor texts.
So a distinctive term should be one that occurs pre-

dominately in excellent and good texts or predomi-
nately in fair and poor texts. Consider, for example,
the bullet point , with occurrence vector 31, 5, 0, 0.1
The interpretation is that there are 31 occurrences in
excellent documents, 5 occurrences in good documents
and no occurrences in either of the poorer texts, this
term appears be very distinctive of better texts. But
if we count instead the number of different documents
the bullet point occurs 4, 1, 0, 0, we see a very dif-
ferent picture. The bullet point does occur in higher
rated texts, but it is very bursty (cite Church) and is
therefore not very useful for categorization.
There are various approaches in the literature for

dealing with burstiness. Since this is not our primary

1 Optionally the tokenizer could be set to eliminate such punc-
tuation marks. The bullet point makes a good example here,
however, due to its burstiness.
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concern here, we deal with the problem by counting
the number of texts containing a term rather than the
total number of occurrences of the term. Thus, for the
bullet point, we use the vector 4, 1, 0, 0.
To rate a term such as the bullet point, we need some

measure of goodness for the vector 4, 1, 0, 0. There
is clearly no objective measure that can be used here.
As a fairly reasonable score, we simply assign 1 point
for every excellent text, 0.8 points for every good text
and 0.2 points for every fair text. So, the bullet point
receives a score of 4.8. This appears to be a good
score, but what is the probability that a randomly
chosen term appearing in 5 texts would have a higher
or equally high score? We can generate random vectors
as in (3.1) (where e, g, f and p are the total numbers
of excellent, good, fair and poor texts, respectively.

Xi =




1, 0, 0, 0 with probability e
e+g+f+p

0, 1, 0, 0 with probability g
e+g+f+p

0, 0, 1, 0 with probability f
e+g+f+p

0, 0, 0, 1 with probability p
e+g+f+p

A vector for a random term occurring in n texts is thenn
i=0 Xi. So for a good score such as 4.8, the idea is

to see what proportion of randomly generated vectors
have an equally high or higher score. And for a low
score, the opposite idea is to count the proportion of
randomly generated scores that are equal or lower.

3.2 Phrase Extraction

In principle, the distinctness measure given above can
be used with phrases of any length. If longer phrases
can be found that are more distinct than single words,
then there is no reason not to use the longer phrase.
The problem is that the simulation-based distinctness
test is very expensive, and it is certainly not possible
to run this test for ngrams of every length in a text.
The solution to this problem comes from Yamamoto
& Church [12], who show suffix arrays can be used to
put the large number of ngrams into a much smaller
number of equivalence classes. Using suffix arrays, it
is very easy to pick out just the phrases that are re-
peated n times for some n, and it is very easy to extend
phrases to the right: if mumbo jumbo repeatedly oc-
curs together as a phrase, then it makes no sense to
count mumbo by itself. Yamamoto & Church’s suf-
fix array program will put these two phrases into an
equivalence class, so that that statistics can be calcu-
lated for the class as a whole rather than individually
for all the members of the class.
Since the time of Yamamoto & Church’s paper, suf-

fix arrays have been an active area of research, primer-
ily in bioinformatics. One of the weaknesses of the
suffix array approach used by Yamamoto & Church is
that extensions to the left are difficult to discover. So it
is difficult to discover, for example, that jumbo always
combines to the left to form the phrase mumbo jumbo.
Simply stated, the problem is that suffixes are exten-
sions of phrases to the right, so it is hard to look to
the left. This problem was solved, however, by Abouel-
hoda et al [1], who added a BurrowsWheeler transform
table to their extended suffix array data structure, giv-
ing this this data structure properties of suffix trees.

One weakness of Abouelhoda et al’s approach, how-
ever, is that it does not adapt well to large alpha-
bets. This is, of course, a serious weakness for use in
text processing, where one wants at least to work with
some subset of Unicode, or even worse, to treat each
tokenized word as an alphabet symbol. Fortunately,
the restriction to small alphabet size has recently been
eliminated in the approach of Kim et al [7], who deal
with the large alphabet by using binary trees, which
are linearly encoded using the child table of Abouel-
hoda et al along with a longest common prefix table
(lcp).
Using extended suffix arrays makes it possible to

count different kinds of occurrences of phrases in dif-
ferent ways. To begin with, we are only interested in
counting phrases that repeat. In the text S = to be or
not to be, the occurrence of the phrase to be at S[1, 2] is
said to be a repeat since the same sequence of tokens
occurs at S[5, 6].2 An occurrence of a phrase S[i, j]
is left maximal is left maximal if the longer phrase
S[i−1, j] is not a repeat. Thus, for example, the phrase
to at S[1, 1] is left maximal since the phrase at S[0, 1]
is not a repeat.3 Similarly, an occurrence of a phrase
at S[i, j] is right maximal if S[i, j + 1] is not a repeat.
If an occurrence of a phrase is both left and right max-
imal, then the occurrence is said to be maximal. Note
that the occurrence of the phrase or not at S[3, 4] is
maximal, though it is not a repeat. Since non-repeats
are rarely of interest, we generally assume that we are
talking about repeats unless otherwise stated.
A phrase is also said to be maximal in a text if there

exists a maximal occurrence of the phrase in the text.
For example, in the textmining engineering, tokenized
by characters, the phrase in is maximal since there
are maximal occurrences at S[2, 3] and S[11, 12]. But
the longer phrase ing is also maximal since it occurs
maximally at S[4, 6] and S[16, 18]. So the occurrence
of in at S[16, 17] is a non-maximal occurrence of a
maximal phrase. A maximal repeated phrase that is
not a subsequence of a longer maximal repeated phrase
is said to be supermaximal. Thus the phrase ing is
supermaximal in this text.
Generally, we are only interested in counting occur-

rences of maximal phrases since a phrase that never oc-
curs maximally is unlikely to be of interest. But what
kind of occurrences should we count? Should we count
all occurrences, or only the left maximal, right maxi-
mal or maximal occurrences? The answer is that we
don’t need to decide ahead of time. We can simply test
each of these four cases for distinctness, and chose the
most distinct case. Take, for example the word side,
which is a maximal phrase in our texts. Should we
count all instances of this phrase? Or should we per-
haps restrict the count to right maximal occurrences
so as to avoid counting those instances that are ex-
tended to the right to create the longer phrase side ef-
fect? Or maybe left maximal occurrences to avoid the
longer phrase flip side? Or perhaps we should restrict

2 This definition and the following definitions are similar to
those found in Abouelhoda et al [1]. The difference is that
Abouelhoda et al apply the terms to a pair of occurrences,
whereas we apply the terms to a single occurrence.

3 We assume here that the text is padded with unique beginning
of string and end of string sentinels so that indexing at 0 or
7 makes sense.
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in both directions to avoid either kind of extension.
Since it is not generally possible to predict which is
best, the reasonable approach is to try all possibilities
to see what works best.
One counterintuitive feature of our approach is that

it also makes sense to count 0-grams. A left maxi-
mal occurrence of a 0-gram, for example, must have
a hapax legomena to its left, and a maximal occur-
rence of a 0-gram must have hapax legomena on both
sides. These sequences of two hapax legomena may
well be distinctive, since they often are an indication
of a named entity or a foreign phrases. Counting all
occurrences of the empty sequence is, of course, equiv-
alent to counting the text length, which may well also
be a distinctive feature.

4 Permutation test for proto-
typing chat texts

Our approach to categorization is based on similar-
ity to prototypical documents of each category. Here
again, we are concerned with finding an approach of
identifying good prototypes in a way that is suitable
for use with a small data set. We note that each
candidate prototype induces a ranking of the remain-
ing documents from ”most similar” to ”least similar.”
For a good prototype, this ranking should be signifi-
cantly different from a random permutation. To test
this hypothesis, we can use a standard nonparamet-
ric test, known (appropriately enough) as the ”per-
mutation test.” The permutation test is a nonpara-
metric method for testing whether two distributions
are the same. The test is ”exact,” meaning that it is
not based on large sample theory approximations [11].
Suppose that X1, ..., Xm ∼ FX and Y1, ..., Yn ∼ FY
are two independent samples and H0 is the hypoth-
esis that the two samples are identically distributed.
This is the type of hypothesis we would consider when
testing whether a treatment differs from a placebo.
More precisely we are testing H0 : FX = FY ver-
sus H1 : FX = FY . Let T (X1..., Xm, Y1, ..., Yn)
=|Xn − Y n| and let N = m+ n and consider forming
all N ! permutations of the data X1..., Xm, Y1, ..., Yn.
For each permutation, compute the test statistic T .
Denote these values by T1, ..., TN !. Under the null hy-
pothesis, each of these values is equally likely. Let tobs
be the observed value of the test statistic. We reject
the hypothesis when T is large.
Usually, it is not practical to evaluate all N ! per-

mutatioons. We can approximate the p − value by
sampling randomly from the set of permutations. The
fraction of times Tj > tobs among these samples ap-
proximates the p − value. In general If T is smaller
than some significance level a , the results are signifi-
cant at that level. In our case we are not concern about
a particular significant level as we are looking to the
most significant texts on certain topic and with certain
grade that can be used use as gold standards. Table
1 shows a toy example for the cosine similarity vector
(X1, X2, Y1) = (0.1, 0.5, 0.8) where, |Xn − Y n| = 0.50.
The methodology described in this section can be

used as a reasonable approach for measuring how sig-
nificant (representative) chat texts are for a particular

permutation value of T probability
( 0.1, 0.5, 0.8) 0.50 1/6
( 0.1, 0.8, 0.5) 0.05 1/6
( 0.5, 0.1, 0.8) 0.50 1/6
( 0.5, 0.8, 0.1) 0.55 1/6
( 0.8, 0.1, 0.5) 0.05 1/6
( 0.8, 0.5, 0.1) 0.55 1/6

Table 1: Permutation example

category and grade. The estimation is calculated on
the basis of cosine similarity between the texts and
does not assume any particular distribution for those
values.

5 Experiments

The experiments described in this section compare
the performance of the traditional bag of words LSA
configuration against an alternative configuration that
uses maximal phrases as unit of analysis.
The alternative LSA configuration starts with a vec-

tor space model that (instead of using words counts)
uses counts of highly distinctive phrases that occur at
least one time as maximal phrase within the text col-
lection under analysis.
The use of a ”bag of phrases” model instead of a

”bag of words” model is motivated by the small size of
our sample annotated of chat texts. Since our infor-
mation source is scarce, we cannot afford lose any of it.
If a medical text contains the phrase ”side effect,” for
example, it is significant information that these two
words occur as a phrase, which would be lost in the
traditional bag-of-words approach.
Our ongoing work in word co-occurrence models for

learner positioning extends existent LSA based ap-
proaches and is aimed at analyzing and then scoring
texts posted on an online medical student discussion
forum where students discuss issues related to the safe
prescribing of medicines, guided by clearly defined ex-
pected learning outcomes associated to six subtopics.
The 504 postings have been annotated by experts with
four grades (i.e. 109 poor, 200 fair, 142 good, 50 ex-
cellent) and one of six topics (i.e. 42 of topic a , 50 of
b, 130 of c, 22 of d , 247 of e and 13 of f). Each grade
is based on the individual posting’s textual contribu-
tion to a series of expected learning outcomes. Highly
scored postings can then be used as evidence of learner
proficiency in the corresponding topic.

5.1 Building the bag of words and
phrases based semantic spaces

As explained in 3.2 to identify and extract the max-
imal phrases we analyze suffix arrays using an ex-
tended version of the the Yamamoto and Church al-
gorithm to generate all ngrams from a text and avoid-
ing the combinatorial explosion by grouping these n-
grams into equivalence classes. This approach, how-
ever, has the disadvantage of generating also ”uninter-
esting” ngrams, which are neither maximal nor super-
maximal. To overcome this deficiency, we employ the
Burrows and Wheeler transformation table.
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Fig. 1: kNN results for neighborhood sizes 5 and 10
and semantic spaces built from phrases (p) and bags of
words (w) using 5, 100 and 200 singular values
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Fig. 2: Permutation test results for each chat text

Each phrase has been counted in one of 4 ways: all
instances, left-maximal, right-maximal and maximal.
To avoid an unmanageable level of sparseness we in-
clude in the analysis all instances of all phrases that oc-
curs at least one time as maximal. Phrases are sorted
by their scores absolute values.
We then built a 19730 phrases to 504 chat texts ma-

trix that contains the frequency of occurrence of each
phrase in each texts. We then weighted the matrix
using the tf − idf weighting scheme. We then gener-
ate three LSA semantics spaces by reducing the SVD
resulting matrix singular values to 50, 100, and 200
respectively.
In addition we created another set of 3 bag of words

based LSA semantic spaces using the same weighting
scheme and respective number singular values. In this
case using a 6320 tokens to 504 chat texts matrix. The
number of token used is the results of choosing the
tokens that occurs at least two times within the chat
texts collection.

5.2 k Nearest Neighbor algorithm
based classification

The k Nearest Neighbors algorithm (kNN) [5] is a
learning algorithm that classifies texts on the basis
of a measure of distance (e.g. cosine) between them.
The algorithm classifies each text by looking at a k
number of its nearest neighbors and then assigning it
to the most common category represented by those
neighbors. If no class is associated to a majority of
neighbors, the text is assigned to the category rep-
resented by texts with higher cosine similarity. We
arbitrarily used a low k value (i.e. k=5) as we ex-
pect that noise from the semantic space will be re-
duced by means of LSA. A common criticism of kNN
is that, since it doesn’t make any generalizations from
the data, it is prone to overfitting. We assume that
this criticism should not apply completely to semantic
spaces generated by means of LSA as the SVD dimen-
sional reduction smoothes and therefore reduces the
effect of over fitting that is usually present in kNN
based classification.

5.2.1 kNN results

Experimental results showed in Figure 1 demonstrate
that for some topics and grades using maximal phrases
as units of analysis can improve the performance of
LSA. In fact the best results for two of the four grades
(e.g. excellent and poor) were yielded by semantic
spaces build from phrases. Different results are pro-
duced by kNN classification for topics where semantic
spaces built from bags of words produced the best re-
sults clearly for at least four of the six topics.

5.3 Prototyping

We run the permutation test described in section 4 us-
ing the already available semantic space built from a
19730 phrases to 504 chat texts matrix and singular
values reduced to 200. We then evaluate the signifi-
cance of each text for its annotated grade and topic
category. Figure 2 shows that the majority of texts
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have low probability as the majority of them may not
be a good representative of their class.

6 Conclusions

For particular grades and topics phrase based LSA (i.e.
using semantic spaces built from phrases occurring at
least one time as maximal) appears to improve over
LSA results that have been obtained with the tradi-
tional bags of words approach. These results are en-
couraging and therefore we plan to test alternative se-
mantic space configurations in particular using more
distinctive phrases (e.g. all maximal, left maximal and
right maximal ). We expect that as we collect a larger
text sample we will be able to afford the use of those
phrases without facing unmanageable levels of sparse-
ness in detrimental of results already obtained. In ad-
dition, we want to stress the fact that the suffix array
analysis presented in this paper is independent from
its LSA application as it can be used to characterize
learners and experts use of language. In addition, as
our approach to categorization is based on similarity to
prototypical texts for each class we presented here an
non parametric test (permutation test) for identifying
those prototypes.
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Abstract
This document investigates the possibility of ex-
tracting lexical information automatically from
the pages of a printed dictionary of Maltese. An
experiment was carried out on a small sample
of dictionary entries using hand-crafted rules to
parse the entries. Although the results obtained
were quite promising, a major problem turned
out to errors introduced by OCR and the incon-
sistent style adopted for writing dictionary en-
tries.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes an experiment carried out within
the general context of the Maltilex project [6], the ob-
jective of which is the development of a computational
lexicon for the Maltese language. The compilation of
such a body of lexical information for an entire lan-
guage in machine readable form is a formidible task.
Intuitively, we are aiming for a lexicon that comprises
a set of entries under which all the information relating
to a particular word is stored.
It is particularly difficult for Maltese because the

Semitic component of the language is morphologically
rich, so the set of valid, naturally occurring word forms
is, in principle, larger than the set of lexical entries.
Hence, certain issues about the role of morphological
analysis and lexical organisation must be resolved if
the set of entries is to be effectively delimited.
Fortunately, a lot of the of the work has already

been carried out by the compiler of what still remains
the most comprehensive printed Maltese-English dic-
tionary, Joseph Aquilina [2]. The question, therefore,
is whether the information, and to some extent, the
organisation already present in that dictionary can be
exploited.
The more general issue under investigation in the

context of the present workshop is the re-use of expen-
sively produced paper lexical resources by translation
into a more useable electronic form.
The approach is not entirely new. Some work along

these lines was carried out for the Longman Dictio-
nary of English by Boguraev et al [3] and we owe much

to the general approach adopted there. However, the
two main differences we see between their approach
and ours are that (a) Boguraev’s work was oriented
rather heavily towards the GPSG grammatical frame-
work and (b) they were able to access the original
source tapes of the dictionary. The input they used
was therefore faithful to the orginal.
In our case we had to rely upon OCR input as de-

scribed further in section 4. The inherent errors caused
certain problems.
One of the aims of this work is to establish a viable

method for extracting lexical entries for lesser-studied
languages lacking the usual battery of language re-
sources in machine readable form. Most languages of
the world fall into this category. The availability of a
paper dictionary, is, however, fairly widespread, even
for exotic languages so that the methods being pro-
posed could provide a robust alternative to dictionary
extraction for a relatively large number of languages.
In terms of the types of information to be extracted

from these pages, the aim of this experiment was to
produce, with a reasonable level of accuracy, the fol-
lowing: (i) a correct list of headwords appearing in the
dictionary, and (ii) associated lexical information for
each headword in this list.
Additionally, to facilitate the interoperability of the

extracted information with any other NLP applica-
tions which may make use of it, the format chosen for
the final output lexicon was to conform to the evolving
Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) [5] ISO standard.
This paper is structured as follows. Sections 2 and 3

respectively describe the formats of printed dictionary
and LMF output. Section 4 describes the data used
for the experiment. The main part the paper is in sec-
tion 5 which explains the pipeline architecture used to
process the input. The paper concludes with sections
6, 7, 8 and 9, describing results, limitations and future
work.

2 Aquilina’s Dictionary Entries

Figure 1 is a scan of part of a typical dictionary
page. We can discern two main entries, SKORĊ|A
and SKORD|ATURA where the vertical bar divides
the stem on the left from an affix on the right. In
subsequent parts of the entry, occurrences of tilde are
replaced with the stem. The reader should also note
the presence of an alternate spelling SKURDATURA
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Fig. 1: Sample dictionary entries from Aquilina

for the second entry. In this case it is clear that the
two spellings are part of the same entry, but this is not
always the case. The numbered subentries refer to al-
ternate word senses. Items in square brackets give the
etymology of the word. We are mostly interested in the
morpho-syntactic information which is represented by
various abbreviated forms. A full list of such abbre-
viations is supplied with the dictionary, and the most
frequent ones are are shown in Table 1.

3 LMF

In order to fullfil out goal of creating a viable method
for the extraction of lexical information, the output
format has to be defined.
Paper lexicons contain quite a variety of informa-

tion, as revealed from a rudimentary glance at the
scanned entries of figure 1. Besides spelling and
morpho-syntactic information, there is also definition,
translation, and semantic field information. Aquilina’s
dictionary also contains references to other entries as
shown by the entry for skorfnott in figure 2 which refers
to the entry for SKORFNA.
Our choice of format has been heavily influenced

by a desire to have the potential to capture all these
different kinds of information and at the same time to
remain theory independent.
There are many potential formats that could be

adopted. However, many of these are to some extent
theory specific, or else overly biased towards particular
kinds of information.
Lexical Markup Framework (LMF) is an evolving

ISO1 standard now in its 16th revision whose main
goals are “to provide a common model for the creation
and use of lexical resources, to manage the exchange
of data between and among these resources, and to
enable the merging of large number of individual elec-
tronic resources to form extensive global electronic re-
sources” (see Francopoulo-et-al [4]).

1 ISO-24613:2008

PARTS OF SPEECH
a./adj adjective
a.ag. adjective of agent
adv. adverb
ap. active participle
conj. conjunction
interj interjection
n. noun
n.ag. noun of agent
nom. nominal
n.u. noun of unity
pp. past participle
pron. pronoun
pr.n. proper noun
v. verb
vn. verbal noun
vn.u. verbal noun of unity
TENSE/ASPECT/MOOD
fut. future
pres. present (tense)

imperat. imperative
imperf. imperfect
perf. perfect (tense)
pass. passive

VERB TYPE
intr. intransitive

t./trans. transitive
refl. reflexive

GENDER/CASE
c. common

f./fem feminine
m./masc. masculine
obj. object
voc. vocative

NUMBER
du. dual
pl. plural

s./sing. singular

Table 1: Common Abbreviations

Fig. 2: References to other entries
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Fig. 3: LMF framework [4]

The model for lexical resources consists of a core
package, which specifies how a lexical entry fits into the
structure of a generalised lexical database, together
with a set of extensions for handling various types of
linguistic information such as morphology, syntax, se-
mantics etc.
The diagram of figure 3 shows the organisation of

the core package. Here we can see that a model is
a Database which comprises one or more entities of
type Lexicon, and a Lexicon comprises one or more
entities of type Lexical Entry. The main interest is in
the structure of the lexical entry.

4 Data

As part of a separate project being carried out at
the University of Arizona on lexical perception by Us-
sishkin and Twist [1], the entire Aquilina dictionary
has been scanned and run through Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) software and saved as RTF files.
Subsets of these files have been proof read and were
kindly provided for experimental use in LEXIE.
The experiment reported here was carried out on

two datasets. The first was used for development of
the system and comprised pages 1333-1347 of the dic-
tionary, containing approximately 360 entries. The
second dataset, pages 1480-1490, was “unseen”, and
used for subsequent validation as described further in
section 6

5 Processing

The different processing tasks required in this project
were split into four distinct stages as shown in figure 4.

5.1 Stage 0 Pre-Processing: RTF-
UTF8

The scanned dictionary pages provided for this task
were saved in rich text format (RTF), with one doc-
ument supplied per page. A part of the page for the
entry shown is illustrated in figure 5.

Fig. 4: Processing Overview

Fig. 5: RTF Format

Thus the first task was to convert these files in a
format which could be more easily read by subsequent
stages of the program. The initial task was correct
encoding of characters into Unicode (UTF8).
At first, the idea of manually parsing out all the

RTF controls from the sample pages was considered.
However it soon became clear that writing a separate
tool for converting RTF files into plaintext was beyond
the scope of this project.
A number of freeware third-party tools available

over the internet were tried but none of them were able
to to correctly translate the Maltese characters into
Unicode UTF8. For this reason a macro was recorded
for Microsoft word.

5.2 Stage 1: Separation of Entries

The result of conversion to UTF8 is shown in figure 6.
While the dictionary pages were now in plain text

form, they still contained a large number of irregular-
ities which needed to be cleaned up before the parsing
of the pages on a per-entry level could begin. The
purpose of this processing stage was to bring all of the
entries from the plain text pages together in a single
file, neatly separated by newline characters.
However, as a result of the OCR quality of the sam-
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Fig. 6: UTF8 Format

ple pages, considerable work was required to get the
entries into this format. The major issues encountered
at this stage were the following:

• inclusion of extra page information such as page
numbers and first and last headwords. These can
clearly be seen in the first three lines of figure 6.

• Distribution of single entries over multiple lines.
The line starting “my piano is out of tune” is an
an example, being part of the entry for SKOR-
DAR, one of the senses of the entry whose stem
is SKORD.

• multiple entries combined together into single
line.
Clearly, a key issue is the individuation of dis-
tinct entries, and in particular how to determine
whether a given line represents the beginning of
a new entry.
The following criteria were employed. If all these
are met, then the line is deemed to be the start of
a new entry (this does not exclude the possibility
that other entries might be appended to it:

– The first character is a letter (euphonic i is
ignored).

– It is followed by a punctuation character.
– Last character of previous entry is not a hy-
phen.

– The first letters of the line are in ascending
alphabetic order with respect to the previous
entries.

The selection of these criteria proved to be quite
problematic, as for every feature which a group of
headwords seem to share, there were inevitably be
some which did not follow the pattern. The ob-
jective success of the criteria adopted is reflected
in the results reported in section 6.

• Finally, there are a number of OCR errors. Some
of these were common enough to warrant auto-
matic correction. For example, the string “l.” at
the beginning of a word sense should be replaced
with the string “1.”

Fig. 7: Separated Entries, one per line

The output of this phase, with one entry per line, is
shown in figure 7.

5.3 Stage 2: Parsing of Entries

Now that the text entries have been neatly separated,
the next step was to parse each of them and extract all
necessary pieces of information which would be needed
in the third and final output stage.
The basic order of operations is as follows:

For each line
- Get first word
- If uppercase:

- Set type = "ENTRY"
- Get number after headword
- Get headword, stem & root
- Get etymological info, eg "[< Eng./It. Stalattite]"
- Get & format alternate spellings
- List any subentries
- Get senses for each subentry

- If lowercase:
- Set type = "CROSS-REF"
- Get & format alternate spellings
- List cross-references with variation types

Add to entries list
Encode entries list using JSON and write to file.

While the output from stage one was a simply plain-
text file, the output for this stage needed to have a lot
more structure to it, now that each entry has been bro-
ken down into its sub-parts. As per the system design,
it is only in stage three where the entries are converted
into the final LMF output.
Thus the internal output from the current stage of

processing must be independent of the final LMF out-
put format. One option for encoding these entries was
to save them in a generalised XML format, indepen-
dent of the LMF output in stage three. While viable,
a faster and equally as robust method was to output
the structured entries in JSON format.
JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)2 is a very sim-

ple text-based data-interchange format that is com-
2 www.json.org
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Fig. 8: Output after parsing entries

Fig. 9: Output after conversion to LMF

pletely language independent but uses conventions
that are familiar to programmers of the C-family of
languages. Essentially, JSON is built on two struc-
tures: (i) a collection of name/value pairs, and (ii) an
ordered list of values, realized in most languages as an
array, vector, list, or sequence.
The actual translation was done using the open

source demjson Python module (7). With just one
line of code, the entire entries list was converted into
JSON format and saved to file, to be fed as input into
the final stage of processing. Figure 8 shows the result
of this process.

5.4 Stage 3: Output LMF

With the entries now individually separated and bro-
ken down into their sub-parts, the final stage of the
process was to generate the output lexicon containing
the parsed entries in an LMF-compliant XML format
as diagrammed in figure 10.
To further separate the processing from the presen-

tation aspects of the code, it was decided to use a
number of templates in the generation of the final LMF
output. This is not to say that the code of stage three
is completely output-independent, however the use of
templates definitely helped to promote this separation.

Fig. 10: XML output format

The templates used are listed below:

• LexicalResource.xml Represents the entire lex-
icon and root element for the output XML.

• LexicalEntry.xml A single entry in the lexicon
(including cross-references).

• FormRepresentation.xml Used to represent al-
ternative spellings of the same word.

• WordForm.xml Used to represent different forms
of a word, e.g. through conjugation.

• Sense.xml Represents a single sense (definition
and usage) or a word/word form.

• RelatedForm.xml Used in cross-references to in-
dicate the referenced entry.

• feat.xml A simple attribute/value pair.

The output of stage 3 is the final LMF-compliant
lexicon XML file as shown in figure 9.

5.5 Format Validation

To ensure that the generated XML lexicon was well
structured and consistent with the LMF standard,
a final step of validation was performed on the file.
Firstly, by opening the newly created file with an
XML parser, the file contents was parsed and implic-
itly checked to be a valid XML document.
The successfully parsed XML was then validated

against the LMF DTD file to check conformity to the
LMF standard. Both these tasks are achieved using
the lxml Python library.3

6 Results and Evaluation

6.1 LMF Conformity

When validating against the official LMF Rev 16
DTD the generated lexicon did not pass because (i)

3 The lxml library is available at
http://codespeak.net/lxml/validation.html
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the WordForm element had no attribute id, (ii) the
RelatedForm element had no attribute id and (iii)
in many cases the RelatedForm elements targets at-
tribute contains nonexistent IDs.
The first 2 points are genuine non-conformities to

the official LMF standard. However, the inclusion of a
simple id attribute is only a very minor infringement,
and for the purposes of the project was deemed a fair
one to make. In order to accommodate the addition
of these new attributes, a modified version of the orig-
inal LMF DTD was created and used for subsequent
validation.
In the third case, the issue is that as this lexicon

only covers a sample of pages from the entire dictio-
nary, some of the cross-referenced entries do not ap-
pear in the same file. This is quite understandable. To
get around this issue and continue validation, all cross-
referenced entries were temporarily removed from the
lexicon. Once this was done, the output successfully
passed DTD validation suggesting that if the file were
to contain the entire dictionary it should also comply
with the LMF standard.

6.2 Method of Evaluation

Once the output lexicon had been generated and val-
idated, the next important step was to evaluate its
accuracy against the original dictionary. This was
achieved by manually comparing the output of the pro-
gram with the original OCRd dictionary pages, and
enumerating the number of correct, partial, incorrect,
and missing entries.
First a more human-friendly version of the original

XML lexicon was generated for evaluation purposes us-
ing PHP. Two HTML documents were generated and
printed out for the evaluator to manually check and
mark against for each entry.

6.3 Evaluation Criteria

Each entry extracted and placed into the output lexi-
con was given one of the following designations:

• Correct: the entire entry was correctly ex-
tracted.

• Partial: the headword and some parts of the en-
try are correct; however some parts are in error.

• Incorrect: the headword is seriously corrupted
or not a headword at all.

In addition, for each extracted entry a count of any
missing entries not picked up by the parser was also
kept. This information was then used in the calcu-
lation of the programs accuracy, as explained in the
following section.

6.4 Equations Used

The equations used in the calculation of the accuracy
score are given below.

• Strict Score = Correct
Total+Missed

• Lax Score = Correct+Partial
Total+Missed

known unknown
Page Range 1333-1347 1480 - 1490
Total Entries 360 370
Correct 290 261
Partial 64 84
Incorrect 6 25
Missed 34 47
Strict Score % 73.6 62.59
Lax Score % 89.85 82.73

Table 2: Evaluation data

6.5 Known and Unknown Pages

In the development of this project, the same subset
of dictionary pages was used throughout. This would
certainly have introduced a certain bias of the program
to perform better on these pages than it would on the
dictionary as a whole. To test this, the programs accu-
racy was evaluated and analyzed on two subsets of dic-
tionary pages one which was used throughout develop-
ment (“known”), and one which has never been shown
to the program (or developer) before (“unknown”).
The results of both cases are presented in the next
section.

7 Discussion

7.1 Results

Although the 62.59% for unknown pages leaves plenty
of room for improvement, as discussed further below,
these results are quite promising. This percentage rep-
resents a sufficently high level of accurate results to
warrant further investigation of methods which can
further reduce the human effort required to filter out
incorrect results.

7.2 OCR Problems

The primary difficulty encountered in this project was
the quality and consistency of the sample dictionary
pages provided. Although passed through OCR soft-
ware and supposedly checked by hand, the accuracy of
the provided pages was far from ideal.
Apart from oft-mistaken character sequences such as

“]”for “J” and “|” for “I”, the major issue encountered
was that of inconsistent entry formatting. This in
particular included entries split across multiple para-
graphs, multiple entries collapsed into a single line,
and incorrect block indentation. While noticeable to
human readers, these issues presented a major hurdle
for the extraction process, and at least half of all the
effort put into this project was devoted to correcting
these OCR-related errors.

7.3 Variation of Notation in Dictionary

Another source of difficulty encountered was the nota-
tional variation present in the source dictionary. This
was especially true for multiple word forms or defini-
tions within an entry.
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While in some entries they are listed in one format,
in others they may be listed in a different format. It
should be noted that these inconsistencies have been
created by the author of the dictionary. Though the
author may have had his reasons for such variations,
they are neither obvious nor fully documented. As a
result, a number of errors found in the output of this
program can be attributed to these inconsistencies.
Another case of inconsistency is the use of the tilde

character as a back-reference. Most of the time it
refers to the previously-established headword stem,
but sometimes it refers to the entire headword. Once
again, what it refers to in each case is not always obvi-
ous to the reader, let alone a computer, and this am-
biguity contributed to a substantial number of word
form errors generated by the program.

8 Limitations

8.1 Lossiness RTF Conversion

The first stage in this project involved converting the
RTF sample pages into plain text equivalents. While
this provided many benefits it terms of ease of de-
velopment, it also inevitably presented its own set of
limitations. One of these is the loss of all formatting
information, such as bold and italic text. As such for-
matting may contain additional information about the
entry (e.g. examples of use are written in italics), it
would have been preferred if these could have been
retained and used during the extraction process.

8.2 Cross-Reference IDs

In the submitted program, whenever a cross-reference
entry is processed, the existence of the main entries re-
ferred to are not explicitly checked. Instead, they are
simply transcribed from the source, which means that
cross-references may exist in the output lexicon with
invalid reference IDs. As only a handful of pages were
processed for the purposes of this project, the verifica-
tion of these IDs would be somewhat futile. However
in a complete version of the lexicon, these ID refer-
ences would need to be verified.

8.3 Entry Definitions

Most of the effort carried out in this project is devoted
to extracting headword variations and different word
forms. Less focus however was placed on the parsing
of the word definitions themselves, and in many cases
the information placed in each Sense element is simply
copied verbatim from the dictionary. In particular,the
following issues were not addressed:

• Non-textual characters are not removed.

• Word definitions are not separated from examples
of usage.

• Abbreviations and back-references are not re-
placed with their full equivalents.
We do not anticipate that addressing any of these
points would introduce major structural changes
to the program.

9 Future Work

9.1 Scaling Up

This experiment was carried out on a total of approx-
imately 700 lexical entries taken from 20 dictionary
pages. Although results are promising, the extent to
which they generalise is not clear and for this reason
an absolute priority is to repeat the experiment on a
much larger dataset.

9.2 More Thorough Error Correction

While a substantial amount of work in this project
was devoted to error correction, the techniques used
are far from complete. Many of the OCR errors found
in the sample pages are not easily correctable with ba-
sic pattern-matching techniques, and require deeper
analysis as to how they occur and can be removed.
With a more dedicated effort devoted to the correc-
tion of these errors, the accuracy of the system could
undoubtedly be pushed significantly higher.

9.3 Use of Statistical Methods

The level of accuracy achieved in this project was
achieved through the use of standard string pattern-
matching with regular expressions. Whilst these meth-
ods are highly effective when used in the correct con-
tect, one major limitation is that such methods do not
exploit the statistical regularities inherent in the lan-
guage of dictionary entries.
A possible way forward would be to develop statis-

tical models for language of dictionary entries, and to
use these models to error correct the dictionary entries
obtained by OCR. Inspection of dictionary entries re-
veals that a dictionary entry is composed of several
parts not all of which share the same language. Hence,
there is scope for investigating the sublanguages that
make up dictionary entries and developing statistical
models for each.
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Abstract 
This paper describes some pioneering work as a joint research 
project between City University of Hong Kong and yuan Ze 
University in Taiwan to adapt language resources and 
technologies in order to set up a computational framework for 
the study of the creative language employed in classical 
Chinese poetry. 

In particular, it will first of all describe an existing 
ontology of imageries found in poems written during the Tang 
and the Song dynasties (7th –14th century AD). It will then 
propose the augmentation of such imageries into primary, 
complex, extended and textual imageries. A rationale of such 
a structured approach is that while poets may use a common 
dichotomy of primary imageries, creative language use is to 
be found in the creation of complex and compound imageries. 
This approach will not only support analysis of inter-poets 
stylistic similarities and differences but will also effectively 
reveal intra-poet stylistic characteristics. This article will then 
describe a syntactic parser designed to produce parse trees that 
will eventually enable the automatic identification of possible 
imageries and their subsequent structural analysis and 
classification. Finally, a case study will be presented that 
investigated the syntactic properties found in two lyrics 
written by two stylistically different lyric writers in the Song 
Dynasty. 

Keywords 
Imagery, ontology, parsing, lyrics, poetry, Chinese, stylistic 
analysis, Su Shi, Liu yong 

1. Introduction 
The language of poetry is different from that employed in 
other categories of writing. “Defined from a linguistic 
perspective, poetry represents a variant form of language, 
different from speech and common writing, unique in its 
own way as a linguistic system.” (yuan 1989:2 [12]). The 
difference of poetic language from other types of writing 
typically exists in its intentionally polysemous readings 
through the creative use of imageries as part of the poet’s 

artistic conception. Classical Chinese poetry, because of its 
formal restrictions in terms of syllables, tonal variations 
and rhyming patterns, commands a language system that 
appears to be particularly concise, finely rich, highly 
rhetorical, and thus linguistically complex, requiring a high 
degree of creativity in writing it, sophisticated interpret-
ation in reading it and often a significant level of difficulty 
in understanding it. 

This article addresses the issue of machine-aided 
analysis and understanding of classical Chinese poetry in 
general and attempts to establish a computational frame-
work (cf. Figure 1) within which both inter- and intra-poet 
stylistic differences and similarities can be usefully 
investigated with firm grounding in textual analysis from a 
linguistic perspective. In particular, we believe that the 
creative language of poetry can be effectively investigated 
through its manipulation of imageries and through the 
range of linguistic devices that help to achieve the poetic 
articulation of the intended artistic ambience. 

text collection and management

word unit segmentation

word-class analysis and tagging

syntactic analysis and parsing

imagery extraction and classification

inter-poet
analysis

intra-poet
analysis

textual
analysis

corpus

ontology

statistical report

web-based
interface

figure 1. A computational framework for the computer-aided 
analysis and understanding of classical chinese poems. 
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This article thus will first of all describe an ontology of 
imageries that has been created for the poems written 
during the Tang and the Song dynasties, ranging from the 
seventh century AD to the thirteenth century AD. It will 
then propose a new, structured approach towards the 
extraction and classification of imageries, according to 
which poetic imageries can be categorised into primary, 
complex, extended and textual sub-types. Since the 
automatic processing of imageries in this fashion requires 
syntactic analysis, we shall then move on to the description 
of a syntactic parser that provides a structured description 
of the syntactic constituents for classical Chinese poetry. 
We finally present a preliminary syntactic analysis of two 
contemporary poets from the Song dynasty in support of a 
syntax-based approach to the processing and understanding 
of classical Chinese poetry. 

2. An Ontology of Imageries 
Lo (2008 [8]) describes an ontology of imageries designed 
for the study of classical Chinese poetry. The complete 
collection of the poems from the Tang dynasty was 
processed at the lexical level. The collection comprises 
51,170 poems by 2,821 poets totaling 4,767,979 characters. 
Individual characters were segmented into meaningful 
word units (WUs) before WUs were indexed according to 
their semantic class. A synset was created for synonymous 
WUs and each synset was described by a keyword. For 
example, “一年” (one year) is the key word for the 
following five variant synonymous WUs forming the 
synset: 

一年 一載、一歲、一春、一年、一秋

Six classes are constructed: human, affair, time, space, 
object, and miscellany. See Figure 2. each item in Figure 2 
is categorised further into subcategories which will 
eventually include the actual words and expressions found 
in a poem. Human/characters, for example, is subdivided 
into positive moral characters and negative moral 
characters. As another example, object/astronomy is 
subdivided into sun, moon, star, sky, etc. Thus, in addition 
to the six pandects, the system notes 54 subclasses with a 
further 372 subdivisions before reaching the terminal 
classes comprising the actual WUs indexed from the 
complete collection of poems. The system is now available 
from http://cls.hs.yzu.edu.tw/tang/Database/index.html. 

As an example, a search for imageries involving the 
use of the concept “冬” (winter) in the seasons category 
would yield 221 records, representing 214 lines from 193 
poems by 107 poets. They contain 31 different WUs. Table 
1 shows a list of such expressions sorted according to 
frequency in descending order. 

Imageries

human timeaffair space

names

object miscellany
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immortals
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art. practice
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laws/rules

folk practices

disasters

good omens
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sceneries

fairy worlds
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phenomena

units
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figure 2. An ontology of imageries in classical chinese poems
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Table 1. Poetic expressions found in the complete collection 
of Tang Poems involving the imagery winter.
Frequency Chinese English 

32  三冬 three winters 
22 冬春 winter spring 
22 嚴冬 harsh winter 
20 窮冬 impoverished winter 
20 經冬 enduring winter 
13 無冬 no winter 
6 冬夏 winter summer 
6 冬雪 winter snow 
6 清冬 clear winter 
5 冬天 winter day 
5 冬盡 winter end 
5 冬衣 winter clothes 
5 去冬 previous winter 
4 一冬 one winter 
4 冬來 winter arriving 
4 冬寒 winter cold 
4 冬景 winter scene 
4 凌冬 cold winter 
4 過冬 spend winter 
3 冬令 winter season 
3 冬秋 winter autumn 
3 寒冬 cold winter 
2 入冬 entering winter 
2 冬去 winter departing 
2 冬深 winter deep 
2 初冬 early winter 
2 見冬 showing winter 
1 冬初 winter start 
1 早冬 early winter 
1 殘冬 remnant winter 
1 逢冬 meeting winter 

3. A Structured Approach to the Analysis 
of Imageries 

In this article, we propose a more structured approach to 
imageries than what was described in the previous section. 
While the ontology remains more or less sufficient for 
descriptions of classical Chinese poems, the imageries 
themselves need to be reprocessed to reveal their inner 
structures. For instance, the imageries involving “冬”
(winter) in Table 1 can be analysed into the following 
according to the role of winter within the phrase structure. 
Consider Table 2. 

Table 2. A structured analysis of winter imageries. 

Functionwinter Functioncollocate Collocate F 

head modifier 
嚴, 窮, 清, 

去, 凌, 寒, 

初, 殘, 早
64 

head determiner 三, 無, 一 42 

complement verbal 
經, 過, 見, 

深, 去, 入, 

逢 

33 

modifier head 
雪, 衣, 天, 

景, 寒, 令, 

初 
28 

head coordination 春, 秋 25 
subject verbal 盡, 來 9

Table 2 has four columns. Functionwinter shows the phrase 
internal function of winter, the imagery in question. 
Functioncollocate indicates the phrase internal function of the 
collocates co-occurring with winter. Collocate lists the 
actual collocates and F the number of occurrence of 
Functionwinter. The rows are arranged according to F in 
descending order. As can be seen, of the 216 poetic 
expressions in the Complete Collection of Tang Poems 
involving the imagery winter, there are seven types of 
structural analysis, of which modifier+headwinter is the 
most frequent, occurring 64 times. This structure also has 
nine different types of instantiations of the modifier as 
collocates with winter, namely, “嚴” (harsh), “窮”
(impoverished), “清” (clear), “去” (previous), “凌” (cold), 
“寒” (cold), “初” (early), “殘” (remnant), and “早” (early). 
It is apparent that modifier+headwinter is not only the most 
significant in frequential terms but also in terms of the 
variety of its collocates. 

It is thus evident that the poetic expressions involving 
winter could have a more structured and therefore refined 
representation than what is currently available. We thus 
propose to distinguish the following types of imageries: 
primary, complex, extended, and textual. 

Primary imageries refer to those head nouns that may 
have an imagery potential. Winter, for example, is a 
primary imagery. 

Complex imageries refer to primary imageries that 
have either a premodifier or a determiner. By this 
definition, “嚴冬” (harsh winter, modifier + head) is a 
complex imagery and so is “三冬” (three winters, 
determiner + head). 

extended imageries are defined to include those 
complex imageries that either serve clausal functions with 
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an overt subject-verb-object structure or with other 
syntactic constructs that function as predicates.1

Finally, textual imageries are represented in the poem 
as a system of extended imageries, carefully intended and 
designed by the poet as part of the artistic conception and 
articulation. 

The four types of imageries thus correspond to four 
levels of linguistic analysis schematised in Figure 3. 

Primary Imageries

Complex Imageries

Extended Imageries

Textual Imageries

Word-class Analysis

Phrasal Analysis

Clausal Analysis

Textual Analysis

figure 3. A schematized correspondence between structured 
imagery analysis and different levels of linguistic analysis 

The neat correspondence between structured imagery 
analysis and different levels of linguistic analysis shows 
that linguistic analysis can be deployed as a stepping stone 
between poems as raw texts and an ontology of structured 
imageries derived from the nominal groups. Computation 
can be performed on the expressions of imageries 
according to the clausal structure to derive extended 
imageries. If necessary, techniques for textual analysis can 
be applied to extended imageries to represent the raw text 
as a system of interrelated extended imageries. 

The structured approach towards the analysis of 
imageries described in this section will have two immediate 
applications. The first has to do with the automatic 
extraction, analysis and classification of imageries, which 
practically means that ontology generation can be fully 
automated. The second application lies in the actual 
analysis of classical Chinese poems. The idea that there is 
an intrinsic structure within imageries makes it possible to 
stratify and hence better analyse imageries from lexical, 
grammatical, syntactic and textual perspectives (cf Figure 
3). In the analysis of two poets for inter-poet stylistic 
differences and similarities, it might be possible that the 
two poets both make use of a similar set of primary 
imageries measured in terms of lexical use and semantic 
grouping. Their creative use of language, which marks 
them as two different poets or even two distinctive stylistic 
schools, comes from the creative manipulation of such 
primary imageries by way of complex imageries, extended 
imageries and textual imageries. 

                                                          
1  In contemporary as well as classical Chinese, grammatical 
categories can be used interchangeably. The syntactic function of 
a predicate, for instance, can be performed variously by a verb 
phrase, an adjective phrase, or often a prepositional phrase. See 
Section 5 for additional information.  

4. A Syntactic Parser for Classical 
Chinese Poems 

The transfer of nominals to a structured representation of 
imageries thus requires a syntactic parser of classical 
Chinese poems. This section describes a parser that 
represents perhaps the very first effort to analyse poetic 
lines in a syntactic way. 

The current version of the parser is driven by a phrase 
structure grammar (PSG) for the generation of syntactic 
trees. Written in Java, it takes two input files, one as a 
collection of PSG rules and the other containing a poetic 
line where each component character is tagged with a part-
of-speech symbol.2 It produces all of the possible syntactic 
analysis for the poetic line permissible by the grammar. 
Consider the following line from a song lyric (詞, Ci)
written by Liu yong (柳永) in the Song Dynasty. 

殘日下，漁人鳴榔歸去。

(Under the setting sun, fisher men bang on the boat 
and leave for home.) 

each character in the above text is POS tagged to yield the 
following input text where a POS tag is assigned and 
associated with the character by an underscore: 

殘_adj 日_n 下_marker ，_punc 漁_n 人_n 鳴

_v榔_n歸去_v 。_punc

A PSG grammar is written in the following manner:

S -> PP NP VP 
AJP -> adj
NP -> NP n 
NP -> AJP n 
NP -> n 
PP -> NP marker punc 
VP -> VP VP 
VP -> v NP 
VP -> v punc 

The parser then produces a syntactic tree shown in Figure 
4.

                                                          
2  The parser is adapted from an earlier version written by Mr 
Norman Goalby as part of his MSc thesis (Goalby 2004 [6]) 
supervised by the first author of this article while lecturing at the 
Computer Science Department, University College London. 
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figure 4: The syntactic tree automatically produced by the 
parser for the poetic line “ ”.

Such a tree structure would allow the identification of a set 
of useful units summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3. useful imagery units extracted from the parse tree in 
figure 4. 

Imagery Units Lexical Units 

NPs 
殘日 (remnant sun), 漁人

(fisher men), 榔 (boat) 

Primary imageries 
日 (sun), 漁 (fisher), 人
(men), 榔 (boat) 

Complex imageries 殘日 (setting sun), 漁人

(fisher men) 

extended imageries 漁人鳴 榔  (fisher men 
bang on the boat) 

Of course, as is also evident from the sample parse tree, 
syntactic functions are inferred implicitly. The pre-vP NP 
is interpreted as the subject of the sentence and the post-vP 
NP as the direct object. The pre-head NP “漁” (fisher) is 
interpreted as an NP that functions as a premodifer of the 
head “人” (men) because of its position within the NP 
proper. If two nouns are juxtaposed or coordinated within 
the same NP with or without an overt coordinator, the first 
conjoin will not be promoted to a NP in its own right. It is 
thus possible to distinguish between NP as a premodifier 
and a noun as part of a coordinated construction. 

While syntactic relations can be implicitly inferred 
without much problem for this particular example, we 
envisage the further development of the current parser into 
one that not only produces a tree structure labelled by 
phrasal categories such as NP and vP but will also 
explicitly indicate the syntactic functions of such phrasal 
categories such as subject and direct object. A good 
example can be found in the Survey Parser, which was used 
to complete the one-million-word International Corpus of 
english (Fang 1996 [2] and 2000 [53]; Greenbaum 1996 
[7]) with a grammar of fine granularity (Fang 2005 [4]). 

5. A Syntactic Study of Two Lyrics 
Written in the Song Dynasty 

As was mentioned at the end of Section 4, the creative use 
of language by two poets, which marks them as two 
different poets or even as belonging to two distinctive 
stylistic schools, comes from the creative manipulation of 
primary imageries by way of complex imageries, extended 
imageries and textual imageries. Naturally, a range of 
linguistic devices, within the paradigm of syntax, will have 
to be exploited in order to achieve the intended poetic 
articulation. For this matter, it is also of great benefit to 
perform syntactic analysis for extractions of the syntactic 
relations preferred or typically used by individual poets. 
This section describes a case study. 

Two lyrics (詞, Ci) were selected. They are Yong Yu 
Yue (永遇樂. See Appendix A for original text in Chinese) 
and Ye Ban Yue (夜半樂. See Appendix B for original text 
in Chinese). The two lyrics were written in the Song 
Dynasty respectively by Su Shi (蘇軾) and Liu yong 
(柳永) as representatives of the two stylistically distinctive 
schools, namely, the Hao-fang School (豪放派) and the 
Wan-yue School (婉約派).3 Su Shi was selected also for a 
second reason: he also wrote substantially in the wan-yue 
style. It is thus possible to formulate a comparative 
framework whereby Shu Shi and Liu young can be 
compared in the first instance for their differences and 
similarities in the manipulation of imageries as 
representatives of two contrastive stylistic schools. The 
same procedure can be applied to Shu Shi as a single poet 
for differences and similarities in his use of imageries 
across the two stylistically different groups of poems. 

Table 4 summarises the two lyrics in terms of tokens, 
types, and type-token ratios (TTr). 

Table 4. Basic statistics about the two lyrics. 

Poet Title Token Type TTR 
Su Shi Yong Yu Le 127 87 68.5% 
Liu yong Ye Ban Le 167 130 77.8% 

The TTr for Su Shi is 68.5% while the TTr for Liu yong 
is 77.8%, a difference of nearly 10%. The difference seems 
to indicate different degrees of lexical density but since the 
two poems have a different number of characters, 
interpretations here remain inconclusive. Our focus of 
study will be described in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. 

                                                          
3 To quote Owen (1996: 582 [9]), “[t]he ‘masculine’ style was 
called hao-fang, loosely translated as ‘bold and extravagant’; the 
‘feminine’ style was called wan-yue, something like ‘having a 
delicate sensibility’.” The two terms are also translated as the 
heroic style and the devious-evocative in yeh (1998 [10]). 
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5.1 A grammatical analysis of the two lyrics 
Both lyrics were segmented and duly analysed by hand at 
grammatical, phrasal and clausal levels according to a fine-
grained formal grammar noting both category types and 
syntactic functions. Table 5 is a summary of the two lyrics 
in terms of the four open classes, namely, adjectives, 
adverbs, nouns and verbs. Column F lists the raw frequency 
of occurrence for the classes and Column % the proportion 
of the four classes in all the word tokens. 

Table 5. Summary statistics about the two lyrics’ use of 
adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs. 

Su Shi Liu yong 
POS F % F % 
Adjectives 21 16.5 20 11.9 
Adverbs 9 7.1 17 6.6 
Noun 41 32.3 55 32.9 
verbs 13 10.2 21 16.2 

Grammatically speaking, according to Table 5, the two 
lyric writers seem to be similar in their use of nouns, which 
account for 32.3% and 32.9% respectively for the two. 
Adverbs also seem to show a good degree of similarity 
between the two poets. 

Significant differences between the two writers arise 
from their use of verbs and adjectives. Liu yong employs a 
much higher proportion of verbs, which accounts for 16.2% 
of his total use of the word tokens. Su Shi, in contrast, has a 
much smaller proportion of verbs of only 10.2%, 6% lower 
than the other writer. regarding adjectives, Su Shi has a 
more frequent use of adjectives (16.5%) than Liu yong, 
whose adjective use has a lower proportion of 11.9%. That 
Liu yong has a relative higher use of verbs but lower use of 
adjectives seems to suggest that this poet is perhaps 
stylistically more colloquial and more intended for freer 
vocal rendition by those who liked him. The relatively 
lower verb proportion and higher adjective use by Su Shi, 
on the other hand, seems to relate his writing style to one 
that is more intended for the reading eye and thus more 
formal, densely expressed and hence scholarly.4

5.2 A syntactic analysis of the two lyrics 
Syntactic properties for the two poets are summarised in 
Table 6, which lists six syntactic functions: subject, 
predicate, object, premodifer, adverbial and complement. 
each property is described by its raw frequency F and its 
associated proportion % for the two poets.  

                                                          
4 This is partially evidenced by a recent study reported in Cao and 
Fang (2009 [1]), which reveals that adjectives tend to occur more 
frequently in formal academic writing than in informal casual 
speech though the primary data for the analysis comes from 
contemporary english. 

Table 6. Summary statistics about the two lyrics’ use of 
syntactic constructions. 

Su Shi Liu yong 
Function F % F % 
Subject 15 11.8 15 8.90 
Predicate 19 14.9 31 18.6 
Object 4 3.1 1 0.59 
Premodifer 18 14.2 30 17.9 
Adverbial 16 12.6 17 10.2 
Complement 1 0.79 0 0.0 

According to Table 6, Su Shi outperforms Liu yong in his 
use of subjects, objects, adverbials and complement. 
Conversely, Liu yong outperforms Su Shi in his use of 
predicates and premodifiers. The pattern of differences here 
as evidenced by Table 6 seems to suggest that Su Shi 
deploys a wider range of syntactic devices than Liu yong, 
which is also supported by our observations based on 
grammatical properties summerised in Table 5. Again, a 
higher proportion of predicates in Liu yong’s writing 
seems to suggest a more casual, colloquial style while the 
lower proportion of predicates by Su Shi is accompanied by 
a relatively higher proportion of objects, thus indicating a 
preference for SvO constructions, a feature typically found 
in formal prose. Su Shi’s more frequent use of adverbials 
also seems to confirm this as adverbials have been found to 
correlate with degrees of formality albeit reported for 
contemporary British writing. See Fang (2006 [5]) for a 
detailed report of the empirical study. 

That Liu yong’s works tend to be more casual and 
colloquial is also pointed out by literary critics. As yeh 
(2000:1–12 [11]) points out, Liu yong was a popular song 
writer at the time and ‘every common person by the 
community water well could sing his songs’. Liu yong as a 
lyric writer is innovative in that he abandoned the poetic 
convention and adopted a more life-like tone and voice in 
the description and presentation of women in a more 
realistic style (ibid [11]). 

Although only a case study based on very limited 
evidence, the analysis results presented in this section 
already speak strongly and favourably for contrastive 
stylistic analysis of different poets within a framework 
where linguistic properties at grammatical and syntactic 
levels can be usefully retrieved and computed. The authors 
believe that such a computational framework represents a 
powerful instrument in the automatic analysis of literary 
texts in general and classical Chinese poems in particular. 

6. Conclusion 
This paper described a computational framework for the 
analysis of classical Chinese poems. In particular, it 
presented an ontology of imageries that has been 
empirically generated from the complete collection of 
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poems written in the Tang Dynasty. The ontology is now 
accessible on the Internet and has been a major instrument 
for the analysis of imageries. 

The article then argued for a structured analysis of 
imageries and proposed a system of imageries sub-
categorised as primary, complex, extended and textual. 
Such a system usefully relates linguistic analysis at lexical, 
grammatical, syntactic and textual levels to the analysis and 
evaluation of imageries. 

We then described an automatic parser of classical 
Chinese poems and demonstrated that linguistic analysis 
could be effectively automated to enable the automatic 
generation of structured imageries for poetic studies. 

Finally, a case study was described that investigated 
the grammatical and syntactic properties in two lyric poems 
written by two different poets in the Song Dynasty. The 
study demonstrated that the two poets as seen in the two 
lyrics made use of different linguistic devices and that a 
frequential account of such devices seemed to support 
literary as well as linguistic interpretations of the two 
distinctive composing styles. 

We conclude by reiterating that such a computational 
framework represents a useful and insightful instrument in 
the automatic analysis of literary texts in general and 
classical Chinese poems in particular. 
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Appendix A. Yong Yu Yue by Su Shi 

蘇軾《永遇樂》

徐州夜夢覺，北登燕子樓作。

明月如霜，

好風如水，

清景無限。

曲港跳魚，

圓荷瀉露，

寂寞無人見。

紞如三鼓，

鏗然一葉，

黯黯夢雲驚斷。

夜茫茫，

重尋無處，

覺來小園行遍。

天涯倦客，

山中歸路，

望斷故園心眼。

燕子樓空，

佳人何在，
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空鎖樓中燕。

古今如夢，

何曾夢覺，

但有舊歡新怨。

異時對、

黃樓夜景， 

為余浩歎。

Appendix B. Ye Ban Yue by Liu yong 

柳永《夜半樂》

凍雲黯淡天氣，

扁舟一葉，

乘興離江渚。

渡萬壑千巖，

越溪深處。

怒濤漸息，

樵風乍起，

更聞商旅相呼。

片帆高舉。

泛畫鷁、

翩翩過南浦。

望中酒旆閃閃，

一簇煙村，

數行霜樹。

殘日下，

漁人鳴榔歸去。

敗荷零落，

衰楊掩映，

岸邊兩兩三三，

浣沙遊女。

避行客、

含羞笑相語。

到此因念，

繡閣輕拋， 

浪萍難駐。 

歎後約丁寧竟何據。 

慘離懷， 

空恨歲晚歸期阻。 

凝淚眼、 

杳杳神京路。 

斷鴻聲遠長天暮。  
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Abstract
We describe our efforts in adapting five basic nat-
ural language processing components to Bulgar-
ian: sentence splitter, tokenizer, part-of-speech
tagger, chunker, and syntactic parser. The com-
ponents were originally developed for English
within OpenNLP, an open source maximum en-
tropy based machine learning toolkit, and were
retrained based on manually annotated training
data from the BulTreeBank. The evaluation re-
sults show an F1 score of 92.54% for the sentence
splitter, 98.49% for the tokenizer, 94.43% for
the part-of-speech tagger, 84.60% for the chun-
ker, and 77.56% for the syntactic parser, which
should be interpreted as baseline for Bulgarian.

Keywords

Part-of-speech tagging, syntactic parsing, shallow parsing,

chunking, tokenization, sentence splitting, maximum entropy.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the dominant approach in natural language
processing (nlp) is to acquire linguistic knowledge
using machine learning methods. Other approaches,
e.g., using manual rules, have proven to be both time-
consuming and error-prone. Still, using machine learn-
ing has one major limitation: it requires manually an-
notated corpora as training data, which can be quite
costly to create. Fortunately, for Bulgarian such a rich
resource already exists – the BulTreeBank1, an HPSG-
based Syntactic Treebank with rich annotations at var-
ious linguistic levels. The existence of such a resource
makes it possible to adapt to Bulgarian various nlp
tools that have been originally developed for other lan-
guages, e.g., English, and that have been trained on
similar kinds of resources, e.g., the Penn Treebank [4].

1 Created at the Linguistic Modelling Laboratory (LML), Insti-
tute for Parallel Processing, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
See http://www.bultreebank.org for details.

In this paper, we further stipulate that language
adaption should be no harder than domain adapta-
tion [2]. Similarly to Buyko & al. [2], we experiment
with the OpenNLP tools2 since they are open source
and contain several platform-independent Java imple-
mentations of important nlp components. Moreover,
these tools are based on a single machine learning al-
gorithm, maximum entropy (me) [1], as implemented
in the OpenNLP MaxEnt3 Java package. In our exper-
iments below, we focus on five basic components from
the OpenNLP tools: sentence detection, tokenization,
part-of-speech (pos) tagging, chunking, and parsing.
Maximum entropy models search for a distribution

𝑝(𝑥∣𝑦) that is consistent with the empirical observa-
tions about a particular feature 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦), computed
from a set of training examples 𝒯 = {𝑥, 𝑦}, e.g., a
sentence 𝑥 and its labeling 𝑦; see [6] for details. From
all such distributions, the one with the highest entropy
is chosen [1]. It can be shown that the resulting dis-
tribution will have the following form:

𝑝𝑤(𝑦∣𝑥) ∝ exp(𝑤 ⋅ 𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦)) (1)

The features used in the OpenNLP framework com-
bine heterogeneous contextual information such as
words around the end of a sentence for the English
sentence splitter, or word, character 𝑛-grams and part-
of-speech tag alone and in various combinations for the
English chunker. These features are based on the pub-
lications of Sha and Pereira [7] for the chunker, and on
the dissertation of Ratnaparkhi [6] for the POS tagger
and the syntactic parser.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes the process of converting the Bul-
TreeBank XML data to Penn Treebank-style bracket-
ing, Section 3 describes the experiments and discusses
the results, and Section 4 concludes and suggests di-
rections for future work.

2 http://opennlp.sourceforge.net
3 http://maxent.sourceforge.net
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2 Converting the BulTreeBank
XML to Penn Treebank-style
bracketing

Converting the BulTreeBank XML [9, 5] to Penn
Treebank-style bracketing format is straightforward,
with some exceptions, for which we define custom
tools. Consider, for example, the following sentence:

Всички на някакъв етап от живота си сме
изправени пред проблеми и предизвикателства .

‘All at some point of life itself we face
to problems and challenges.’

We all at some point of our lives face
problems and challenges.

It has the following XML structure in BulTreeBank:

<S>
<VPA>
<VPS>
<Pron>
<w ana="Pce-op">Всички</w>

</Pron>
<PP>
<Prep>
<w ana="R">на</w>

</Prep>
</PP>
<NPA>
<NPA>
<A>
<w ana="Pfa--s-m">някакъв</w>
</A>
<N>
<w ana="Ncmsi">етап</w>
</N>

</NPA>
<PP>
<Prep>
<w ana="R">от</w>

</Prep>
<N>
<w ana="Ncmsh">живота</w>
</N>
<Pron idref="id1">
<w ana="Psxto">си</w>

</Pron>
</PP>

</NPA>
</PP>
<VPC>
<V>
<w ana="Vxitf-r1p">сме</w>

</V>
<Participle>
<w ana="Vpptcv--p-i">изправени</w>

</Participle>
<PP>
<Prep>
<w ana="R">пред</w>

</Prep>
<CoordP>
<ConjArg>
<N>
<w ana="Ncmpi">проблеми</w>
</N>

</ConjArg>
<Conj>
<C>
<w ana="Cp">и</w>
</C>

</Conj>
<ConjArg>
<N>
<w ana="Ncnpi">предизвикателства</w>

</N>
</ConjArg>

</CoordP>
</PP>

</VPC>
</VPS>

</VPA>
<pt>.</pt>

</S>

We transform the above XML into the following
Penn Treebank-style bracketing structure:

((S
(NP
(PRP Всички)

)
(VP
(PP
(IN на)
(NP
(NP
(PRP някакъв)
(NN етап)

)
(PP
(IN от)
(NN живота)
(PP$ си)

)
)

)
(VP
(VB сме)
(VB изправени)
(PP
(IN пред)
(NP
(NP
(NNS проблеми)
)
(CC и)
(NP
(NNS предизвикателства)

)
)

)
)

)
(. .)
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In the process of transformation, we further apply
some simple rules for the coordinations in the BulTree-
Bank, e.g., “CoordP” and “ConjArg” typically become
“NP”, and “Conj” becomes a “CC” phrase; see [5] for
further details on the syntactic phrase naming conven-
tions of the BulTreeBank and [4] for those of the Penn
Treebank. We also remove the outer verb phrases in
the BulTreeBank, e.g., the phrases “VPA” and “VPS”
in the above example, as required by the Penn Tree-
bank bracketing structure. We further define specific
rules for pronouns. For example, the “ana” tag in
the BulTreeBank [10] is very important for pronoun
phrases of the following kind:

<Pron><w ana="P...">....

First, in case the fourth position is filled by a “t”
and the tag starts with “Ps” as in “Ps*t*”4, this is a
possessive form and is part of the NP phrase in the
transformation structure. For example:

хубавата ми кола

‘beautiful-the my-clitic car’

my beautiful car

Or:

маика ми

‘mother my-clitic’

my mother

Second, if the tag does not start with “Ps” then
the pronoun is part of the verb phrase because it is a
personal pronoun.
Finally, if there is no “t” on position four, but there

is “l” or “-” instead, we annotate this as an NP (see
the example above).
We further reduced the original BulTreeBank tagset

[10] to a much smaller one with just 95 tags. In most
cases, this meant losing some of the surface morpho-
logical forms. For example, in the example sentence
above, the word “си” (”our own-clitic”) was origi-
nally annotated with the tag “Psxt” (pronoun, pos-
sessive, reflexive, short form), which was transformed
to “PP$” (pronoun, possessive). Similarly, the last
word in the example sentence, “предизвикателства”
(challenges), had the tag “Ncnpi” (noun, common,
neuter, plural, indefinite), which was collapsed to
“NNS” (noun, plural). In other cases, the tags were
directly transformed, e.g., the word “от” (from) with
tag “R” (preposition) was transformed to the tag “IN”
(preposition or subordinating conjunction).

3 Experiments and evaluation

In our experiments, we used the training and the test-
ing sections of the BulTreeBank [5, 9] without further

4 Here * stands for a character that is not important for the
discussion.

modifications in order to retrain for Bulgarian the sen-
tence splitter, the tokenizer, the POS tagger, the chun-
ker (shallow parser), and the syntactic parser from the
OpenNLP tools. The results are shown in Table 1.
The sentence splitter achieved an F1 score of 92.54%.
The false positives constituted most of the errors and
appeared in complicated sentences rather than at ab-
breviations of organization names as we expected. For
example, the following chunk was recognized as a sen-
tence:

Кои беше този човек?, би запитал тои. Така че...

Who was that guy?, he would ask. So ...

However the actual sentence should have been:

Кои беше този човек?, би запитал тои.

Who was that guy?, he would ask.

Some errors appeared in sentences annotated with
direct speech, e.g., the sentence tagger annotated the
following piece of text as a sentence:

Наведен напред, Тои впери поглед в мрака
и рече: - Да бъде светлина.

Inclined forward, he took a look in the dark
and said: - Let there be light.

Inclined forward, he stared at the gloom
and said: - Let there be light.

However, the actual sentence in the BulTreeBank
was the following one:

Наведен напред, Тои впери поглед в мрака
и рече:

Inclined forward, he took a look in the dark
and said:

Inclined forward, he stared at the gloom
and said:

The tokenizer achieved an F1 score of 98.49%.
The majority of the errors appeared in sparse abbre-
viations. For example, the abbreviation for kilograms,
“кг.”, was frequently tokenized as “кг”. The abbrevia-
tion for vehicle “horse power”, “к.с.”, was wrongly to-
kenized as “к.с”. Some errors involved words that con-
tained no space, e.g., “предсказание” (prediction),
which were wrongly tokenized as “казание” (an old
Bulgarian word that means “statement”). There were
also some rare errors in names of people and locations,
e.g., the name “Лазаръс” (Lazarus) was tokenized as
the Bulgarian name “Лазар” (Lazar), and the city
“Казанлък” (Kazanlak) was tokenized as “Казан”
(Kazan).
The POS tagger achieved an F1 score of 90.34%

on the full morpho-syntactic tagset of the BulTree-
Bank. We made use of the tagger’s ability to employ
a tag dictionary that has been automatically generated
from the training data and used internally to enumer-
ate over a fixed set of possible tags for each word as op-
posed to allowing all possible tags; this severely limited
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Sentence splitter Tokenizer POS Tagger Chunker Parser
92.54 98.49 94.43 84.60 77.56

Table 1: The F1 scores (in %) of the OpenNLP components discussed in the study.

the number of decision options available per word. The
majority of the erroneous morpho-syntactic tags were
not entirely wrong; rather, only some of their compo-
nents were incorrect. For example, “чорбаджиите”
was wrongly annotated as “noun, common, feminine,
plural, definite” while the correct tag was “noun, com-
mon, masculine, plural, definite”.

wrong annotation
‘‘чорбаджиите’’ (gaffer) with POS=Ncfpd

correct annotation
‘‘чорбаджиите’’ with POS=Ncmpd

Another common error was the wrong annotation of
proper nouns as common nouns. Here is an example
for the person name “Странджата” (Strandzhata, a
literary character):

wrong annotation
‘‘Странджата’’ with POS=Ncfsd

correct annotation
‘‘Странджата’’ with POS=Npfsd

Another location example was the word
“Балканът” (Balkanut, i.e., the Balkan moun-
tain):

wrong annotation
‘‘Балканът’’ with POS=Ncmsd

correct annotation
‘‘Балканът’’ with POS=Npmsd

We further collapsed the original BulTreeBank
tagset, which contained 680 morpho-syntactic tags, to
a much smaller one, with 95 tags only; see Section 2
for details. The POS tagger with that reduced tagset
achieved an F1 score of 94.43% and was used in the ex-
periments on chunking and syntactic parsing described
below. For comparison, the best results for English on
the Penn Treebank are 97.33% [8], but using a different
learning algorithm: bidirectional perceptron.
The chunker achieved an F1 score of 84.60%. This

result is much lower than the best F1 score for English
reported at the CoNLL-2000 chunking competition:
94.13%. However, this comparison should be treated
with caution since we did no special adaptation of the
features to Bulgarian. We should also note that the
ChunkLink5 script, used at CoNLL-2000, was tailored
to the Penn Treebank tagset, and was thus not very
suitable to our collapsed BulTreeBank tagset.
The syntactic parser: Unfortunately, we were

unable to evaluate our parser with the full morpho-
syntactic tagset of the BulTreeBank; this would have
required coding efforts for some parts of speech, e.g.,
nouns, that go beyond simple adaptation. On our col-
lapsed tagset, we achieved an F1 score of 77.56%. For
comparison, the best parser for English that only uses
Penn Treebank data achieves F1=91.4% [3].

5 http://ilk.kub.nl/˜sabine/chunklink

4 Conclusions and future work

We have described our efforts in adapting five ba-
sic NLP components from English to Bulgarian using
manually annotated training data from the BulTree-
Bank. We have further presented the first systematic
evaluation of NLP components for Bulgarian on the
same dataset and within the same machine learning
framework: maximum entropy. The evaluation results
have shown an F1 score of 92.54% for the sentence
splitter, 98.49% for the tokenizer, 94.43% for the part-
of-speech tagger, 84.60% for the chunker, and 77.56%
for the syntactic parser, which should be interpreted
as baseline for Bulgarian.
In future work, we will improve on the above base-

line results, e.g., by adding language-specific features.
We further plan to adapt two other maximum entropy
based OpenNLP components to Bulgarian: for named
entity recognition and for co-reference resolution.
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Abstract
A flexible construction kit is presented compiling
various forms of finite state replacement rules.
The approach is simpler and more declarative
than algorithms in the tradition of Kaplan &
Kay. Simple constraints can be combined to
achieve complex effects, including effects based
on Optimality Theory.

1 Introduction

Traditional finite state algorithms for compiling re-
placement rules have a very procedural flavor. The
general approach originated by Kaplan & Kay [8] in-
volves steps for introducing markers, constraining the
markers in various ways, making the actual replace-
ment, constraining the markers again after the replace-
ment and finally removing the markers. Several vari-
ants of Kaplan & Kay’s algorithm have been presented
([9], [12], [4]) with the goals being either to improve
efficiency or to provide slightly different semantics. In
this paper, I present an alternative, more declarative
approach. Rather than being based on a sequence
of steps that are composed together, this approach is
based on intersection. A basic, unconstrained replace-
ment is represented by a transducer, which can then
be constrained by intersecting this transducer with au-
tomata representing a variety of constraints. The ob-
vious objection to this approach is that transducers
are not closed under intersection.1 It turns out, how-
ever, that a rather limited form of intersection is suf-
ficient for implementing the various forms of replace-
ment rules that have appeared in the literature, along
with a wide variety of replacement rules that have not
appeared in the literature.
One of the advantages of finite state technology

is reusability. An implementation designed for one
finite state toolbox can easily be redeployed with
a different toolbox. At least that is the theory. In
practice, toolboxes tend to provide a number of
incompatible features. Replacement rules, in partic-
ular, occur in many variations: optional/obligatory,
left-to-right/right-to-left/simultaneous, longest-
matching/shortest-matching, etc. Sometimes a rather
small variation has required introducing some new
syntax. The widely used Xfst system [1], for example,
1 More precisely, regular relations are not closed under inter-
section. It is convenient, however, to systematically confuse
finite state transducers (respectively, finite state acceptors)
with the regular relations (respectively, regular languages)
that they encode.

has special syntax (dotted brackets) used to enforce a
constraint against repeated epenthesis. While this is
certainly a useful option, it is also an impediment to
users who wish to transfer their Xfst implementation
to another toolbox. Clearly such users would benefit
more from a kind of replacement rule construction kit,
allowing such variant replacement rules to be put to-
gether as needed. But the procedural style of Kaplan
& Kay-inspired algorithms makes the development
of such a construction kit very difficult. Given the
declarative approach developed in this paper, the
construction kit approach can be implemented in any
standard finite-state toolkit.
The declarative approach to replacement rules is

very flexible, allowing for example, variants of finite-
state Optimality Theory ([2] [5]) to be incorporated
into the rules. In some sense, this is not new, as
Karttunen’s approach to longest match replacement
[9], was already a kind of optimization. The declara-
tive, mix-and-match approach, however, allows for the
easy incorporation of various optimality constraints.
For example, a constraint against repeated epenthe-
sis could be loosened to allow the minimal amount of
epenthesis consistent with some other constraints.2

2 Flat Representation for
Transducers using Types

The general form for a finite-state rewrite rule is as in
1:

x → T (x)/λ ρ (1)

This is understood as a rule for replacing the string
x with the transduction T (x) in the specified context,
with some unspecified mode of operation such as oblig-
atory left-to-right. Traditionally T is specified as a
cross-product of regular languages, but as discussed
in Gerdemann & van Noord [4], this is by no means
necessary.
In order to develop an approach based on intersec-

tion, a rule such as 1 (ignoring context, and other con-
straints) will first be transformed into a finite state
acceptor (FSA). There is of course a standard trick of
using same-length transducers, which goes back to the
early days of finite-state morphology [11]. A same-
length transducer can be encoded as an FSA with

2 This paper concentrates on some fairly simple examples that
are good for expository purposes. For further examples, see:
www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/∼dg/mixmatch.
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transitions labeled with pairs of symbols, or equiva-
lently by an FSA in which odd-numbered transitions
(from the start state) count as inputs, and even num-
bered transitions count as outputs. This is, however,
an inconvenient representation for two reasons. First,
we often work with transducers that do not have the
same-length property. And second, we would like our
flattened transducer representations to contain other
symbols for markup which count as neither input nor
output. So rather than force things into a same-length
mold, we use the following very general definition for
a flat representation of a transducer:3

Definition 2.1 A finite state automaton A is a flat
representation of a transducer T with respect to
transducers extract input and extract output if:

T = extract input−1 ◦ identity(A) ◦ extract output

It should be understood here that the equals sign
means that the transducers defined on either side rep-
resent the same regular relation,
This flat representation is the central feature of the

approach. This approach allows extract input and ex-
tract output to be defined in many different ways. To
instantiate these extraction transducers in a useful and
flexible way, I start by introducing a type system with
types that these transducers can refer to.

2.1 Types

The goal of introducing types is to make it easy to
define extract input and extract output. If some sym-
bols are of the input type, for example, then these are
the ones that should be extracted by extract input. A
simple idea would be to use different alphabets for
these two types. In some cases, this is a convenient
idea. For example, if the input alphabet is Cyrillic
and the output alphabet is Latin, then it is easy to
distinguish input and output symbols. In most cases,
however, this is not practical. Therefore an alternative
approach is adopted: every untyped symbol is followed
by a symbol type indicator, which specifies the type of
its predecessor.
At a minimum, there need to be two symbol type

indicators: one for input symbols and one for output
symbols. More usefully, there should also be indicators
for symbols that are neither input nor output (marker
symbols) and also for symbols that are both input
and output (identity symbols). Possibly, for some al-
gorithms, it would be useful to have a several types
of marker symbols, but for now four symbols will be
enough.

• define input a;

• define output b;

• define identity c;

• define marker x;

• define symbolTypeIndicator
[input ∪ output ∪ identity ∪ marker];

3 It is nevertheless possible using a two-level approach to work
out ideas similar to those in this paper. See Yli-Jyrä [15].

Note that the self-explanatory syntax here is as in
the Foma system (Hulden [6]). The particular choice
of symbols used here is arbitrary and can easily be
changed,
Extended alphabet symbols thus consist of a se-

quence of two symbols, where the second symbol deter-
mines the type of the first symbol. With the preceding
conventions, for example, the sequence [z a] (= [z in-
put]) represents ‘z’ as an input symbol, and [< x] (=
[< marker]) represents the angle bracket ‘<’ used as
a marker symbol. For the purpose of illustration with
a running example, a small test alphabet is defined
here (even though Foma does not require the alphabet
to be specified). In these definitions, xsig should be
understood as “extended sigma.”

• define sigma [a ∪ b ∪ c ∪ x]; # small test alphabet

• define xsig [sigma symbolTypeIndicator];

An approach using sequences of two symbols as the
basic unit can be awkward to work with and painful
to debug. Thus it is essential to provide a set of tools
that are specialized to work with this approach.

2.1.1 Matchers, Constructors and Accessors

Three basic tools for working with an extended alpha-
bet are matchers, constructors and accessors. Gener-
ally, these tools are designed to hide the symbol type
indicators from the user.

Matchers Matchers are a set of defined regular ex-
pressions for matching the various types of symbols.

• define in [sigma [input ∪ identity]];

• define inx [sigma input];

• define out [sigma [output ∪ identity]];

• define outx [sigma output];

• define ident [sigma identity];

Note that the ‘x’ in inx and outx should be read as
“except identity.” Also note that these definitions use
the toy alphabet sigma. For general use, one should
replace this with Σ, which is the Foma symbol for an
open alphabet.

Constructors Constructors are used to turn an or-
dinary alphabet symbols into typed symbols of the
extended alphabet. For this purpose, parameterized
definitions are used.

• define in(x) [x [input ∪ identity]];

• define inx(x) [x input];

• define out(x) [x [output ∪ identity]];

• define outx(x) [x output];

• define ident(x) [x [identity]];
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Accessors Accessors are used to extract either the
input side or the output side. By extracting both sides,
a definition can be given for unflatten. The definitions
rely upon a definition of term complement which is
specialized for use with the extended alphabet.4 The
first step in extractInput eliminates all non-input sym-
bols. This is composed with a transducer that elimi-
nates the symbol type indicators.

• define tcomp(e) xsig-e; # term complement

• define extractInput
[tcomp(in): ∪ in]* ◦ [Σ Σ:]*;

• define extractOutput
[tcomp(out): ∪ out]* ◦ [Σ Σ:]*;

• define unflatten(φ)
extractInput−1 ◦ φ ◦ extractOutput;

2.1.2 Pretty Printers

Just as in any programming language, it is important
to have concise, understandable print representations
of complex data structures. Most finite state toolboxes
include a graphical interface, which is very helpful for
debugging. It is certainly helpful to have such an inter-
face, but experience has shown that networks quickly
become way too complicated to be understood visu-
ally. Effective debugging is an acquired skill that re-
quires a great deal of ingenuity in breaking problems
into units that can be understood as networks. Since
the approach of using a typed alphabet doubles the
size of the network, it must also at least double the
cognitive complexity of understanding the network.5
What is needed is a graphical interface that shows

the types of symbols in a concise way without using se-
quences of two symbols, and without using the symbol
type indicator. An implementation might, for exam-
ple, use different colors for the different types. But
since such an implementation does not exist, I simply
define here an ad hoc pretty printing approach, spe-
cialized for use with the small toy alphabet. The idea
is that an input ‘a’ is transduced to ‘a:’, an output
‘a’ is transduced to ‘:a’, and an identity ‘a’ is trans-
duced to ‘a’. In all cases, the symbol type indicator is
removed.6

• define ppInput
[inx(a):a%: ∪ inx(b):b%: ∪ inx(c):c%:
∪ inx(x):x%:];

4 The expression tcomp(in): ∪ in could be written more ex-
plicitly as tcomp(in): ∪ identity(in). It is, however, stan-
dard in the literature to let language expressions be coerced
to identity relation expressions when the context requires this
interpretation.

5 Besides raising the cognitive complexity, the typed approach
also clearly increases the computational complexity. But this
is unlikely to be a practical concern. The complexity of fi-
nite state implementations does not, in any case, derive from
the complexity of individual replacement rules. Normally,
complexity derives from composing a long sequence of such
replacement rules.

6 Note that the percent sign is used in Foma to escape special
characters. So ‘a%:’ is the two-character symbol consisting
of an ‘a’ followed by a colon. Note also that the subscript 2
in the last definition is used to extract the second projection
(also known as “range” or “lower language”).

• define ppOutput
[outx(a):%:a ∪ outx(b):%:b ∪ outx(c):%:c
∪ outx(x):%:x];

• define ppIdentity
[ident(a):a ∪ ident(b):b ∪ ident(c):c
∪ ident(x):x];

• ppIO [ppInput ∪ ppOutput ∪ ppIdentity];

• define pp(X) [X ◦ ppIO*]2;

Further utilities and pretty printers will be intro-
duced as needed. First, however, we should start to
see how the type system can be useful for our compi-
lation.

2.1.3 Assertions and Boolean Tests

An important invariant of the typed approach is that
every sequence is of even length and every symbol in
an even position is a symbol type indicator. Consis-
tent use of matchers, constructors and accessors will
help to ensure that this invariant holds. Neverthe-
less, things can go wrong, so it is important to use
boolean tests as assertions. Boolean types were intro-
duced into the regular expression calculus in van No-
ord & Gerdemann [14], though the details are worked
out differently here. The central idea is similar to con-
ventions in a variety of programming languages, where
certain designated values are understood as, or coerced
to boolean values. In the finite state domain, it is con-
venient let  be true, and ∅ be false.

• define true ;

• define false ∅;

Note that with these conventions, true is a single-
state FSA where the one state is both initial and final,
and false is a single-state FSA where the one state is
non-final.7
Given these conventions, the boolean connectives

and, or and not can be defined as concatenation, union
and complementation, respectively.

• and(B1, B2) B1 B2;

• or(B1, B2) B1 ∪ B2;

• not(B) ¬B ∩ true;
7 In Foma, it is easy to see if assertions have succeeded or not
from the compiler output. For example, with a source file
(assert.fom) containing the following two lines

define assertion1 ;
define assertion2 ∅;

the compiler produces the following output

foma[0]: source assert.fom
Opening file ’assert.fom’.
defined assertion1: 136 bytes. 1 states, 0 arcs, 1 path.
defined assertion2: 136 bytes. 1 states, 0 arcs, 0 paths.

The information that the compiled version of assertion1 has
1 path is sufficient to see that this assertion succeded.
For an example using a lot of assertions, see www.sfs.uni-

tuebingen.de/∼dg/mixmatch/FinnOTMatching.fom. The
FinnOTMatching program is also a good illustration of fi-
nite state OT in general.
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With these connectives, basic decidable properties
of FSA’s can be defined.8

• empty(L) not([L:true]2);

• subset(A1,A2) empty(A1 ∩ ¬A2);

• equal(A1, A2)
and(subset(A1,A2), subset(A2,A1));

Using these tools, the following assertions can be
defined.

• define evenLength(L) empty(L ∩ [[Σ Σ]∗ Σ]]);

• define indicatorsInEvenPositions(L)
subset([[[Σ Σ]∗ Σ]: Σ Σ∗:]2,

symbolTypeIndicator);

3 Basic Unconstrained Replace-
ment

To compile a replacement rule as in (1), we must start
by flattening the transducer T . We have already seen
the unflatten definition, and it is clear that flatten
should be the inverse of this, so that for transducer
T :

T ≡ unflatten(flatten(T )) (2)

If T is a cross-product transducer, then this is easy
to define:

• define flattenCross(φ, ψ )
[φ ◦ [Σ :input]*]2 [ψ ◦ [Σ :output]*]2;

Flattening for non-cross product transducers, al-
though not hard, requires access to states and transi-
tions and therefore cannot be done in a portable way.9
In general, the flattening step may arbitrarily inter-

sperse input and output symbols, making it impossi-
ble to write constraints that refer at the same time
to input and output symbols. The general problem
is that transducers are not closed under intersection.
The good news is that constraints on replacement rules
rarely need to refer simultaneously to inputs and out-
puts.
Given a flattened transducer T , we can define a flat-

tened unconstrained replacement rule with T as its
center. By analogy with Optimality Theory, this ba-
sic replacement rule is called replaceGen.

• define lb [a marker];

• define rb [b marker];

• define bracket lb ∪ rb;

• define replaceGen(φ) [ident ∪ [lb φ rb]]*;

Since these rules have introduced a couple of marker
symbols, it is important to define corresponding pretty
printing definitions.

• define ppBrackets [lb:%< ∪ rb:%>];

• define pp1(X) [X ◦ [ppIO ∪ ppBrackets]*]2;

s0

a b c x 
s1< 

s2

:x 

> 

Fig. 1: regex pp1(replaceGen(flattenCross(, x)))

s0

a b c x 
s1< s2:x 

s3

> 
a b c x 

Fig. 2: Non-iterated Epenthesis, flattened version

Putting these pieces together, we see in Figure 1 the
pretty-printed flattened automaton for free epenthesis
of ‘x’. This automaton looks superficially like an inter-
mediate step in a traditional replacement rule compila-
tion procedure. But in fact, it is considerably different.
The brackets, for example, are not inserted as steps in
a procedure. Constraints may refer to the brackets,
but the brackets are neither in the input nor in the
output.

4 Constraints

Constraints are of two basic types: strict and opti-
mizing. Contextual constraints are, for example, tra-
ditionally treated as strict constraints, and optimiz-
ing constraints are typically limited to constraints for
leftmost and longest matching (Karttunen [9]). Strict
constraints, being easier, are a natural starting point.

4.1 Strict Constraints

As a simple example of a strict constraint, consider a
constraint against iterated epenthesis. This may seem
like a minor constraint, but nevertheless it was consid-
ered important enough to merit some special syntax in
Xfst.10 This is easy to define in the mix-and-match ap-
proach, using auxiliary definitions for complement and
containment. The automaton is shown in Figure 2.

• define comp(E) xsig* - E;

• define contain(E) [xsig* E xsig*];

• define noIterEpenStrict
comp(contain([lb outx* rb lb outx* rb]));

• regex pp1(replaceGen(flattenCross(, x))
∩

noIterEpenStrict);
8 For transducers, Foma provides the boolean tests:

isfunctional and isidentity.
9 See: www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/∼dg/mixmatch/flatten for a
mix of Foma code and Perl code.

10 See Beesley & Karttunen [1], p. 67.
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s0

a b c x 

s1<0:x> 
a b c x 

Fig. 3: Non-iterated Epenthesis, unflattened version

The unflattened version, compiled from the follow-
ing code, is shown in Figure 3.

• regex unflatten(
replaceGen(flattenCross(, x))

∩
noIterEpenStrict);

5 Defeasible Constraints

Now let us relax the constraint against iterated
epenthesis and allow iterated epenthesis only when
there is no other alternative. Suppose that there is
a higher ranking constraint requiring the output to
have a sequence of two x’s. If the input already has a
sequence of two x’s, then the output constraint will in
any case be satisfied. If the input only has singleton
x’s, then epenthesis is needed. But iterated epenthesis
is not needed. If, however, the input has no x’s, then
iterated epenthesis is needed. But it is still desirable
to do no more iterated epenthesis than necessary. We
start, as in OT, by putting a star after every constraint
violation. To do this, we need some standard utilities
from Kaplan & Kay [8].11

• define intro(S) [[Σ Σ] ∪ :S]*;

• define introx(S) [[Σ Σ] ∪ :S]* [Σ Σ];

• define xintro(S) [Σ Σ] [[Σ Σ] ∪ :S]*;

• define ign(L, S) [L ◦ intro(S)]2;

• define ignx(L, S) [L ◦ introx(S)]2;

• define xign(L, S) [L ◦ xintro(S)]2;

• define ifPThenS(P,S) comp([P comp(S)]);

• define ifSThenP(P,S) comp([comp(P) S]);

• define PIffS(P,S) ifPThenS(P,S) ∩ ifSThenP(P,S);

Using these definitions, we can introduce a star, as
in OT, and constrain it to occur after constraint vio-
lations.

• define star [c marker];

• define ppStar star:%*;
11 As a useful convention, ‘x’ at the beginning means “except

at the beginning,” and similarly for ‘x’ at the end. The ab-
breviation ign is used for ignore.

• define pp2(X)
[X ◦ [ppIO ∪ ppBrackets ∪ ppStar]*]2;

• define markViolation(τ , π)
ign(τ , star)

∩
PIffS([xsig* ignx(π,star)], [star xsig*]);

Then we can mark the violation. The result is shown
in Figure 4.

• regex pp2(markViolation(
replaceGen(flattenCross(, x)),
[lb outx* rb lb outx* rb]));

The next step involves minimizing the number of
stars. We want to rule out the case that an input would
be mapped to different outputs, b and w (for “better”
and “worse”), where output b contains n stars, output
w contains m stars, and m > n. The general idea is
to construct a worsening transducer that turns better
candidates into worse ones. Then, given a set of candi-
dates c, the optimal candidates will be c−worsen(c).
This assumes, of course, that the worsening of a can-
didate is complete, all worse candidates are included
and no non-worse candidates are included. In some
cases, this relation can only be approximated.
There are two kinds of worsening: star-based wors-

ening, which is the main focus of this paper, and
generalized worsening. The difference is that star-
based worsening works by adding stars to a candi-
date, whereas generalized worsening directly manip-
ulates the output for a given input to make it worse.
In either case, worsening is used to filter out bad can-
didates by comparison with alternative candidates for
the same input. This means that gen cannot actu-
ally change the input, gen can only add markup sym-
bols into the input, where markup symbols are disjoint
from input symbols.12
For replaceGen, the obvious markup symbols are the

brackets and the output symbols. But what about the
identity symbols? Here, an input symbol [Σ, input] =
[Σ, a] is “marked up” as [Σ, identity] = [Σ, c]. To deal
with this problem, the changeMarkup step is written
to allow identity symbols into non-identity input sym-
bols, and vice versa.

• define changeIdentities
[[Σ identity:input] ∪ [Σ input:identity] ∪ xsig]*;

• define changeOutputs
[outx: ∪ :outx ∪ xsig]*;

• define changeBrackets
[bracket: ∪ :bracket ∪ xsig]*;

• define changeMarkup(X) [
X
◦ changeIdentities
◦ changeOutputs
◦ changeBrackets]2;

12 So gen can only change the input indirectly by adding
markup symbols that are interpreted as editing instructions.
For example, if gen brackets syllables, then unsyllabified
parts of the input may be deleted in a later (phonetic) mod-
ule. Other kinds of editing interpretations for markup can
easily be invented.
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Fig. 4: No iterated Epenthesis with violations starred

Returning now to our running example, suppose
that we add a higher ranked constraint which in some
cases can only be satisfied by use of iterated epenthe-
sis. Specifically, let us require that the output must
contain a sequence of two instances of ‘x’. Since this
is a strict constraint, it can be applied by intersection.
The result is shown in Figure 5.

• define containsOutputXXGen
replaceGen(flattenCross(, x))

∩
contain([out(x) tcomp(out(Σ))* out(x)]);

We then mark violations of the no iterated epenthe-
sis constraint, with the result shown in Figure 6.

• regex pp2(markViolation(
containsOutputXXGen,
[lb outx* rb lb outx* rb]));

The automaton in Figure 6 is fairly complicated.
After changing markup, however, it is greatly simpli-
fied, since constraints on correct ordering of output are
abstracted away. The result is shown in Figure 7.

• regex pp2(changeMarkup(markViolation(
containsOutputXXGen,
[lb outx* rb lb outx* rb])));

Figure 7 shows that every candidate has one of three
things.

1. an identity x, or

2. an output-only x, or

3. a star.

If we now add in a positive number of stars, we
obtain an automaton that matches every non-optimal
candidate as seen in Figure 8.

• regex
pp2(addStars(changeMarkup(markViolation(
containsOutputXXGen,
[lb outx* rb lb outx* rb]))));

In general, however, just adding stars is not suffi-
cient to obtain an automaton that matches every non-
optimal candidate. A simple example suffices to illus-
trate the problem. Suppose that there are two candi-
dates, where the better one is ab*c and the worse one
is a*bc*. Here it is not possible to add a star to the
better candidate to match the worse candidate. The
issue is that stars need to be not only added but also
moved around in order to match up. Here it is in gen-
eral not possible using finite state methods, to obtain
all possible placements of the stars. So various levels
of approximation must be defined.

• define permuteStarLeft
[:star tcomp(star)* star:];

• define permuteStarRight
[star: tcomp(star)* :star];

• define permuteStars
[xsig* [permuteLeft ∪ permuteRight]]* xsig*;

• define permute0(X) X2;

• define permute1(X) [X ◦ permuteStars]2;

• define permute2(X)
[X ◦ permuteStars ◦ permuteStars]2;

• etc

In theory, an unbounded amount of permutation
may be necessary in order to optimize all possible in-
puts. In practice, however, this is only the case in
highly artificial examples such as the one constructed
by Frank and Satta [2]. The normal case is that only
permute0 and permute1 are needed. To test how much
permutation is needed, one can use the isFunctional13
test described in Gerdemann & van Noord [5].

• define isOptimized(Starred)
isfunctional([Unflatten(Starred)

◦
Σ-star -> ]);

The idea here can be illustrated quite simply. Sup-
pose the input abc results in two outputs xa*ybc* and
axb*z where {x, y, z} is markup. If we delete every-
thing but the stars, then abc is mapped to ** and *.
The isFunctional test is designed to rule out cases like
this. Each input should be mapped to a set of candi-
dates with a unique number of stars. If this condition
holds, then the set of candidates has been optimized.
By using the isFunctional test, it can be determined

that no permutation of stars is necessary for this case.
So we can optimize in the following way, where the
result is shown in Figure 9.

• define optimizeStars0(StarredCandidates) [
StarredCandidates

-
permute0(

addStars(
changeMarkup(StarredCandidates)))];

13 In Foma, this is called isfunctional. The return values are
true and false as described in section 2.1.3,
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Fig. 6: Starred violations of no iterated epenthesis
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Fig. 7: After changing the markup
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Fig. 8: After adding stars
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Fig. 9: After optimizing

• define opimizedRewriteRule
unflatten(
optimizeStars0(
markViolation(

containsOutputXXGen,
[lb outx* rb lb outx* rb])));

The transducer in Figure 9 is fairly complex, so it
is not obvious that it is correct. The skeptical reader
should study some sample input-output such as the
following.

• ab → {abxx,axbxx,axxb,axxbx,xabxx,xaxbxx,
xaxxb,xaxxbx,xxab,xxabx,xxaxb,xxaxbx}

• ax → {axx,axxx,xaxx,xaxxx}

• axx → {axx,axxx,axxxx,axxxxx,xaxx,xaxxx,
xaxxxx,xaxxxxx}

6 Conclusion and further direc-
tions

It may seem like a lot of work has been expended in
order to define a fairly simple replacement rule. But
most of this work has gone into preparatory ground
work. Further constraints can now be added in a fairly
routine way. Certainly, constraints referring to the left
and right context are necessary, and now are easy to
define. And other, more exotic constraints are not
difficult. The user of a toolbox is thus not bound by
the particular flavors of replacement rules provided by
the toolbox.
For optimizing constraints, I have introduced two

kinds of worsening: star-based and generalized.
Though this paper has concentrated on star-based
worsening, it may well be the case that generalized
worsening is even more important. The idea of gener-
alized worsening is that markup can be directly ma-
nipulated to make candidates worse. For example, for
a longest match constraint, the worsening transducer
could manipulate the marked-up matches to make the
matches shorter. Or a worsener for a leftmost con-
straint could manipulate markup to move matches fur-
ther to the right. It is clear that a worsening trans-
ducer should encode an irreflexive, asymmetrical, tran-

sitive relation. Although these properties are in gen-
eral undecidable [7], in practical cases it is usually clear
enough that a worsening transducer is well formed.
Generalized worsening is particularly useful for de-

scribing prosodic constraints. For example, medieval
Indian prosodists introduced following hierarchy of
long-short syllable patterns (Singh, [13]), where long
syllables count as two positions and short syllables
count as one: SSSSS < LSSS < SLSS < SSLS < LLS <
SSSL < LSL < SLL.14 This looks remarkably like some
versions of generalized alignment in Optimality The-
ory. For star-based worsening, the relevant constraint
assigns stars to each long syllable, where the number
of stars for a long syllable starting in position i is Fi+1,
the i+1st Fibonacci number, and short syllables do not
get stars. So with stars added, the hierarchy becomes:
SSSSS < L*SSS < SL**SS < SSL***S < L*L***S <
SSSL***** < L*SL***** < SL**L*****. Clearly it
is not possible to define a transducer to add such a
pattern of stars, so the only hope here is to use gen-
eralized worsening. The details are a little tricky, but
the basic principle is to treat L as a bracketed pair of
S’s and let worsening move the bracketing to the right
or introduce additional bracketing.15
Although there may be tricky issues in defining a

generalized worsening transducer, the optimization it-
self is very straightforward.

• define optimize(G, Worsener)
G - [G ◦ Worsener]2;

To summarize, then, replacement rules have been
encoded in a declarative, one-level way, allowing both
optimizing and non-optimizing constraints to be mixed
and combined in a natural and easy way. In combin-
ing OT-style constraints with traditional Generative
Phonology-style replacement rules, one may see Kisse-
berth [10] as a source of inspiration. Long ago, before
OT was invented, Kisseberth spoke of rules conspir-
ing to create certain surface effects. The approach
presented in this paper is intended to allow such con-
spiratorial effects to be compiled directly into the re-
placement rules.

14 For some issues concerning this pattern, see Gerdemann [3].
15 See www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/∼dg/mixmatch/zeck.fom for
details.
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Abstract
This extended abstract focuses on the main
points we will be touching upon during our talk,
the aim of which is to present in a concise man-
ner our group’s work on enhancing robustness
of lexicalised grammars for real-life applications
and thus also on enabling their adaptation to
new domains in its entirety.

1 Introduction

At present, various wide-coverage symbolic parsing
systems for different languages exist and have been in-
tegrated into real-world NLP applications, such as IE,
QA, grammar checking, MT and intelligent IR. This
integration, though, has reminded us of the shortcom-
ings of symbolic systems, in particular lack of cov-
erage, one consequence of which relates to enormous
and sometimes insurmountable difficulties with port-
ing and re-using such systems to new domains. When
the hand-crafted grammars which usually lie at the
heart of symbolic parsing systems are applied to natu-
rally occurring text, we often find that they are under-
performing. Typical sources of coverage deficiency in-
clude unknown words, words for which the dictionary
did not contain the relevant category, Multiword Ex-
pressions (MWEs), but also more general grammatical
knowledge, such as grammar rules and word ordering
constraints. Currently, grammars and their accompa-
nying lexica often need to be extended manually.
In this talk, we offer the overview to a range of ma-

chine learning-based methods which enable us to de-
rive linguistic knowledge from corpora, for instance, in
order to solve problems of coverage and efficiency de-
ficiency of large-scale lexicalised grammars, ensuring
this way their portability and re-usability and aiming
at domain-independent linguistic processing. In par-
ticular, we illustrate and underline the importance of
making detailed linguistic information a central part
of the process of automatic acquisition of large-scale
lexicons as a means for enhancing robustness and en-
suring maintainability and re-usability of lexicalised
grammars.
To this effect, we focus on enhancing robustness and

ensuring maintainability and re-usability for two large-
scale “deep” grammars, one of English (ERG; [3]) and
one of German (GG; [4]), developed in the framework
of Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG).
Specifically, we show that the incorporation of detailed

linguistic information into the process of automatic ex-
tension of the lexicon of such language resources en-
hances their performance and provides linguistically
sound and more informative predictions which bring
a bigger benefit for the grammars when employed in
practical real-life applications.

2 Main Focus Points

In recent years, various techniques and resources have
been developed in order to improve robustness of deep
grammars for real-life applications in various domains.
Nevertheless, low coverage of such grammars remains
the main hindrance to their employment in open do-
main natural language processing. [2], as well as [6]
and [7] have clearly shown that the majority of pars-
ing failures with large-scale deep grammars are caused
by missing or wrong entries in the lexica accompa-
nying grammars like the aforementioned ones. Based
on these findings, it has become clear that it is cru-
cial to explore and come up with efficient methods for
automated (Deep) Lexical Acquisition (henceforward
(D)LA), the process of automatically recovering miss-
ing entries in the lexicons of deep grammars.
Recently, various high-quality DLA approaches have

been proposed. [1], as well as [7] and [5] describe effi-
cient methods towards the task of lexicon acquisition
for large-scale deep grammars for English and Dutch.
They treat DLA as a classification task and make use
of various robust and efficient machine learning tech-
niques to perform the acquisition process.
We use the ERG and GG grammars for the work we

present in this talk, for the ERG is one of the biggest
deep linguistic resources to date which has been being
used in many (industrial) applications, and GG is to
our knowledge one of the most thorough deep gram-
mars of German, a language with rich morphology and
free word order, which exhibits a range of interest-
ing linguistic phenomena. Thus, the aforementioned
grammars are valuable linguistic resources since they
provide linguistically sound and detailed analyses of
phenomena in English and German. Apart from the
interesting syntactic structures, though, the lexical en-
tries in the lexicons of the aforementioned grammars
also exhibit a rich and complicated structure and con-
tain various important linguistic constraints. Based on
our claim above, in this talk we show how the infor-
mation these constraints provide can be captured and
used in linguistically-motivated DLA methods which
we have developed. It has been shown that, comparing
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to statistically treebank-based parsers, parsers based
on these hand-written linguistic grammars have more
consistent performance over changing of domains [8].
In this we prove our assumption that the linguistic
information we incorporate into our DLA methods is
vital for the good performance of the acquisition pro-
cess and for the maintainability and re-usability of the
grammars domain-independently, as well for their suc-
cessful practical application.
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Abstract
Currently access to institutional repositories is
gained using dedicated web interfaces where
users can enter keywords in an attempt to
express their needs. In many cases this approach
is rather cumbersome for users who are required
to learn a syntax specific to that particular
interface. To address this problem, we propose
to adapt the QALL-ME framework, a reusable
framework for fast development of question
answering systems, in order to allow users
to access information using natural language
questions. This paper describes how the web
services part of the QALL-ME framework had to
be adapted in order to give access to information
gathered from unstructured web pages by the
AIR project.

Keywords
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1 Introduction

Currently access to institutional repositories is gained
using dedicated web interfaces where users can enter
keywords. In many cases this approach is rather
cumbersome for users who are required to learn a
syntax specific to that particular interface. A solution
to this problem is offered by question answering
(QA), a field in computational linguistics, which
develops systems that take a natural language question
and provide the exact answer to it. This paper
presents how the QALL-ME framework1, a reusable
framework for fast development of question answering
systems, was adapted in order to allow users to access
information stored in institutional repositories using
natural language questions.

The AIR project [10] developed a system that
extracts information about scientific publications from
unstructured documents and stores this information
in a database. The QALL-ME project [12] has
developed a framework for implementing question
answering systems for restricted domains. The first
implementation of this framework was for the domain
of tourism, but it is not in any particular way bound
to this domain. For this reason, the QALL-ME
framework can offer the ideal and most natural way

1 The QALL-ME framework is available as an open source
project at http://qallme.sourceforge.net/

of accessing the information extracted in the AIR
project.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 presents some background information about
the QALL-ME and AIR projects. The domain in
which the system is expected to run is presented in
Section 3, followed by a description of the framework
and how it was adapted to the new domain in Section
4. The paper finishes with conclusions.

2 Background information

2.1 The QALL-ME project

QALL-ME (Question Answering Learning
technologies in a multiLingual and Multimodal
Environment) is an EU-funded project with the
objective of developing a shared infrastructure
for multilingual and multimodal open domain
Question Answering.2 It allows users to express their
information needs in the form of multilingual natural
language questions using mobile phones and returns a
list of ranked specific answers rather than the whole
web pages. In the first phase, the tourism domain is
highlighted as the domain in which the operates.

Language variability, one of the main difficulties
of dealing with natural language, is addressed in
QALL-ME by reformulating it as a textual entailment
recognition problem. In textual entailment a text (T)
is said to entail a hypothesis (H), if the meaning of
H can be derived from the meaning of T. To this end,
each question is treated as the text and the hypothesis
is a procedure to answer the question [6]. This concept
is embedded in the QALL-ME Framework [12], one of
the main outputs of the project. The purpose of this
framework is to provide an architecture skeleton for
QA systems that extract answers from structured data
sources. This framework is exploited in this paper to
provide an access to data collected by the AIR project.

2.2 The AIR project

Manual population of institutional repositories with
citation data is an extremely time- and resource-
consuming process, and usually acts as a bottleneck
on the fast growth and update of large repositories.
The aim of the AIR project [10] was to develop a
semi-automatic approach for archiving institutional
repositories. To achieve this, it automatically

2 More information about the QALL-ME project can be found
at http://qallme.fbk.eu
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Fig. 1: Overview of the AIR architecture

discovers and extracts bibliographical data from web
sites, and then interacts with users, authors or
librarians, who verify and correct extracted data. The
components of the AIR system are:

1. A web crawler which populates the database
with all web pages belonging to the domain under
consideration.

2. the AIR core module which processes
unstructured data (web pages) in order to extract
bibliographical references and automatically
annotate them with Dublin Core Metadata tags.

3. Web interfaces developed for user interaction
and data verification. This step was introduced
to ensure the reliability of information transferred
to the digital repository.

4. Data deposit is accomplished automatically using
SWORD3 protocol.

An overview of the system is presented in Figure 1.
In this section only the information extraction

component is briefly presented. The other components
are not relevant for the current research; more details
about them can be found in [10].

Automatic extraction of bibliographical metadata
from unstructured web pages is achieved in three
consecutive steps using a machine learning approach:

1. A page classifier extracts web pages containing
bibliographies from the whole amount of data
provided by the crawler. The classifier exploits
the structure of HTML format such as metadata
(<keywords>, <title>, <description>) and
headers (<h1>, <h2>, etc.) in order to give
different weights to distinct data sources. As a
machine learning method, we used and compared
several methods contained in WEKA [17].

2. A record classifier selects bibliographical entries
from all document records using Conditional
Random Fields (CRF) [4]. As HTML-format

3 http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/repositories/digirep/index/SWORD
guide

provides some structural elements like tags, we
incorporated them into the classifier for revealing
enumerations or lists of equivalent records.

3. An information extraction (IE) module identifies
5 types of bibliographical metadata from Dublin
Core Metadata Element Set: author, title,
date, publisher and citation. As bibliographical
reference represents a logical consequence of
metadata tags, the use of CRF is the most
appropriate.

Given that all three modules focus on similar
problems we used very similar features while
constructing corresponding classifiers. These features
are:

• Named Entities, such as PERSONS,
LOCATIONS, ORGANIZATIONS and DATES
identified using ANNIE4, a named entity
recogniser distributed together with GATE5

framework [2].

• Staff names: A list of all university members was
collected and used to annotate the input text.

• Sherpa/Romeo publishers and journals the
list of publishers and journals stored in the
Sherpa/Romeo database was retrieved and used
to annotate the input text.

• Presence of year: This feature indicates
whether an element contains a year.

• Publication triggers: We built different lists
of triggers that can indicate different types of
information about a publication. Examples of
such triggers are header indicators (the most
frequent words that occur in <h> tags of
files containing publications), publication triggers
(words appearing in a bibliographical entry itself),
citation triggers (words appeared in citation of an
entry).

• Orthographic features, which capture
capitalisation, digits, punctuation marks, etc.
This feature was only used for implementation of
the IE module.

• Parts of speech (POS). Preliminary
experiments revealed many cases when
automatically annotated bibliographical fields
ended with articles, conjunctions or prepositions.
In order to correct this situation, we incorporated
parts of speech information into the IE module.

All three modules of the IE component were
evaluated on manually annotated data using cross-
validation [10]. The page classifier obtained an f-
score of 0.882 when using JRIP [1]. The record
classifier obtains the best results (f-score of 0.919) with
a Markov order 1. The information extraction module
can recognise the author, date, title and citation
with high accuracy, but perform rather poorly on
identification of publisher. Detailed evaluation results
can be found in [10].
4 http://gate.ac.uk/ie/annie.html
5 http://gate.ac.uk/
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3 Domain description and
modelling

An investigation of the domain of bibliographical
references and the data extracted by the AIR project
was carried out in order to define which questions can
be answered by the system and to model the domain
using an ontology. This section describes the domain
and ontology used to represent this domain.

3.1 The domain

The data stored by the AIR information extraction
module in the database contains information about
the author(s) of a publication, its title, year of
publication, publisher and the rest of the information
lumped together as “citation”. Using the annotation
modules presented in Section 4.2 it is possible
to extract from the citation the name of the
journal or conference proceeding that published the
article. Using automatic term extraction techniques
or external databases it is possible to automatically
assign keywords to each article. On the basis of
this information, the following types of questions are
foreseen to be answered by the system:

1. Questions about the name of an author who
published in a year, in journal/conference and/or
on a topic (e.g. Which authors had a publication
in <JOURNAL> in <YEAR>? )

2. Questions about the year when an author
published in a journal/conference, on a topic
or with other authors (e.g. What year did
<AUTHOR> have a paper in <JOURNAL>? )

3. Questions about the title of a publication by an
author, in a journal/conference, on a topic, in a
certain year and/or with other authors (e.g. What
papers about <KEYWORDS> did <AUTHOR>
publish in <YEAR>? )

4. Questions about the title of a conference/journal
where an author published on a topic, in a
certain year and/or with other authors (e.g. Who
published <AUTHOR> in <YEAR>? )

5. Questions about the topic of an article published
by an author in a journal/conference, in a certain
year and/or with other authors (e.g. What are
the topics of the papers published in <YEAR> by
<AUTHOR> and <AUTHOR>? )

Each question can have one or several constraints,
but none expects the user to specify the title of the
publication. This is due to the fact that scientific
articles tend to have long titles, which are unlikely
to be remembered correctly and completely by a
user. For this reason, even with the fuzzy matching
implemented in our annotators, it is unlikely that
the system can correctly guess what title a user is
referring to. On the basis of the five types of questions
identified above, 36 types of questions were proposed
to be answered by the system.

3.2 The ontology

The purpose of the ontology is to provide a
conceptualised description of the selected domain and
to act as a link between different components of
the system and different languages. The ontology
developed in QALL-ME for the domain of tourism
is described in [9]. Given that the scope of the AIR
project consists of academic citations, we could not use
this ontology and instead we had to find an ontology
which:

• uses standard metadata terminologies such as
Dublin Core (dc and dcterms);

• supports the entry types used by the open BIBTEX
reference management software or other similar
schemes;

• allows arbitrary keyword indexing schemes; and

• uses dereferenceable URIs for interoperability
with other systems (faceted browsing, semantic
web mash-ups)

We decided to use BIBTEX as it is very popular in
the academic community and it is supported by many
citation management systems. Moreover, the format
in which AIR stores data can be easily mapped into
the BIBTEX format. Fields which are not explicitly
identified by AIR, such as the name of the proceedings,
can be easily extracted using the annotators presented
in Section 4.2. In addition, by using this approach, we
are not limited to using only the output of the AIR
project and we can apply our QA interface to a large
number of sources.

The advantage of using BIBTEX as the format of
the input data is that there are several ontologies
that can be used (e.g. the MIT bibtex ontology6,
bibo7, SWRC8. The differences between them are
the vocabularies used and details such as author list
representation and event representation. We chose to
use a subset of the SWRC ontology [14], an ontology
for modelling entities of research communities such
as persons, organisations, publications (bibliographic
metadata) and relationships amongst them. The
main entities involved are: persons (authors and
editors), organisations (publishers, research institutes,
universities), publications (articles, conference papers,
theses, book chapters) and collections (proceedings,
journals, books, series). A relevant subset of the
Dublin Core metadata terminology is used to describe
the properties of the bibliographic entries. An example
of a conference paper in the TURTLE syntax defined
by our ontology can be seen in Listing 1.

6 http://zeitkunst.org/bibtex/0.1/
7 Bibliographic Ontology Specification
http://bibliontology.com/

8 Semantic Web for Research Communities
http://ontoware.org/projects/swrc/
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Listing 1: Example of conference paper presented in
TURTLE syntax

qa2 : Mitkov1998
rd f : type swrc : InProceed ings ;
dc : t i t l e ”Robust pronoun r e s o l u t i o n wi th

l im i t e d knowledge ” ;
terms : i s su ed ”1998” ;
swrc : pages ”869−875” ;
terms : i sPartOf qa2 : conf / a c l /2008 ;
dc : c r e a t o r qa2 : Mitkov R .

qa2 : conf / a c l /2008
rd f : type swrc : Proceed ings ;
dc : t i t l e ”Proceedings o f the 18 th

I n t e r na t i ona l Conference on
Computational L i n g u i s t i c s (COLING
’98) /ACL’98 Conference” ;

swrc : address ”Montreal , Canada” .

The SWRC terminology is also used by the DBLP9

(Digital Bibliography & Library Project) computer
science bibliography website. This makes it easy
to augment the data collected by the AIR project
with bibliographic information from other sources.
This can be further extended by employing protocols
such as Open Archives Initiative (OAI) Metadata
Protocol Handler which is an interchange format
that facilitates metadata harvesting from electronic
repositories or the PRISM10 protocol. Whilst AIR
does not provide us with details such as affiliation
relations, this information could be added from such
sources, enabling the system to answer questions such
as ”Scientists working in which German universities
have published papers about Question Answering in
2008?”.

Using existing software, the data collected by the
AIR project in BIBTEX format was converted to the
RDF format defined by our ontology. For data access
the SPARQL query language was used.

3.3 Representation of terms

As seen in Section 3.1, a large number of questions that
can be asked are restricted by topics. These topics
are normally represented using terms and therefore it
was necessary to find a convenient way to represent
terminologies and relationships between them.

Investigation of existing resources revealed that
the skos (Simple Knowledge Organisation System)
ontology 11 is appropriate as it provides a model
for expressing the basic structure and content of
concept schemes. A concept scheme is defined
in the skos ontology as “a set of concepts,
optionally including statements about semantic
relationships between those concepts.” (e.g. thesauri,
classification schemes, terminologies, glossaries,
etc.) The skos ontology is useful for our purposes
as it encodes relations such as skos:broader,
skos:narrower, skos:broaderTransitive and
skos:narrowerTransitive and allows the asking
of questions such as: ”What did Constantin

9 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
10 http://www.prismstandard.org/about/
11 (http://www.w3.org/TR/2005/WD-swbp-skos-core-guide-

20050510/)

Fig. 2: Test indexing terminology (full lines represent
the skos:broader relation while the dotted lines
represent the skos:broaderTransitive relation)

Orasan publish about summarization”? and the
retrieval of papers which were tagged with multi-
document summarization. A part of the terminology
corresponding to computational linguistics can be
found in Figure 2.

4 The QALL-ME framework
and its adaptation to a new
domain

The QALL-ME framework is based on a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) which, for the domain of
tourism, is realised using the following web services:

1. Context providers: are used to anchor questions
in space and time in this way enabling answers to
temporally and spatially restricted questions

2. Annotators: Currently three types of annotators
are available:

• named entity annotators which identify
names of cinemas, movies, persons, etc.

• term annotators which identify hotel
facilities, movie genres and other domain-
specific terminology

• temporal annotators that are used
to recognise and normalise temporal
expressions in user questions

3. Entailment engine: is used to overcome
the problem of user question variability and
determine whether a user question entails a
retrieval procedure associated with predefined
question patterns.

4. Query generator: which relies on an entailment
engine to generate a query that can be used to
extract the answer to a question from a database.
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For the tourism demonstrator the output of this
web service is a SPARQL query.

5. Answer pool: retrieves the answers from a
database. In the case of the tourism demonstrator
the answers are extracted from RDF encoded data
using SPARQL queries.

Given that the QALL-ME framework was
implemented using a modular approach, in order
to adapt the system to a new domain all that was
required was to re-implement or adapt some of the
existing web services. This section describes each
of the web services in more detail emphasising the
changes that had to be made in order to adapt the
system to the new domain.

4.1 Context provider web service

Investigation of the bibliographical domain revealed
that the role of this web service is rather limited as
the spatial information is not used in questions. For
this reason, this web service was reduced to returning
the current date and time in order to be able to answer
questions with temporal restrictions such as:

What papers were published in 2009?.

What papers were published this year?.

The context information is used by the temporal
annotator (described in Section 4.2.3) to normalise the
this year expression to the TIMEX2 standard.

4.2 Annotators

The QALL-ME framework provides the possibility
of annotating the input sentences with named
entities, terms specific to the domain and temporal
expressions. This section presents the annotator
services implemented for the bibliographical domain.

4.2.1 Named entity and term annotators

Unlike standard Named Entity Recognition that are
able to determine unknown and new entities, in
restricted domains the entities are known and the
annotation task is reduced to a database look-up that
needs to deal with spelling mistakes, inaccurate entity
references and partial matches. The ability to deal
with noisy input becomes even more important for the
domain of tourism where users have the possibility
of asking questions using speech which means that
the system needs to deal with automatic speech
recognition errors.

For the domain of tourism we had to recognise
named entities such as names of hotels, movies
and persons, as well as terms which are multi-word
expressions related to the domain such as genre
of a movie (e.g. action movie) and site facilities
(e.g. disabled access). Both types of expressions
are identified using the same greedy algorithm that
annotates expressions from a gazetteer, based on a
character-based similarity distance between the tokens
and an adapted TFIDF score.

The main difference between our method and other
approaches, such as [5] and TagLink [13], is that it
distinguishes between high probability similar tokens
and tokens that are most probably distinct. Using
a character-based similarity threshold, we compute a
partial one to one matching and evaluate the negative
impact of the unmatched tokens. The more words
that are matched, the greater the confidence that the
two strings represent the same entity, while a great
number of mismatched words means that the two
strings represent different entities. While matching
tokens a certain amount of spelling variations and
mistakes are allowed by using the character-based
similarity measure proposed by Jaro-Winkler [16].

For the bibliographical domain the same approach
was employed, but different types of entities had to
be annotated. This was achieved by training the
algorithm with different gazetteers. Given the nature
of the domain, a large number of ambiguities were
noticed. These ambiguities are discussed in the next
section.

4.2.2 Ambiguities at the level of entity
annotation

One of the main challenges we had to address when we
ported the annotators to the new domain was that the
names of authors and conferences can be expressed in
several ways and that some entities can have several
types. The former problem is referred to as instance
ambiguity (IA) – entities having the same type and
the same name, and the latter type ambiguity (TA)
– entities of different types which have the same
name (common for acronyms). For example in What
papers has Ruslan Mitkov published in computational
linguistics? the expression computational linguistics
can be both a named entity and refer to the Journal
of Computational Linguistics, or can be a term and
refer to the field of computational linguistics. This
represents a type ambiguity. In the same question, it is
possible to refer to Ruslan Mitkov using R. Mitkov or
just Mitkov which exemplifies an instance ambiguity.

The Entity Annotator marks spans of text from
the question with the type and ID of the entities
they refer to. It retrieves a list of all the entities
of a given type (e.g. [swrc:Person]) from the RDF
data along with their known aliases and creates
an index which will be used to identify and rank
candidate matches in questions. The Entity Annotator
aggregates several distinct annotators, one for each
type (e.g. persons, publishers, conferences) and
applies specialised semantic rules when indexing the
lists extracted from the RDF data (e.g. derive the alias
”Dornescu I.” from ”Dornescu Iustin”, or ”ACL08”
from ”ACL 2008”). Employing such semantic rules
off-line, during data pre-processing is computationally
motivated. At query time, the annotator ranks all
the known alternative names (synonymy) and is also
able to select an ambiguous list of entities which are
equally ranked (polysemy). The latter is an extension
of the initial QALL-ME web services, which allowed
any span of the question to refer to at most one entity.

Since the QALL-ME web services definition does
not allow annotated spans to overlap, when ranking
the candidates, the annotator will prefer longer spans
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and fewer distinct IDs. This constrains both types
of ambiguity. For example when the user inputs the
following question:

What did I. Dornescu publish in CLEF
2008?

the following candidates are considered:

1 qa2 : dornescu / i u s t i n ”Dornescu I u s t i n ”
2 qa2 : dornescu / i u s t i n ∗ ”Dornescu I . ”
3 qa2 : dornescu / i u l i a n ”Dornescu I u l i a n ”
4 qa2 : dornescu / i u l i a n ∗ ”Dornescu I . ”
5 qa2 : i / dornescu ∗ ” I . Dornescu”
6 qa2 : dornescu ”Dornescu”
7 qa2 : domnescu/ I . ”Domnescu I . ”
8 qa2 : conf / c l e f /2008 ∗ ”CLEF 2008”
9 qa2 : conf / c l e f ∗ ”CLEF”

10 qa2 : l c n s / c l e f 2 0 08 ∗ ”CLEF 2008”
11 qa2 : ev/wk/ c l e f /08 ∗ ”CLEF 2008”

has three ambiguous author matches (two of
which could be duplicates), and three ambiguous
acronym matches. Candidate 6 is discarded because
its span overlaps a larger one which has priority
(more matching words means a greater confidence);
candidate 7 has a lower confidence score due to the
edit distance; while candidates 1 and 3 are aliases of
the highest ranked candidates. The advantage when
using this scheme is that the system can inform the
user that ”I. Dornescu” is ambiguous and can suggest
which are the alternatives. ”CLEF 2008” can refer
to: an event (an workshop), a series of events, or two
published proceedings (the electronic Working Notes
and the LCNS volume).

In contrast to the annotators used for the domain of
tourism, due to the large number of ambiguities that
can be present in the questions, the annotators used
here return all the possible annotations of a question,
leaving the rest of the components to select the correct
interpretations.

4.2.3 Temporal annotator

Investigation of the domain of tourism, in which
the QALL-ME framework was initially developed,
revealed that a large number of questions contain
temporal constraints. For this reason, the framework
provides the possibility of using a temporal annotator
that identifies temporal expressions and normalises
them using the TIMEX2 standard [3].

The temporal tagger used for the domain of
tourism follows the design and methodology of
the temporal tagger described in [11] that is
capable of identifying both self-contained temporal
expressions(TEs) and indexical/under-specified TEs.
The annotator described in [11] is rule-based and
tackles more cases than necessary, making it too
slow for our purposes. For this reason, a simplified
temporal annotator was implemented [15]. Evaluation
of this simplified temporal annotator revealed that
it performs with high accuracy, most of the errors
being due to the reduced number of rules implemented
to increase its speed and ambiguities specific to the
domain of tourism.

In contrast, questions about publications features
very few temporal expressions, most of them being

references to years (e.g. Which journals/conferences
published [AUTHOR] in [YEAR]? ). Theoretically it
is possible to use more precise temporal expressions
which specify both the month and the year, or even the
day, but there are very few bibliographical databases
which contain enough information to allow retrieval
of articles based on the precise date when they were
published. In light of this, we decided to use the
temporal annotator implemented for the domain of
tourism without any change, knowing that it can
handle without a problem both references to years and
specific dates. In addition, it can deal with indexical
references such as this year without a problem.

The output of the temporal annotator is passed
to the TIMEX2SPARQL web service which converts
the TIMEX2 expressions to SPARQL snippets that
are used to extract the answer to questions. This
web service was used directly from the QALL-ME
framework.

4.3 Entailment engine

The most common way to answer questions in
restricted domains is to take a natural language
question and transform it to a standard query
language such as SQL. Often this requires performing
deep linguistic analysis and reconstructing the logical
form of the question. Despite the extensive manual
work that goes into such a method, this approach
fails quite often due to the language variability which
allows the same question to be expressed in numerous
ways. This problem is addressed in the QALL-ME
project by using an entailment module that determines
whether different expressions entail the same meaning
and thus can share the same retrieval procedure [6].
The retrieval procedure is a SPARQL12 template that
is instantiated by the query generator (Section 4.4).

The English prototype that works in the domain
of tourism uses an entailment engine which relies
on domain ontology and its alignment to WordNet
[9] to calculate the similarity between two questions
and determine whether there is an entailment relation
between them. Before this similarity score is
calculated, as a pre-processing step, the expected
answer types of the two questions and the types of
entities appearing in the questions are compared and
if they are not compatible the entailment relation is
rejected [7].

For the entailment engine used in the bibliographical
domain, we could not use the existing entailment
engine as we could not easily incorporate the new
domain ontology and we do not have its alignment
to WordNet. Instead, we adapted the expected
answer type module to recognise the five types
of questions presented in Section 3.1 and use
the similarity metric distributed together with the
framework which is language independent. This
similarity metric combines Levenshtein distance,
cosine similarity, Euclidean distance and Monge Elkan
distance. Despite this rather simple approach, the
results are good.

12 http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/DataAccess/
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4.4 Query generator

The role of the Query generator web service is to
produce a valid SPARQL query which can be used to
answer a given question. To achieve this, it has a pre-
prepared set of question patterns together with their
retrieval procedure. The query generator relies on the
entailment engine to determine which question pattern
is entailed by a user question and in this way determine
the retrieval procedure. The retrieval procedure is a
SPARQL template which contains slots that are filled
in using entities from the question.

The query generator used for the domain of tourism
had to be changed in order to be used for the new
domain. The first change was to produce question
patterns and their SPARQL templates for the new
domain. Ou et. al. [8] show how these can be
automatically produced starting from the ontology,
but the results they report are lower than for the
manually produced set. In light of this, the question
patterns and their SPARQL templates were manually
produced on the basis of the types presented in Section
3.1.

The second change introduced was to allow the
query generator to deal with ambiguous entities. The
original query generator expects that each entity has
exactly one interpretation. This is not the case in
the bibliographical domain and the query generator
was modified to gather all the possible interpretations
when calling the entailment engine. For example, in

What did I. Dornescu publish in CLEF
2008?

CLEF 2008 can be interpreted both as name of
proceedings and as an event. Given that there is no
question pattern referring to an event, the entailment
engine is used to rule out the interpretation where
CLEF 2008 is an event.

The SPARQL query generated in this web service is
used in the next step to retrieve the actual answer.

4.5 Answer pool

The role of the Answer Pool web service is to take
the SPARQL query generated by the query generator
and retrieve the results from an RDF database. The
answer pool service is domain independent and was
used with almost no changes. For cases where entities
are ambiguous (both type and instance ambiguities)
and the question can be interpreted in several
ways, several SPARQLs are generated and therefore
several answer sets are retrieved. This represents an
improvement over the service used in the domain of
tourism.

The answer pool also plays a role in dealing with
ambiguities. Some SPARQL queries retrieve no results
due to the interpretations of some entities (e.g. in the
case of What did I. Dornescu publish in CLEF 2008?,
I. Dornescu can be interpreted as Iulian Dornescu
who is not an author in our database). In this case
the ambiguity is not shown to the user.

For cases where several interpretations of the
question yield answers, a presentation module is used
to show the results in a user-friendly manner. This is
presented in the next section.

4.6 Presentation module

The presentation module is domain dependent and
for this reason is not part of the framework. For
the domain of tourism, the output of the system is
textual answers, speech, maps, images and videos and
different presentation modules were used depending
on where the results were displayed (i.e. computer
screen or mobile phone). This are not appropriate for
the bibliographical domain, where for presenting the
results to the user, we currently use the Citeline, a
tool which turns a publication list in BIBTEX format
into a visual exhibit.13 To be able to use Citeline the
RDF data retrieved by the Answer Pool web service
is converted back to BIBTEX format. A screenshot
of the presentation module is presented in Figure 3.
No language processing is performed at this stage and
ambiguities present in the input question are dealt
with using faceted browsing.

5 Conclusions

This paper presented the adaptation of the QALL-
ME Framework to the bibliographical domain. This
process required to create a domain ontology and
adapt the web services that constitute the framework.

To model the bibliographical domain, a subset of
the SWRC ontology [14], an ontology for modelling
entities of research communities such as persons,
organisations, publications (bibliographic metadata)
and relationships amongst them was used. The
terminology specific to the domain was encoded using
the skos ontology.

The QALL-ME Framework is based on a Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA) and realised using web
services. Each of the web services were described
with emphasise on the changes necessary due to the
new domain. One of the main problems that had to
be faced was the large number of ambiguities (both
instance and type ambiguities) that can be present in a
user question. As a result, the annotation web services
had to be changed to allow multiple annotations for
a text span. This in turn, determined changes in the
query generator and answer pool web services, in order
to allow them to deal with multiple interpretations for
a question.

Currently no formal evaluation of the system was
carried out. In the future, we plan to collect questions
from users and perform an on-field evaluation in order
to be able to assess the performance of the system.
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Abstract
We built a system which prevents leaks of per-
sonal health information inadvertently disclosed
in heterogeneous text data . The system works
with free-form texts. We empirically tested the
system on files gathered from peer-to-peer file ex-
change networks. This study presents our text
analysis apparatus. We discuss adaptation of
lexical sources used in medical, scientific, domain
for analysis of personal health information.
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1 Introduction

When electronic means became the prime instrument
for storage and exchange of personal health data, the
risks of inadvertent disclosure of personal health in-
formation (i.e., details of the individual’s health) had
increased. Inadvertently disclosed personal health in-
formation facilitates criminals to commit medical iden-
tity theft, i.e., allows an imposter to obtain care or
medications under someone else’s identity [10]. Fur-
thermore, PHI is an important source of identity theft
[14], and has been used by terrorist organizations to
target law enforcement personnel and intimidate wit-
nesses [21]. PHI security breaches had happened in
various domains. PHI has leaked from a Canadian
provincial government agency [6] and from health care
providers, through documents sent by employees and
medical students [18]. There are several examples of
the confirmed leaks on peer-to-peer file sharing net-
works: a chiropractor exposed his patient files on a
peer-to-peer network, including notes on treatments
and medications taken [20], a criminal obtained pass-
words for 117, 000 medical records through a file shar-
ing network [24]. In this work, we present a system

which detects personal health information (PHI) in
free-form heterogenous texts. It can be used to de-
tect the inadvertent disclosure of PHI, thus, benefit
information leak detection.
Texts which contain personal health information can

be written by doctors, nurses, medical students or pa-
tients and can be obtained from various sources within
the health care network. Hospitals provide patient
health records (e.g. speech assessment, discharge sum-
maries, nurse notes), patients write letters, notes, etc.
These texts can be found on the web, within peer-
to-peer file exchange networks, and on second-hand
disk drives [12, 25]. Within those texts, we seek the
information which refers to individual’s health: dis-
ease (pneumonia)1, treatment procedures (X-rays), pre-
scribed drugs (aspirin), health care providers (the Ap-
ple Tree Medical Centre). Our system contributes to
information leak prevention, a growing content-based
part of data leak prevention.
There are several differences between our tool and

the previous work on PHI leak prevention. Our sys-
tem detects personally identifiable and health infor-
mation. Previous work focussed on detection and
de-identification of personally identifiable informa-
tion (.e.g,, person names, phone numbers, age-related
dates), but did not retrieve health information. Our
system processes data of unknown content, context
and structure. Whereas, previously the PHI leak pre-
vention systems operated within a closed domain of
hospital patient records, where the input data was
guaranteed to contain PHI. As we mentioned, these
systems were built to find and alter personally identi-
fiable information, e.g., name, age, phone.
In our case, the input files come with unknown con-

tent. Sometimes the file content excludes a possibility
of personal information, e.g., a young-adult vampire-
romance novel Twilight, a research presentation Statis-
tical Learning Theory, a song Quel Temps Fait Il A Paris.

1 Hereinafter, this font signifies examples.
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Sometimes, file contents may suggest holding personal
information and PHI, e.g., personal correspondence,
documents from lawyer or physician offices. In many
other cases, files fall between these two categories. We
discard files which we identify as being highly unlikely
to contain PHI and concentrate on the analysis of the
remaining files. In the remainder of the presentation,
we define personal health information, provide exam-
ples of texts containing PHI and discuss the extent
of confirmed inadvertent PHI leaks. We define pairs
of possible/impossible and probable/improbable PHI
containers. Our data and empirical results are pre-
sented after that. We follow with discussion of related
work and motives for the adaptation of medical knowl-
edge sources. At the end, we present plans for future
work and conclusions.

2 Background

Our group works on prevention of inadvertent disclo-
sure of personal health information in heterogenous
text data. Personal health information (PHI) refers to
ailments, treatments and other health-specific details
of an individual. In Ontario, Canada, the Personal
Health Information Protection Act [1] defines PHI as
information that:

1. relates to the physical or mental health of the indi-
vidual, including information that consists of the
health history of the individual’s family

2. relates to the providing of health care to the indi-
vidual, including the identification of a person as
a provider of health care to the individual,

3. is a plan of service within the meaning of the
Long-Term Care Act for the individual

4. relates to payments or eligibility for health care,
or eligibility for coverage for health care, in re-
spect of the individual

5. relates to the donation by the individual of any
body part or bodily substance of the individual
or is derived from the testing or examination of
any such body part or bodily substance

6. is the individual’s health number

7. identifies an individual’s substitute decision-
maker.

It also states that “[identifying information] identifies
an individual or for which it is reasonably foreseeable
in the circumstances that it could be utilized, either
alone or with other information, to identify an indi-
vidual” [1]. Below we present samples of texts with
PHI:

[THE PATIENT] ADMITTED IN TRANSFER
FROM [HOSPITAL NAME] FOR MENTAL STATUS
CHANGES POST FALL AT HOME AND CONTIN-
UED HYPOTENSION AT CALVERT HOSPITAL
REQUIRING DOPAMINE;

[The person]’s heart attack happened on a sidewalk in
Midtown Manhattan last May. He was walking back
to work along Third Avenue with two colleagues after a
several-hundred-dollar sushi lunch. There was the distant
rumble of heartburn, the ominous tingle of perspiration.

I, [John Doe], want to make the following statement
under Oath: On 02 May 2007, in duty hours between
1030 1100 hrs I was practicing drill exercises for our
next mobilization to [Place Name, Country]. In that
exercise trying to put someone under arrest the person
fell down on my left knee causing me a contusion.

The act protects the confidentiality of PHI and the
privacy of individuals with respect to that informa-
tion, while facilitating the effective provision of health
care. Similar PHI protection acts have been enabled:
US has the Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act, often known as HIPAA 2, EU – Directive
95/46/EC , or, Data Protection Directive 3, although
some details vary.
We divide PHI into two broad categories: personally

identifiable information (PII), e.g., name, birth data,
address, and health information (HI), e.g., diagnosis,
prescribed drugs. Table 1 lists some PII and HI sub-
categories and their examples. Further, in this paper,
we concentrate on the HI category.

Personal information
Info categories Examples
Given names Serge, Jasmine
Locations London, Osaka
Addresses 401 Smyth Rd.,

Empire State Bldg.
Dates 02 May 2008, 05/14/07

Health information
Info categories Examples
Disease names Pneumonia, arthritis
Symptoms calcium deficiency
Drug names Aspirin, Fosamax
Health care providers CHEO, Dr. Joe Doe

Table 1: PHI categories and their examples

Previously, second hand disk drives and peer-to-peer
file exchange networks (p2p networks) were searched
for the presence of texts with PHI [12, 25]. In [12], we
studied the extent of inadvertent PHI exposure on sec-
ond hand computer hard drives. We purchased func-
tional disk drives from various second-hand computer
equipment vendors, then examined sixty drives using
2 http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/index.html
3 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=
-CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML
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digital forensic tools. The focus was on drives with a
capacity range of 10 GB to 40 GB, which were used by
individual end users in desktop machines and servers.
The recovered data was examined manually by two
experts. PHI was found in 425 files gathered from
11(18%) disk drives. 5 disk drives contained PHI of
the computer owner, 6 disks – PHI of other people. In
[25], we suggested evaluation measures for automated
detection of PHI files. We semi-manually examined
859 files gathered from two p2p networks. 8(1%) files
contained PHI. Although the number of files was com-
paratively small, the personal health information con-
tained in these files potentially was exposed to millions
of on-lookers.

3 Methods

3.1 Files as Personal Health Informa-
tion Containers

We consider that among heterogeneous files of un-
known content, some files can be possible containers
of personal information, whereas others cannot, i.e.
impossible containers. Only the possible containers
which contain personal information may become prob-
able sources of PHI leaks. The files become actual
PHI leaks if they additionally contain health informa-
tion. The impossible containers are improbable to leak
personal information, and consequently, improbable to
leak PHI. In other words,

DATA = POS + POS (1)

PHI ⊂ PROB ⊂ POS (2)

POS ⊂ PROB ⊂ PHI  (3)

where DATA denotes the data, POS is a set of possi-
ble containers, PROB – a set of probable containers,
PHI – a set of files with PHI.  marks the set comple-
ment. Based on the set relations 1–3 , we apply the
following rules of inference (f denotes a file):

f ∈ POS → f ∈ PROB → f ∈ PHI  (4)

f ∈ PHI → f ∈ PROB → f ∈ POS (5)

To categorize files into POS or POS, we recall that
personal information is information which identifies an
individual, either by itself or jointly with other infor-
mation (see Section 2). According to this definition,
two types of files immediately fall into the impossible
container category:

1. contents not concerned with individuals;

2. contents not able to identify individuals.

To find the first type, we look for files with con-
tent unrelated to individuals, e.g., fictions, songs . To
find the second type, we look for files whose content
is unreadable for end users, e.g viruses. All the other
files might or might not contain personal information,
and are put into the possible container category. From

those, only the files that are shown to contain personal
information are marked for further investigation, i.e.
health information detection.
Rules 4 – 5 are used in our text analysis system. The

system’s work cycle has three phases. On the first two
phases, it identifies impossible containers and removes
them from the set. On the third phase, it works with
the remaining files which we consider to be possible
containers. The utilized text analysis gradually deep-
ens:

shallow analysis the file titles and contents are
treated as streams of characters (phase 1);

partial content analysis for each file, a limited key-
word search is performed on a small portion of
text (phase 2);

deep content analysis texts are mined for syntactic
and semantic patterns (phase 3).

3.2 Creating the Corpus

For our experiments, we used files gathered from
two peer-to-peer file sharing networks (p2p networks).
Peer-to-peer networks allow decentralized sharing of
computer resources, including those that provide the
infrastructure for direct, real-time communication and
collaboration between peer computers. The networks
are known for hosting files with PHI information.
The usage, together with the observed security

weakness, marks p2p network data as a possible source
of information leaks, including PHI leaks. This as-
sumption was confirmed by data management studies
[18].
To gather data, we obtained the project approval

from the Research Ethics Board of Children’s Hospital
of Eastern Ontario. The files were gathered from April
2008 till June 2009. The Gnutella and eD2K P2P net-
works were selected due to their prevalence and global
popularity.4 To automatically capture samples of p2p
files, we modified the publicly available ShareAZA5

p2p client. The tool is a software package which al-
lows one to connect to multiple P2P networks simul-
taneously in order to search for and download files.
Modifications to this client included changes to the
search function as well as increased logging capabili-
ties. The search function was modified to automat-
ically search for any document file (Microsoft Word,
Raw Text, Rich Text, Excel, Powerpoint, PDF, Word-
pad, XML, etc) and automatically retrieve it. Auto-
matic searches were conducted by the code at fifteen
minute intervals. A semi-manual analysis of the first
data sample (859 files) showed the presence of PHI on
the two p2p networks [25]. In total, we have gath-
ered 2852 files. The data was sent for processing “as
is”, without preliminary pre-processing: we preserve
all the initial spelling, capitalization, grammar, etc.

4 http://www.kolabora.com/news/2004/01/09/popular p2p
tools and programs.htm, retrieved Aug 12, 2009

5 http://shareaza.sourceforge.net/?id=source
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Detection of publishable and educational text
Categories Examples Categories Examples
Books ebook, ISBN, publisher Periodic magazine, article, volume
Retail manual, readme, copyright Genre biography, fiction, sci-fi, whodunit
Book type dictionary, novel, cookbook Publishable abstract, acknowledgement, introduction
Education theses, assignment, course-work Special (NA) Bible, dummies, Microsoft, software

Detection of non-personal text
Categories Examples Categories Examples
Music album, ballad, song Fictionals Harry Porter, Scarlet O’Hara
Advertisement Mrs Tiggy Winkles, Tim Hortons Politics Al Gore, Winston Churchill

Table 2: Categories and terms for partial content analysis

3.3 Empirical Text Processing

Shallow analysis On this step, we aimed to re-
move files which were the most unlikely candidates
to leak PHI. We assumed that any published text was
not leaking PHI: fictions described non-existing heros,
magazines and newspapers obtained person’s consent
on information disclosure, songs were not providing
enough details, etc. Corrupted files and non-text files
(images, music) were other candidates for a fast re-
moval. On this step, we applied string matching and
character-based N -gram modelling methods.
First, we processed only the file titles. The ti-

tles were compared with the Amazon.com database.
723(25.35%) files were removed after their titles were
found in the database, e.g. New York New York,
Abba -The Winner Takes It All, abominable snowman
were discarded. However, if there was no exact title
matching, the file was passed for further processing.
On all of the following steps, we worked with whole

file data, i.e., body and title. Immediately after the
Amazon.com search, the files were passed through a
text extractor. 37(1.30%) non-text files ( images, mu-
sic, viruses) were removed. Then we applied a mod-
ified version of a publicly available language identi-
fier TextCat 6. For each file, the tool built character-
based N -grams. The N -grams were compared with
language models for 69 languages. The best-fitting
model provided the language text tag. On that step,
724(25.39%) non-English texts were discarded (e.g., 13
de octubre 20008, canserle ilgili bilgiler).

Partial content analysis The goal of this phase is
to identify and remove publishable, educational and
non-personal texts which cannot be identified by the
title string matching. #11 The Dragonfiend Pact 1,
Copy of VintagePatternBook are book files with “cam-
ouflaged” titles that passed through the string match-
ing method of the shallow filter; chriscolumbus is a stu-
dent assignment which could not be detected earlier.
To find such files, we define categories of terms char-
acteristic to publishable and educational texts. One
category represents local North American (NA) pref-
erences in the files; see the upper part of Table 2 for
examples.

6 http://odur.let.rug.nl/ vannoord/TextCat/

We also look for texts with non-personal content.
Music texts, discussion of popular fictional characters,
current political events, and advertisements would be
unlikely candidates for leaking explicit, detailed PHI.
The lower part of Table 2 lists detection categories and
examples of terms.
In practice, we applied the key-word search to the

titles and the first 200 words of the body text. Many
detected texts were educational (assignments, reports,
theses), some represented small literary forms (essays,
poetry, self-published books). Manuals, tech reports,
articles were also detected on this step. As a result,
605(21.21%) publishable and non-personal texts were
filtered out.
Another task was to find and remove multiple copies

of the same file. For each pair of remaining files, we
compared their sizes, titles, and first and last sen-
tences. If all parameters were the same, we tagged two
files as duplicates and kept only one for further pro-
cessing.7 41(1.44%) files were removed on this step.
The remaining p2p files are deemed susceptible to in-
formation leaks, i.e., possible containers, and passed
to the deeper analysis stage; Figure 1 shows the pro-
portional distribution of the processed files.

Fig. 1: File content distribution found by shallow and
partial content analysis

7 Here and everywhere, when appropriate, we used hashes and
compared hash values.
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Deep content analysis 722(25.31%) files remained
after the shallow and partial content analysis phases.
Potentially, those files may have personal content,
thus, hold personal health information (i.e., possible
containers). In processing these files, we want to iden-
tify a set of probable containers first and then work
with this set only. For this, complete contents are an-
alyzed with a combination of syntactic, and semantic
methods. This phase uses external resources: dictio-
naries and knowledge sources.
The heterogeneity of the data makes it unrealistic to

expect such file commonalities as text structure, gram-
mar style, content word vocabulary, etc. We, instead,
rely on the definition of PHI which can be expressed
through a reasonably limited number of semantic cat-
egories, e.g., person and geographic names, disease
names and symptoms. Sets of syntactic rules are used
to identify references to individuals, locations and age-
identifiable events (birth, death). We parse sentences
to find preposition phrases, noun phrases and verb
phrases. Soft Regular Expressions(RE) are used to
extract numeric-based categories, such as phone num-
ber, street number and unit, dates, and email.
In data management and privacy protection, geo-

graphic information is shown to be the single most
important category responsible for person identifica-
tion [16, 3]. We implement geographic information
extraction for the following categories:

country : all the UN-recognized countries and their
capitals on all the continents (France, Paris;
Liberia, Monrovia), and self-proclaimed entities
(Eritrea, Abkhazia) ;

place : in US: state name, state capital, the largest
city (Illinois, Springfield, Chicago); in Canada:
province, province capital, largest cities, tourist
attractions (Alberta, Edmonton, Calgary, Banff),
the same – for territories; in Europe, Latin Amer-
ica, Asia, Africa, Australia: Alpha, Beta and
Gamma world cities 8.

code : US’ ZIP code (Massachusetts 02163, NY
10027), Canada’s postal code (K1H 8L1);

street : for US and Canada – type (Avenue, Ch.,
Street, Beach), number (401 Smyth Rd.);

landmarks : Empire State Building, CN Tower , Ni-
agara Falls, etc.

From other named entities, we concentrate on
recognition of person names (John Smith), organiza-
tions (Nepean High School) and health care providers
(Ottawa General Hospital). We considered organiza-
tions to be geographic pointers, as they can tie an in-
dividual to a certain location. The Contact Us link on
the organization web site or a name part (Boston Uni-
versity) are strong indicators of a person’s geographic
affiliation. Hospital, doctor, and registered nurse in-
formation in the file makes it a strong candidate for a

8 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global city#GaWC Invento-
ry of World Cities

PHI leak. We combined a key word search and syn-
tactic patterns to find these named entities. We did
not apply look ups of health care providers, as no con-
firmed high quality sources are available
To reduce computationally expensive person name

look-up, we first searched for patterns of family rela-
tions (My daughter, an uncle of) and self-identification
(my name, sincerely). Other patterns are event-related
(was born, died in). Depending on the patterns, either
preceding or following capitalized words are stored in
the name list. Further, when the tool checks for a per-
son name, it will first check with the file dictionary.
The pattern search is augmented with an RE-based
search. The latter is combined with the person name
look up. We use three proprietary dictionaries: female
and male first names and last names. Our dictionaries
contain formal and informal name forms (William, Bill,
Billy) and non-Anglo-Saxon names (Meehai, Leila).
To be marked as probable containers, files should

contain a geographic identifier (e.g., street address,
place name, organization ) and two other identifiers,
e.g., first name and last name, first name and another
geographic identifier, last name and a phone number.
The 345(12.10%) probable containers were then passed
into the final phase of health information extraction
where 12 PHI files were found (Figure 2). We discuss
in detail PHI extraction in Section 3.4.

Fig. 2: Gradual reduction in the number of analyzed
files
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3.4 Health Information Extraction

3.4.1 Ontology structure

Our ontology building works as follows:

i to identify a small number of semantic categories
which correspond to the main categories of Health
Information;

ii work with each category separately, identifying
the information that should be analyzed;

iii apply Information Extraction methods to find the
information indicators in the existing sources.

At the initial step, we form three genetic semantic cat-
egories – disease, drugs, and symptoms – as was dis-
cussed in Section 2; see Table 1 for examples. For dis-
eases and drugs, we concentrate on extraction of their
names. The category contents were derived from Web-
ster’s New World Medical Dictionary [15], the Inter-
national Classification of Diseases (ICD9 codes)9, the
Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (Med-
DRA)10 and Canadian Drug Product Database (Ac-
tive and Inactive) 11.
ICD9 codes [2] are used by health care professionals

to tag and classify morbidity data from inpatient and
outpatient records, physician offices, as well as most
of the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS)12
and the Canada Institute for Health Information13 sur-
veys. The codes are divided into two sections: one con-
taining diseases and injuries (ICD9CM Disease and In-
jury), and another containing surgical, diagnostic, and
therapeutic procedures (ICD9CM Procedures). ICD9
provides the hierarchy of diseases where terms on every
level relate to the individual’s health. The following
sample presents the complete hierarchical snapshot for
cholera:

1 INFECTIOUS AND PARASITIC DISEASES (001-
139)
INTESTINAL INFECTIOUS DISEASES (001-009)
Excludes: helminthiases (120.0-129)

001 Cholera

001.0 Due to Vibrio cholerae

001.1 Due to Vibrio cholerae el tor

001.9 Cholera, unspecified

This succinctness allows reduction in the source pro-
cessing and simplifies information extraction steps.
The Canadian Drug Product Database (CDPD)

contains product specific information on drugs ap-
proved for use in Canada. It includes human phar-
maceutical and biological drugs, veterinary drugs, and

9 http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/otheract/icd9/abticd9.htm
10 http://www.meddramsso.com/MSSOWeb/index.htm
11 http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/prodpharma/databasdon/

index-eng.php
12 http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/
13 http://secure.cihi.ca/cihiweb/dispPage.jsp?cw page=

home e

disinfectant products. Additionally, a database of pre-
viously available drugs is maintained. However, an av-
erage, non-expert individual may treat drugs as con-
sumer goods and refer to them in different ways. That
is why we expect that drug names can vary from a
generic, non-proprietary, name as Ibuprofen to a more
specific brand name as Advil.
To accommodate extraction of various drug names,

we sought information provided by Merck & Co., an in-
ternational pharmaceutical company14. We obtained
a list of generic drug names and the trade names as-
sociated with them 15.
Patient symptoms such as chest pain or headache,

as well as mentioned procedures such as heart surgery,
also consist of health information, as they may allow
one to infer a specific medical, behavioural or psycho-
logical condition or ailment of another individual. To
identify patient symptoms, we use the MedDRA dic-
tionary which covers a wide range of terminology in-
cluding symptoms and signs (i.e. visible symptoms).
However, the listed above resources leave some gaps

in PHI detection. The most noticeable absentees are
acronyms (ICU) and providers (therapist, surgeon), but
also some condition names (blood pressure, tube fed).
To fill the gaps, we manually searched the Webster’s
medical dictionary. Figure 3 shows the structure of
our ontology.

Fig. 3: The structure of the knowledge source

3.4.2 Terms and term units

We aimed to populate the ontology with PHI-related
single terms (diabetes) and term units (Felty’s syn-
drome). We first minimized the above mentioned re-
sources by removing un-related categories (e.g., animal
diseases, animal drugs). Then the remaining resource
texts were normalized : converted to lowercase, punc-
tuation marks and numbers were removed, and stop
words (of, when) were eliminated.
We consider that a term unit is a sequence of two

or more consecutive units words, that has characteris-
tics of a syntactic and semantic unit, i.e. collocation.
To identify collocations, we used a subset of 700, 000
articles from the MEDLINE corpus 16, a repository
of medical documents. The normalized text was pro-
cessed by Text::NSP17, a collocation extraction and
N -gram building tool. We looked for N -grams of
14 http://www.merck.com/
15 http://www.merck.com/mmpe/appendixes/ap2/ap2a.html
16 http://medline.cos.com/
17 http://search.cpan.org/ tpederse/Text-NSP-1.09/lib/

Text/NSP.pm
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length 2 and 3. From these counts a log-likelihood sta-
tistical significance test was performed to determine if
a given textual unit qualifies either as an N -gram or
a collocation. We used the tool default settings. The
sets of trigrams and bigrams were then merged into
a single set of collocations which is used later in the
process.
Each of the IC9CM, CDPD, Merck, MedDRA, and

manually created datasets were then used to find and
extract PHI entities by applying the following proce-
dure: try to match collocations, and if a match is found
mark it as a PHI indicator; if a word is not matched
as part of a collocation, mark it as a single word PHI
indicator. However, this inclusiveness may reduce the
detection power of the terms. For example, cat and
magic would be extracted from the drug base entry:

CAT IV - SUNBURN PROTECTANTS, LEG MAGIC

Thus, the list of HI indicators had to be filtered
and pruned to eliminate false HI indicators like these.
For filtering of these words, we used data obtained
from the British National Corpus (BNC)18 The BNC
is used to filter out terms that occur over 1800 times.
This threshold was chosen, as hospital occurs slightly
less than 1800 times. Additionally, we eliminated con-
tent words which appear among the top frequent 5000
words in the Brown corpus 19. No collocations were
filtered out by this process, which may in part cause
false PHI indicators to be included in the final list.
This process resulted in the ontology with 62004 en-
tities, including 25528 unigrams, 27641 two term col-
locations, and 8835 three term collocations. Figure 4
sketches the ontology building process.

Fig. 4: Health Information ontology building. X de-
notes an external source

3.4.3 Text classification

After the ontology has been created, it can be used to
classify a text as PHI or not PHI. Based on the number
of trigrams T , bigrams B and unigrams U in the text,
identified as HI indicators, along with the length of
the document n, we classified the text as either PHI or
not PHI. We then could weight N -gram contributions
proportionally to the number of words N :

3T + 2B + U

n
> H → PHI (6)

18 http://www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk/
19 http://www.edict.com.hk/textanalyser/

Texts were marked as PHI  if their N -grams did not
satisfy Eq. 6 .
If we wanted to use the ontology structure, we would

augment the formula by including the term category
contributions. Each category is assigned a normalized
weight based upon its quality. We rate the quality of a
resource based upon the percentage of entities within
it that are not filtered out. So a category Ci of original
size (i.e., a number of initial terms) Si and filtered size
(i.e., a number of remaining terms) Fi has quality Qi

defined as:
Qi =

Fi

Si
(7)

We then compute the normalizing factor M and the
weight Wi, given to an entity from a given category:

M =
1
n

k
1

Qi (8)

Wi =
Qi

M
(9)

The weighted formula for text classification becomes:

k
1

Wi
3Ti + 2Bi + Ui

n
> H → PHI (10)

Empirical testing of several thousand documents al-
lowed us to determine a suitable threshold value of
0.04. Yet, the threshold H was chosen from a set of
empirical experiments such that it optimized the pre-
cision, while keeping the recall at 100%. Thus, the
chosen threshold value may be overly fit to the test
data. In the future, when more sample data becomes
available, experiments should be performed to try and
to determine what the optimal threshold value should
be. Figure 5 depicts the PHI text classification pro-
cess.

Fig. 5: HI text classification

4 Empirical Results

Evaluation on screened positive examples
Evaluating the correct identification of PHI leaks
presents a certain methodological difficulty. The num-
ber of PHI files is negligible even if compared with
the number of probable containers. On the other
hand, all of the PHI files exhibit specific character-
istics: they contain personally identifiable and health
information. Hence, we can apply measures that eval-
uate a tool’s performance only on examples which sat-
isfy pre-determined criteria [23]. The other examples
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are ignored. The approach – evaluation on screened
positive examples – has been shown effective and ap-
propriate for PHI leak detection [25]. Table 3 presents
the confusion matrix:

Predicted
HI =1 HI =0

A
ct
ua
l

PHI=1 n+PHI ?
PHI=0 n+

PHI
?

n+ n−

Table 3: Confusion matrix for classification of screen
positive examples

We compute True Detection Probability( ˆT DP ) and
False Referral Probability( ˆFRP ):

ˆTDP =
n+PHI

n+ + n−
(11)

ˆF RP =
n+
PHI

n+ + n−
. (12)

TDP shows the proportion of files an algorithm
marked as having the PII and HI indicators and con-
taining PHI. FRP shows the proportion of files the
algorithm marked as having the PII and HI indicators
but not containing PHI.
To put the measures in perspective, we use the ideal

classification (Table 4) where all the predicted HI files
are indeed the PHI files and visa-verse:

Predicted
HI =1 HI =0

A
ct
ua
l

PHI=1 n+ ?
PHI=0 0 ?

n+ n−

Table 4: Confusion matrix for the ideal classification
of screen positive examples

Then, ˆTDP i = n+

n++n− , ˆF RP i = 0. A method

works better if ˆTDP
ˆTDP i

is close to 1 and ˆFRP – to 0.

The ontology application We tested our tool on
several sets of p2p files. Here we report typical results,
in terms of accuracy.
(a) 72 files were randomly obtained from a peer-to-

peer file sharing network. The set contained nine files
with health care information (parents’ notes, letters,
documents from a lawyer office). We used our HI on-
tology and manually examined all the labels output by
the system. Table 5 shows the results.
Here, ˆTDP i = 11.11%. We obtained ˆTDP =

11.11% , thus, ˆTDP
ˆTDP i

= 1. We obtained ˆFRP = 1.39%:
HI indicators were extracted from a summary of a teen
fiction which was not a PHI file.

HIo =1 HIo =0
PHI=1 8 ?
PHI=0 1 ?

n+ n−

Table 5: HI ontology: classification of the 72 files

For per-term extraction accuracy, we obtained Re-
call = 100%, i.e., all health care indicators were cor-
rectly extracted. On the relevant, true PHI, eight
documents, we obtained Precision =100%, i.e. all ex-
tracted indicators were health care indicators indeed.
(b) To test the proposed system a set of 76 texts

were used. This set was composed of 4 PHI texts and
72 non-PHI texts. Table 6 lists the results.

HIo =1 HIo =0
PHI=1 4 ?
PHI=0 2 ?

n+ n−

Table 6: HI ontology: classification of the 76 files

We obtained ˆTDP = 5.26% = ˆTDP i. Again,
ˆTDP
ˆTDP i

= 1. We obtained ˆFRP = 2.78%. Of the false
PHI files, one was a resume of a healthcare worker,
and one was an unfilled health insurance form. In both
cases the falsely classified texts contained both PII and
HI, yet there was no link between the two. In the fu-
ture, a deeper analysis phase – perhaps, co-reference
resolution – of potential PHI texts could be done, po-
tentially increasing the precision of the method as a
whole.

Medical Subjects Heading application Medi-
cal Subjects Heading (MeSH), a controlled vocabu-
lary thesaurus, is produced by the National Library
of Medicine.20. Its hierarchical and categorized struc-
ture is often used in analysis of medical texts [7]. In
our case, however, MeSH would require a consider-
able adjustment before it can be used for PHI leak
detection. For example, the top hierarchical terms are
too general: Anatomy, Endocrine system (level 1) and
Bladder, Work Schedule Tolerance (level 3) do not con-
tribute much to the knowledge of a personal health sit-
uation. The bottom level terms might be informative
only to experts but not to the general population, e.g
Motor Cortex (level 8), Trypanosoma cruzi(level 11). In
both cases, the use of these terms could considerably
increase the number of false positives. On the other
hand, the un-predictability of the input data makes
it desirable for our tool to use terms belonging to all
the categories, perhaps mapping it to only one of the
assigned fields.
To support our claim, we used topical descriptors

(DC= 1) represented by the Main Heading field, with-
out selecting specific hierarchical level. We filtered out
the stop words and frequent content words. This left
21470 terms (Corneal Ulcer, Fibromyalgia). We applied

20 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
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them to classify a sample of 50 probable files. All of
the PHI files were detected, but the number of false
positive files was very high. 12 files were identified
as containing PHI, whereas the correct number was 4
files (Table 7). Publisher, technology are examples of
MeSH terms contributing to the file misclassification.

HIm =1 HIm =0
PHI=1 4 ?
PHI=0 8 ?

n+ n−

Table 7: MeSH: classification of the 50 files

In this case, ˆT DP = 8.00% = ˆTDP i,
ˆTDP
ˆTDP i

= 1.

On the other hand, ˆFRP = 16.00% shows over-
inclusiveness of the test. A small number of examples,
however, does not allow for conclusive remarks. We
plan more experiments when new files will be gath-
ered.

5 Related Work

Information Leak Prevention From a data man-
agement perspective, our problem belongs to informa-
tion leak prevention, a part of data leak prevention.
Intentional and un-intentional leaks of data have be-
come a major issue for businesses, end users, software
and network providers, etc. Many companies (Syman-
tec 21, Websense22, etc.) concentrate their efforts on
building tools able, ideally, to prevent or, at least,
minimize such leaks. These tools are based on orga-
nizational policies and identify, monitor, and protect
data at rest, in motion, and in use 23. Information
leak prevention is concerned with content analysis of
data. Information leak prevention tools are deployed
in banks, financial companies, government organiza-
tions [4]. While processing free-form text data, some
of the tools apply NLP methods to enforce safer data
management [4]. Many of those tools work on spe-
cific text structure and type. Our tool, on the other
hand, contributes to the solution of a specific task (i.e.,
prevention of PHI leaks) without constraining this so-
lution to predefined text structure or types.
The applied research community participates in

tool development for information leak prevention
[13, 19]. Microsoft Research developed a defensive
tool that looks for personally identifiable information
in one’s own documents. The tool processes digi-
tal documents, including metadata, and removes the
owner’s name, username,security ID, computer Net-
BIOS name, names of online, email, webmail servers,
etc. No NLP or TDM techniques are involved: all
documents are treated as flat byte streams. First,
the tool collects potentially sensitive information from

21 http://www.symantec.com/index.jsp
22 http://www.websense.com/content/home.aspx
23 http://media.techtarget.com/searchFinancialSecurity/

downloads/Understanding Selecting DLP Solution.pdf

the computer, then searches documents for its pres-
ence. The tool is semi-automated. User interven-
tion is required to reduce false positives, i.e., non-
sensitive information wrongly labelled as PII [5]. In
related efforts, academic groups mostly work on hospi-
tal record de-identification; more details follow in the
next paragraph. Few teams are actively involved in
health information leak prevention outside of the de-
identification of hospital records. In [8], the authors
propose a method which detects the inference of sensi-
tive information in documents. The method relies on
search engines to find the most frequent association
of topic-based terms. In [26], the author describes a
method which warns web site owners if posted per-
sonal information enables identity theft (e.g., date of
birth, address, name).
We, instead, focus on leak prevention techniques

able to detect information within heterogeneous texts.

De-identification of personally identifiable in-
formation So far, PHI detection attracted only lim-
ited attention from Text Data Mining and NLP com-
munities. Mainly, the work has been restricted to
preparation of hospital records for future use by other
researchers, i.e., the secondary use of health data.
In Europe and North America, the law requires re-
moval of personally identifiable information, data de-
identification, before permitting documents for sec-
ondary use [11]. The privacy protection requirements
made de-identification popular among NLP, Informa-
tion Extraction, and Machine Learning applications
implemented on hospital records and other PHI texts.
Typically, a de-identification method is designed for

one type of documents, e.g. discharge summaries
[27, 28]. De-identification consists of the detection
of patients’ personally identifiable information and its
subsequent transformation. De-identification tasks are
restricted to detection and transformation of PII, and
avoid the analysis of terminology concerning health
conditions of patients. The reported systems’ primary
methods are look-ups of person and geographic name
dictionaries. Their performance, thus, depends on
comparability of the dictionaries and the input data.
Table 8, adapted from [22], compares the performance
of a publicly available de-identifier Stat De-id when it
uses customized dictionaries (the left part) and with-
out them (the right part). The results were obtained
on the de-identification of nurse notes.

Customized Non-customized
dictionaries dictionaries

Fscore Pr R Fscore Pr R
84.4 74.9 96.7 77.4 72.3 83.4

Table 8: Classification (%) of person names, health
care provider names, addresses, age-related dates.

Unfortunately, many publications do not report on
disambiguation results, e.g. person and geographic
names (Washington - surname, city, or state? Sofia
- name or city? Marina - name, street or area?), or
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person and trade marks (Tim Hortons - a coffee chain
or a person? Jo Malone – a private label or a person?).
Withholding of disambiguation accuracy makes it dif-
ficult to correctly assess the tool’s performance.
We, on other hand, focus on heterogeneous texts

whose content and context is not determined before
our system processes them.

Health care information extraction There are
few publications dedicated to health care information
analysis in free-form, unstructured texts. Presented
work often focuses on specific, rather narrow informa-
tion categories. In [17], the authors compare four com-
mercial tools which extract medication name, route,
dose (number-based), strength (number-based) , and
frequency (number-based) from discharge summaries
and family practice notes. In [29], the authors focus
on detection of obesity-related diagnostic information.
They used NLP methods to extract 16 obesity diag-
noses from dictated physician documentation. We, in-
stead, opt for detection of all the HI categories.

6 Discussion

In recent years, Text Data Mining and Natural Lan-
guage Processing communities have concentrated their
efforts on the analysis of medical, biomedical and bio-
informatics texts. With educational and research med-
ical publications rapidly increasing (for some types,
the increase fitting an exponential curve [9]), machine-
readable lexical and knowledge sources were built to
promote mining of medical texts: MedLine24, GENIA
corpus25, MeSH26, to name a few.
The services of medical and allied professionals are

offered through Health Care27, the industry which pro-
vides the prevention, treatment, and management of
illness and the preservation of mental and physical
well-being. Although medicine and health care are
closely related, the domains produce remarkably dif-
ferent text data. A bulk of texts containing medical
information comes from articles in medical journals,
magazines, professional blogs, research publications.
These are formally written, well-edited, knowledge-
rich texts. Texts containing PHI are mostly internal
reports, letters and various forms of personal commu-
nication. Often, they offer a description of the indi-
vidual’s health and lifestyle and related information
such as treatments they are receiving and drugs they
are taking. The texts are written without adherence
to requirements of formal editing. Sometimes they are
unedited, containing grammatical and lexical irregu-
larities. For example, hepatitis can be shortened as
hep, and future actions can be described as Assess/plan.
Recent publications show the increased demand for au-
tomated Health Care text processing; for example, see

24 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/databases/databases medline.html
25 http://www-tsujii.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/GENIA/home/wiki.cgi
26 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
27 http://medical-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/health

+care

the Journal of the American Medical Informatics As-
sociation 28. However, there are no readily available
lexical resources that cope well with Health Care text
characteristics. The existing medical resources may re-
quire adaptation. Their “as is” application may give
insufficient results in terms of effectiveness (missed rel-
evant information, whereas non-relevant information
captured) and efficiency (a long processing time and
extra computational resources ).
For example, the Medical Entities Dictionary

(MED)29 is an ontology containing approximately
60000 concepts, 208000 synonyms, and 84000 hierar-
chies. This powerful lexical and knowledge resource
is designed with medical research in mind, as opposed
to detection of personal health information which may
require a more concise knowledge base. We borrow
Figure 6 from the MED web site. 30 It shows the
term Plasma Glucose Test with its relationship to other
terms in the MED database. Solid lines connect it to
parents in the isa hierarchy, broken lines are nonhier-
archic semantic links.

Fig. 6: The term Plasma Glucose Test and relations
to other terms in the MED database (adapted from the
MED web site)

Consider a text which contains the term Plasma
Glucose Test. When referring to an individual, the
term indicates examination for diabetes. There are
two types of the test. Random Plasma Glucose Test
refers to a simple blood sugar test. No fasting or
glucose administration is required. Results are pro-
cessed within 24 to 48 hours or faster. Fasting Plasma
Glucose Test is more demanding: the patient should
avoid food or drink, except water, for at least 12 hours
prior to the procedure [15]. Both test types and the
generic term Plasma Glucose Test relate to the physical
health of a person, thus, are HI (see Section 2, point 1).
CHEM-7, metabolic panel testing31, is a more general
term which indicates 7 possible tests (glucose, serum
sodium, serum potassium, etc.). The term is HI, al-
though it is less revealing than Plasma Glucose Test.
Other terms, e.g., Bioactive Substance, Plasma,

Event, may or may not reveal HI, depending on the
context. Searching texts for all the sixteen terms in-

28 http://www.jamia.org/
29 http://med.dmi.columbia.edu/
30 http://med.dmi.columbia.edu/struc.htm
31 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/ency/article/

003462.htm
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creases the computing time by a factor of eight (the
near linear processing was confirmed in laboratory
testing). The extra time might not be a problem
for topic classification and text mining which process
published and otherwise legitimately dispensed docu-
ments. We, on the other hand, want to limit informa-
tion exposure to a reasonable minimum. The excessive
terms can also increase the probability of texts being
falsely tagged PHI.
We opted to build a HI lexical source from the

knowledge sources used by medical and allied pro-
fessionals in health care organizations. The two pri-
mary sources are the International Classification of
Diseases (ICD9 codes)32, and Canadian Drug Prod-
uct Database33.

7 Future Work and Conclusions

The separation of possible and impossible containers
is a key factor of our tool performance. To insure high
accuracy, we want to implement a more diligent test-
ing of the file titles. In future, before being fed into the
Amazon.com search, the titles will be pre-screened to
find possible legal and health-related documents (Jane
Doe letter of assessment, My affidavit). We plan to use
stemming during this pre-screening. The sought after
key words belong to two groups: authorized and un-
authorized evidence (e.g., affidavit, permission, state-
ment) and health records (e.g., discharge, hospital, re-
ferral). We also plan to extend geographic informa-
tion analysis: (i) add more categories, e.g. popu-
lation hubs such as major airports (Heathrow, Pear-
son), international resorts (Varna, Saltsburg), etc.; (ii)
rank the found names according to their contribution
for person identification; for example, New York, pop.
> 8, 300, 000, can be ranked lower than Ottawa, pop.
812, 000. In future, we want to reinforce person names
with statistical evidence of their use, e.g., a reverse
rank on the list of popular North American names.
These techniques should allow file ranking with respect
to a potential risk of information leaks. In this study,
we focus on contents seen by end users and do not col-
lect the hidden file metadata. We may want to investi-
gate the metadata impact on the scale of information
leaks.
By all means, we also plan to continue testing the

tool. A restricted number of PHI files can make our
tool prone to data over-fitting. Hence, we continue
to gather new data samples. Our future work may in-
clude analysis of the MeSH hierarchical levels, in order
to reduce the number of false positive examples. We
also want to use BNC to find frequent collocations, as
filtering these out from the PHI indicator dictionary
can, too, reduce the false positives. Other directions
of future work are related to detection of rare events
(e.g., a rare coma complication Lock-in). If found in
text, such event can correct identify a person. How-
ever, automated extraction of rarely supplied informa-

32 http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/about/otheract/icd9/abticd9.htm
33 http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/dhp-mps/prodpharma/databasdon/

index-eng.php

tion is difficult and may require expanding our system
with a new element.
We have introduced a system which helps to pre-

vent leaks of personal health information. Our system
is able to work within the complex environment of pre-
viously unseen data types. It prevents the leakage of
PHI texts in heterogeneous input, i.e. files in which
context, content, and type vary unlimitedly. The un-
certain content of the files contrasts our data set with
homogenous data sets of known content; for example,
company employee files and hospital records, where
each file is pre-disposed to contain personal informa-
tion, or movie script archives, where scripts are a work
of fiction. To accommodate the uncertainty, we have
introduced a taxonomy of files related to the possibil-
ity and probability of the files leaking personal health
information.
On empirical evidence, we have shown that the med-

ical sources are well-suited to analyze formally written,
well-edited texts, often with an abundance of scientific
terms and relations. For our task, however, the sources
contain excessive information, making text analysis
too slow, inefficient and prone to false positive identifi-
cation. A series of experiments was performed on files
exchanged in peer-to-peer file sharing networks with
encouraging results.
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